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A Student turned Entrepreneur and a Young 

Business Enthusiast, He had a vision to bring 

Businesses & Entrepreneurs at a platform where a 

company having a Turnover of Rs.5 lakhs is brought 

into a network and in a panel with a company which 

has a Turnover over Rs.1,000 crores with a strong 

belief that this automatically will create a huge 

networking opportunity, where the big businesses 

can act as angel investors for the business they see 

as growth oriented.

Considering the scenario of the void between the 

Start-up ecosystem and traditional businesses, he 

created a platform The Global Business Icons which 

works under the vision “THINK BIG” where 

businesses from different walks of life and from 

across the Asian countries are given a platform to 

highlight their entrepreneurial journeys.

Came the Pandemic, the businesses halted but with 

a firm vision to work on the individual profile 

upliftment of deserving Start-up ideas and 

Entrepreneurs he Mentored more than 200 Start-

ups & Businesses through Video Podcasts on 

B i z N a t i o n  T V  -  " T H E  V O I C E  F O R 

ENTREPRENEURSHIP" and also looks forward to 

be the medium to link Angel Investors and the 

Entrepreneurs which are void of the much deserved 

investments.

Adv. Udaiveer Singh Bindra

aka

The Corporate Sardaar
Director & CEO

BizNation TV

"THE VOICE FOR ENTREPRENEURSHIP" 

It's not about ideas.
It's about making ideas happen.“ “

Adv. Udaiveer Singh Bindra Page 1Global Business Icons



Lord Diljit Singh Rana

Member of the Parliament
of The House of Lords

United Kingdom
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From Sanghol, Punjab
to Member of Order
in British Empire 
“ “

Lord Diljit Singh Rana, Baron Rana, Member of the Order of the British 

Empire (MBE) is a British politician and member of the House of Lords. In 

June 2004, he was created a life peer as Baron Rana, of Malone in the 

County of Antrim.

Very little is known about his personal life, He was born on 20 September 

1938 in Sanghol, Punjab, India and is the eldest of three brothers and two 

sisters. Lord Rana left Punjab in 1963 for England. Starting from scratch in 

Belfast in Northern Ireland, Rana worked hard to build a 60-million pounds 

business empire dealing in restaurants, hotels and trading.

Despite over 25 bombings at some of his establishments during the 

sectarian violence in Northern Ireland in the 1980s, Lord Rana remained 

resilient and steadfast to the trouble-torn region and ended up as a 

successful and highly respected businessman in the United Kingdom. He 

even facilitated peace initiatives in Northern Ireland.

Appointed Honorary Consul General of India in Northern Ireland, Lord Rana 

is also the president of the Global Organisation of People of Indian Origin.

Mr. Tony Blair, Prime Minister, United Kingdom decorated Lord Diljit Rana 

with the prestigious position, Member House of Lords, UK in 2004 for his 

highly dedicated services in the regeneration of Belfast, Northern Ireland.

He is a successful property developer, hotelier and president of the Northern 

Ireland Chamber of Commerce and Industry. He is also director of Andras 

House.

Through his accomplishments and success in United Kingdom, he has given 

back to the society and his motherland by setting up educational institutes.  

Lord Rana has set up a charitable trust of Rs. 50 million for a school and a 

college named under Cordia Group of Institutes, in his native village 

Sanghol, near Chandigarh, India. The new college has collaborative links 

with the University of Ulster in Northern Ireland. The university conferred an 

honorary doctorate on Load Rana who lead a delegation of academics from 

the university to India to explore educational partnerships and help develop 

university links between India and Northern Ireland.

Lord Rana has received an Honorary Degrees by Queen's University, The 

University of Ulster in Belfast, Northern Ireland and Bengal Engineering and 

Science University in West Bengal.

Lord Rana himself states that he has protected a lot of heritage buildings in 

Belfast.
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Dr. Neeraj A. Sharma

Honorary Consul General
of the 

REPUBLIC OF PALAU TO INDIA 
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An IIM K Alumni &
the Honorary Consul
General of
The Republic of
Palau to India 

“ “
Dr. Neeraj A Sharma born in New Delhi (India), comes from a 
simple joint family background. He is a second generation 
Entrepreneur. He holds his Masters in Foreign Trade and Post 
Graduation in Management from the Indian Institute of 
Management Kozhikode (IIM K ). He has also been awarded a 
Doctorate of Honors in Business Management.
Dr. Sharma is a well known Strategist and has been in the fore 
front of Establishing Diplomatic relations to enhance value 
addition for Business Houses. He is a Specialist is Mentoring Start 
ups in various domains and has a fan following for the business 
turn arounds that he does. He specializes in Brand creation, 
process simplification & simplified Top Management Operations, 
Long & Medium term business Strategy, Financial Management, 
New market Developments and Entrepreneur Vision Advisory.
He manages various businesses in his personal capacity in the 
field of Technology, Automobiles, Real Estate, Consumer 
Electronics, Biodegradable products, Food products & Higher 
Education. He is also on the board of advisors of many 
Educational Institutions and Companies as well. 
Dr. Neeraj has been awarded “Rashtriya Udyog Ratan Award” by 
the Economic Development Forum.
He is an active supporter of Non-Governmental Organisations and 
Charitable Organisations like Home for the Aged (Little Sisters of 
the poor),  Missionaries of Charities belonging to Mother Teresa's 
Home) & Cheshire's Home for the handicapped girls.
In 2019, he was appointed the Honorary Consul General of the 
Republic of Palau to India. It is a Position where-in he has been 
appointed under the Exequatur issued by the Honourable 
President of the Republic of India & The Honourable President of 
the Republic of Palau , a rare nomination given to privileged few.
Despite his Professional and Social duties he is an amazing 
Sportsperson and continues to inspire the younger generation by 
his Athletism . He has won many distinguished medals and 
awards in the field of  Cricket , Track & Field Events, Badminton 
and Football. And has had the honor of being trained by Shri. VR 
Beedu ( Dronacharya Award Winner 2018)
He is constantly working towards enhancing bilateral trade and 
relations not only between India and Palau but also between India 
and various other countries , and has been propagating focus on 
building business based on Technology and Made in India 
products and also is consciously making an effort to mentor young 
Global Millennials into Niche Entrepreneurs with an out of the box 
strategy .
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Ms. Shabeena Sultana

The Honorary Consul 
of 

THE REPUBLIC OF TUNISIA 

Ms. Shabeena Sultana Page 4

Founder of KRETO
working to transform
businesses.
“ “

If Integrity, Positivity, Determination, Dedication & Passion 

have a synonym, it is Ms. Shabeena Sultana, who is the 

Honorary Consul of the Republic of Tunisia. 

At such a such age, she backs herself with ample experience 

in some of the important Industries such as Agriculture, 

Energy, Waste Management, Education, and Corporate 

Compliance. She has been at the forefront in empowering 

women & women entrepreneurship.

She is also the Founder of Knowledge Resource Enabled 

Trade Organisation famously known as KRETO. Mrs. 

Shabeena Sultana is one of the key architects of KRETO, a 

revolutionary platform that is all set to transform the way 

businesses are conducted by Entrepreneurs with the rest of 

the world. Mrs. Shabeena has been blessed with a sharp 

business acumen that has guided her in her journey dotted 

with milestones. 

Not at all averse to taking risks, she has time and again 

proved her leadership qualities by excelling in various 

categories that she has been a part of over the years. 

Her interests span Energy, Education, International 

Relations, Trade Association, Social Causes and many 

more. She has donned several hats in her illustrious career. 

Mrs. Shabeena Sultana, who is fondly also known as 

Shabeena didi, is also a Member of the Trust Board of Ms. 

HKBK Group of Educational Institutions based at Bengaluru. 

Despite her busy schedule she can be seen in the corridors 

of the campus where students approach her without 

hesitation to understand the art of carving their future by 

choosing the right academic programme based on their 

abilities an passion – as interpreted by Shabeena didi.

She aspires to help Indian businesses upscale, align and 

emerge as formidable players in their respective business 

domains with the help of strategic assistance from KRETO. 

Shabeena loves travelling during her spare time. She also 

enjoys meeting new people and expanding her horizons of 

awareness and experience.
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Jawed Habib

Hair Expert
INDIA
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the FACE of Indian
Hairstyling. A Creative
Flamboyant person
“ “

The face of Indian hairstyling, Jawed Habib is renowned for his association with 
fashion and film celebrities. Innately a creative, flamboyant and vivacious person, 
he is an ultimate optimist with an amazing zest for life.

Back in the late 1940s, Jawed's grandfather was appointed as the official barber to 
the President of India, and also cut the hair of Lord Mountbatten, Pandit Jawaharlal 
Nehru and other dignitaries. This is how hairstyling became not just a profession, 
but also a passion that runs in the Habib family. Jawed remained a keen observer 
and learnt a lot from his father and grandfather. Later, after studying French 
literature in Delhi, he went to London's Morris School of Hair Design specializing in 
Hair Colouring & Setting and Dressing Out. 

Jawed Habib Hair and Beauty Ltd. is one of the earliest and the finest hair and 
beauty salons in India. Through these years, we have won the trust of several 
celebrities and millions of commoners who are our loyal patrons today. Besides 
this, we also help aspiring stylists achieve their dreams, with Jawed Habib 
Academy, our chain of hair education schools spread across India. Operating in 24 
states and 110 cities in the country, we currently have 875 outlets in addition to 
establishments in Singapore, Kenya, Dubai, Bangladesh, Nepal. Through our 
professional services, we relentlessly strive to give our customers an experience 
that they would love to revisit.

 We've evolved together as a family over the last 3 generations and have espoused 
a culture of science and understanding that is used to style hair. Our employees are 
our assets who are meticulously trained on the innumerable scientific methods of 
hair cutting and styling that would directly benefit our treasured customers. To be 
even more specific, the methodology that we follow is what we call science-based 
styling and not just styling based on products.

 JH and its subsidiaries together constitute a huge family of 10000 employees. 
Unanimously, we all work towards the goal of ensuring complete customer 
satisfaction and boosting their confidence levels with the right grooming. This is one 
of the primary reasons why we encourage feedback from our customers – to 
understand if there is some room for improvement.

Our vision is to organize the muddled hair industry prevailing in the country today 
and hoist it to a level where it equals global standards. Training aspiring talents and 
regularly upgrading their skills is our modest way of benefiting people connected to 
this part of the grooming market. We hope to see the practice go global very soon.

Jawed Habib believes that education can add value to any profession. That is why, 
he started a chain of academies where young hair stylists are trained and moulded 
every day. Not only are they taught the intricacies of hair styling, but are also trained 
on providing excellent service experience to the customers.

Jawed believes that learning is a never-ending process, and hence, encourages 
brushing up one's skills and knowledge every once in a while. In fact, he, too, hones 
his skills and keeps learning every day. He attributes success in this profession 
largely to education.
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Dr. Sai Kaustuv Dasgupta

Wheel Chair Warrior
of

INDIA
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a Global Motivational
Speaker, Goodwill
Ambassador &
Happiness Coach

“ “
Having a rare Brittle Bone Disease called OsteogenesisImperfecta and going 
through more than 50 fractures, Dr. Sai Kaustuv Dasgupta, a 90% differently-
abled youth from Andhra Pradesh, India is soaring high through his 
unbreakable spirit. He is popularly known as the Wheelchair Warrior of India. 
He has a severe hearing impairment and is confined to an electric wheelchair 
24x7. He fought through his disability and explored how to pursue his passion 
and, more importantly, happiness. He's an inspiring example and his life 
serves as an emblem for courage and believes defeating atrocities and 
negativity. 

Dr. Dasgupta suffers from a rare disease since he was born and calls his birth 
a special one. His disease could not hinder the pace of his happily successful 
story and won him awards like the Dishari Award for West Bengal's Best Child 
Singer, Mastery Award 2017 by CavinKare Ability Foundation, People's 
Choice Award by Batra, and other 100+ national and International Awards. 

Despite a 90% disabled body, he did not let his career be fragile. By 
profession, he is an International Graphic Designer, Motivational (TEDx) 
Speaker, and India's first differently-abled Certified Happiness Coach. He has 
successfully put his endeavors in spreading motivation and happiness with 
his mentoring sessions in institutes like Microsoft, Accenture, Marriott Hotels, 
Medicover, Rotary International, Jain University, and many more in the list, 
across the country and seas apart in nations like US Australia, Malaysia, 
Singapore, Thailand, Indonesia, Nepal to name a few. The winner of 2021 D-
30 Disability Impact List, Sai represented India in the Global platform and has 
become a catalyst for continuing to advance disability inclusion, leadership, 
and representation at the global level.

Dr.Sai has been the Limca, India, Asia Book, and 15+ World Record holder. 
He struggled his way being an international graphic designer, designing using 
just one finger of his left hand. Besides that, he is a Singer, Composer, 
Entrepreneur, Author, Inclusion & Diversity Champion, Global & Goodwill 
Ambassador for Family Peace & founder of a virtual platform called 
Happiness Unlimited. He is an esteemed figure titled as the 4th Global Icon 
with leadership traits after Hellen Keller, Stephen Hawking, and Srikanth 
Bola.

He even holds a book in his authorship which has been translated into 10 
Indian languages. Dr. Sai has researched accessibility and proposes to make 
the nation a wheelchair-friendly one and accredits to his name the winner's 
title of All India Wheelchair Wanderlust Competition. His Virtual Community 
Happiness Unlimited strives to bring back the purity of heart and genuine 
happiness in society and making this planet a better place to live with 
harmony, happiness & peace.
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Vidyadhar Prabhudesai

Co-Founder
LeadCap Ventures
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a Diversified
professional & Top 100
Global Influencer
“ “

Vidyadhar Prabhudesai is a diversified professional and Top 100 Global 
Influencer. He is an entrepreneur and the co founder of LeadCap Ventures 
with presence in 40 countries across Asia, Africa and Europe. LeadCap 
Ventures is the regional partner of the World Economic Forum and supports 
their research, policy interventions, programs and other engagements to 
strengthen relations and economic cooperation within the region. 

Prabhudesai is also a an inclusive development policy fellow of United 
Nations, technology, media and governance fellow of Ford Foundation and 
non-resident fellow of the Royal Society of Arts, London.  As UN fellow, he 
actively advocates Sustainable Development Goals and conducts impact 
assessment on measures implemented in Asia and Europe. He is nominated 
as Ambassador for Sustainable Development Goals by the United Nations 
and Peace Ambassador by Institute of Economics and Peace, Australia. 

Vidyadhar is also the Founding Curator of the Global Shapers Community, an 
initiative of the World Economic Forum. As a curator he is involved in building 
a strong network of young achievers under 30 years in India and drive their 
work in India on the impact areas such as Climate Action, Diversity & Inclusion 
and Education & Skills. He received World Bank's Prize on Youth 
Employability for impacting more than 10 million youth through public private 
partnership programs under LeadCap Trust where he is board member and 
managing trustee. This unique model received special mentions across 
international forums such as The Doha Forum, UN Youth Envoy and Peace 
Child International, UK. He established World's first Leadership Village in 
Kerala, India for which he was nominated as Global Shaper by the World 
Economic Forum.

Prabhudesai is board member at International Foundation for Sustainable 
Peace and Development, an international institution, with consultative status 
with UN - ECOSOC, promoting dialogue and mutual understanding across 
the world. He is an advisor to Harvard Business Review, Economist without 
Borders, youth consultant to Asian Development Bank and member of special 
consulting group to the Office of Principal Scientific Advisor, Govt of India. He 
consults several international governments such as Afghanistan, UAE, 
Qatar, Iraq, Saudi Arabia, Iran, Libiya, Denmark and Turkey. He is also a 
Mentor of Change at NITI Aayog and has helped several start ups, micro, 
small and medium enterprises to scale. He is a Living My Promise signatory 
and pledged half of his wealth towards philanthropic activities.

Vidyadhar has been listed among the Young Visionaries by Horasis, Top 
LinkedIn Professionals, Top 40 EU India leaders by EICBI and distinguished 
alumni of Aegis & Thunderbird
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Ms. Efe Bachtsevana

Creative Music Teacher

International Author

Educationist

Ms. Effie Bachtsevana Page 8

Let’s Play boomwhackers
method. Learn English
through music & play

“ “
Effie Bachtsevana was born in Melbourne Australia. She is a Creative Music Teacher, an 
International Author and Educationist, Creator of the first Boomwhackers Orchestra in Greece, 
Inventor and Author of  Let's Play boomwhackers method “Learn English through Music 
and Play” for Kindergarten and Primary School Speaker and Researcher of various methods of 
teaching in early years.

For the past 22 years she has worked at the music school of the Municipal  Conservatoire of 
Neapolis – Sykies in Greece and as well as Head of Music – Kinetic Approach in a private 
Institute of Vocational Training.

She has created and applied a pioneering teaching method called: 

Let's Play boomwhackers “Learn English through Music and Play”

She created in 2012, the first "Boomwhackers Orchestra" in Greece. Her pioneering venture 
has been the introduction of her boomwhackers method in the kindergartens and at the Early 
Childhood Education not only in Greece but in other countries too. Since 2012 she has been the 
Instructor of Seminars addressing educators of all stages, of Preschool and School education, 
Kindergarten and Nursery school teachers, teachers of Physical Education and English 
teachers focusing on using her method in education. She has presented her method to over 
15 countries and 15.000 educators.

Since 2017 she has been an external collaborator training educators of the “Harmonia 
Academy” in Turkey. Music teacher at the Finnish eSISU Global Preschool in Finland. Both of 
her books are based on a new groundbreaking teaching approach of Pedagogy in Education. 

Her Boomwhackers method has been used with great success at Primary schools in Bulgaria, 
Holland, Finland and Ukraine. Has also been used at Private schools, Kindergarten and 
Nursery schools, English schools, Special Education schools and Professional training 
institutes all over Greece, Cyprus, India, Turkey and Australia.

She has presented her boomwhackers method in the Council For Creative Education, in 
Finland, in the International Teachers Development Institute (iTDi), in Twinkl Australia teaching 
group, in the Korea-Philippines Teacher Exchange Programme Alumni Association 
(KPTEPAA), EDHEROES Forum by Rybakov Foundation of Russia and Central University of 
Gujarat in India. 

During the last year she has been presenting her method to over 100 public and private schools 
in India. She has also been addressing educators from India focusing on using her method in 
education. 

The last two years she has accomplished over 200 Virtual Sessions with her boomwhackers 
method.

World Books of Records-London (UK) have recognized and appreciated her work in the field of 
education for spreading a spirit of positivity and hope during these testing times of Corona 
Pandemic.

She has been awarded with Rybakov Preschool Award 2021 by Rybakov Foundation in honor 
of  L.Vygotsky.

She has also brought appearances on TV and Radio programs.

Newspapers and magazines have hosted her boomwhackers method such as "NEOS 
KOSMOS" Greek Australian Newspaper, The National Herald" of New York, WOMENSHINE 
Magazine, Mentor Magazine, Education Jagat, Edukos Unite Of Scholars.

Effie is passionate about teaching Music and her dream is to inspire the Next Generation 
through Music and Play. She doesn't believe in stereotypes method of teaching but she 
believes that students should learn things actively by taking part in learning process.

When Effie is not teaching she is a keynote speaker and consultant of music in Education for 
national and international audiences (Ministries of Education, Cultural and Educational 
institutions) from all over the world.

Inventor & Author of
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Dr. Beatriz Lucia Salvador Bizotto

Post Doctoral Student
in Economics

at Univ. of Aveiro, Portugal

Dr. Beatriz Lucia Salvador Bizotto Page 9

an Economics Student
working in the sectors
of Academic & Social
“ “

Dr Beatriz Lucia Salvador Bizotto, is a Post-Doctoral Student in Economics at the University of Aveiro 

Portugal, under the supervision of Dr MARIA ELIZABETH PEREIRA TEIXEIRA ROCHA she holds a 

Doctorate in Administration from the University of Caxias do Sul UCS-Convênio PUC/RS. Master's 

Degree in Administration from the University of Caxias do Sul -UCS, (2011). Specialization in 

Controllership- University of Caxias do Sul UCS- Campus Vacaria. Graduated in Accounting 

Sciences. Judicial Expert. Coordinator of 3 International Research Groups registered at CNPQ being 

Social & Applied Sciences, and Spirituality Research Brazil India and Pakistan, Comparative Study of 

the Relationship between Innovation, Corporate Governance and Competitive Advantage of the 

Grape and Wine Chain in Brazil and Portugal. She is Professor and Tutor at Unifacvest University 

Center. Editor of Tropeiro Magazine of Social and Applied Sciences. President of Global Edu Leaders 

Forum – Brazil and international coordinator. Board member of FAI India Ambassador in Brazil of 

Chilparco Internacional foundation Director of IDYM Brazil. About Fater Academy of India (FAI) - 

Adviser- FAI Executive Council.

Dr Beatriz also completed a PhD in Management in Portugal, at the University of Aveiro, in 2017, 

under the supervision of Dr MARIA ELIZABETH PEREIRA TEIXEIRA ROCHA. She carried out a 

research of international relevance which involved the Study of the Relationship between Innovation, 

Competitive Priorities and Competitive Advantage in the Grape and Wine Production Chain.

Upon returning to Brazil in 2017, she continued her studies to complete a doctorate in Administration. 

Under the guidance of Dr Maria Emilia Camargo. She also researched and found a theoretical model 

on the STUDY OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN INNOVATION, COMPETITIVE PRIORITIES 

AND COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE  IN THE GRAPE AND WINE PRODUCTION CHAIN   between 

Brazil and Portugal. She completes her doctorate in 2018.

 In 2011 Dr Beatriz completes a master's degree in business administration under the guidance of Dr 

Guilherme Cunha Malafaia and co-advisor Dr Maria Emilia Camargo. In her research, she carried out 

the Characterization of the Small Fruits Production Chain in Campos de Cima da Serra from the 

perspective of Production and Marketing.

Dr Beatriz, always restless about carrying out his studies, and the importance of sharing knowledge, 

began to form research groups as a way to expand research in 2019 began working on: System to 

Model the Relationships between Knowledge Processes, Absorption Capacity, Innovation, 

Performance and Competitive Advantage in Agribusiness Supply Chain Project certified by 

coordinator Maria Emilia Camargo on 02/23/2020. The absorptive capacity represents the capacity to 

absorb new knowledge, that is, it can represent the potential for success of a company. While 

innovation has factors that can increase an organization's competitive advantage from the moment 

the organization reaches its maximum point of profitability and competitiveness, it will only continue to 

grow if there is innovation.

In 2020 constitutes 3 international research projects Social & Applied Sciences, and Spirituality 

Research Brazil India and Pakistan, Comparative Study of the Relationship between Innovation, 

Corporate Governance and Competitive Advantage. These projects gave a dimension beyond 

borders, because spirituality is something that needs to be learned and practiced every day. In this 

sense, India is the example of a spiritualized people and with this, it is able to unite two countries that 

are traditionally rivals, and for Brazil, this is an experience that needs to be shared and published.

Dr Beatriz in 2020, started giving lectures and participating in international conferences. I take 

advantage of the moment that Covid's worldwide pandemic forced people to practice detachment 

and physical isolation, but not social isolation, in this way I take the opportunity to specialize in giving 

lectures online. During the last 12 months she has given over 120 lectures. These are the moments 

that bring people together in the search for knowledge for local and global development, with social, 

economic and political integration, market union and strengthening of international relations.

With these involvements, Dr Beatriz hopes that the results can contribute to the relationships 

between innovation, corporate governance, competitive advantage and performance in the scope of 

the business, academic and social sectors.
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Pouya Haidri

International Sales Trainer
and

Business Consultant
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from starting sales at

 to mentoring 500+16
sales professionals
“ “

Pouya Haidari is an international sales trainer and 

business consultant helping sales professionals and 

entrepreneurs achieve their goals while helping the 

public through their products and services. Pouya, 

starting in sales at the age of 16, was lucky enough to be 

mentored by none other than business philosopher Jim 

Rohn. One of the fundamental lessons which changed 

the trajectory of Pouya's life was Jim Rohn's quote on 

lifelong learning. “Formal education will make you a 

living, but self-education will make you a fortune”, said 

Jim Rohn. As of then, Pouya began investing himself and 

learning the art of sales and persuasion. 

Pouya went on to experience the corporate world in 

seven separate industries, eventually becoming a 

shareholder and executive for multiple businesses. In his 

role, he hired and managed hundreds of sales 

professionals. Pouya began doing outsourced sales for 

well-known entrepreneurs and multi-billion-dollar 

companies, building high-performing and revenue 

beating sales teams. 

As a natural progression, Pouya extended his expertise 

to sales professionals and entrepreneurs worldwide and 

has mentored well over 500+ sales professionals and 

entrepreneurs to date. In a matter of 36 months, Pouya 

has helped his clients generate over $56,000,000 in 

revenue. The monetary results are impressive, but the 

impact on the many lives is the true reward. As Pouya 

likes to say, “My wish for you is to live a truly fulfilled life 

on your own terms.”
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Hayal Köksal
(Assoc. Prof.)

Teacher Trainer, Researcher, Author, Founding President of the YIMEDER, 
Director General of Turkey within the WCTQEE, Consultant of Educational 

Quality, Leadership and Project Management Advisor & Coordinator of 
“Innovative Teachers Program” of Microsoft Turkey

Hayal Köksal is an academician, (teacher trainer), researcher, author, and the expert of “quality”, peace mentor, and project & curriculum designer. She has 
been teaching for 46 years. In addition to her academic studies, she is the Founding President of the Association for Innovative Collaboration (YİMEDER), 
and also the Director-General of Turkey within the World Council for Total Quality and Excellence in Education (WCTQEE) founded by the quality experts of 
30 countries in City Montessori School, Lucknow, India.

She gave pedagogic formation and newly-designed teacher training courses at the Faculty of Education, Bogazici University between 1997 and 2017. She 
instructed a graduate course at the Institute of Educational Sciences of Bahcesehir University in the 2018-2019 Academic year. She had her Associate 
professorship title on “Higher Education Studies” on 23 October 2019. She worked as a flying instructor for Cyprus Science University during the 2019-2020 
Academic Year. She did not renew her contract with the university due to the pandemic. She is writing books now and also guiding some national and 
international projects.

She worked as an advisor for the localization of the “Innovative Teachers Program” of Microsoft Turkey for five years and as a result, she designed an 
International ICT Project (ICT Seagulls), which has been going on since 2005.

Her study and research focus on; “Training innovative teachers and qualified new generations within a dignified and peaceful world & establishing quality 
philosophy in schools”. She believes in the necessity of collaboration (İmece), liberty, equality, and nonviolence for a happy and productive world. 

Her non-governmental, non-profit organization was re-founded on 15 January 2015 with the name of; “Association for Innovative Collaboration (YİMEDER)”. 

Her slogan is; “Lifelong learning; from theory to practice…”

LIFE STORY:
Hayal Köksal was born in Balıkesir, Turkey in 1956. She graduated from Izmir Teachers' Training College in 1976 and Educational Faculty of Marmara 
University in 1985. She had her MA in English Language Teaching (ELT) at Gaziantep University in 1992 and her Ph.D. in “Educational Sciences” in 1997. Dr. 
Köksal has been dealing with Total Quality in Education since 1992, and between 2000 and 2013, she co-founded the Turkish and Eurasian Center for 
Schools of Quality with John Jay Bonstingl, the worldwide known US Quality expert. She has been the Director-General of Turkey within the World Council for 
Total Quality and excellence in Education (WCTQEE) since 2003. She is also interested in peace and non-violence issues. Since 2005, she has been the 
Education Team and Global Advisory Board members of the Human Dignity and Humiliation Studies.

After her retirement from Marmara University in 1999, she has been continuing lecturing at various outstanding Turkish Universities as a freelance 
INSTRUCTOR on the way of publicizing quality-oriented, project-based, innovative education and working as a QUALITY & PEACE CONSULTANT, 
RESEARCHER and BOOK WRITER now. She has already had 16 books. Some of them are listed below:

Ÿ Truth about Total Quality in Education, Istanbul, Academy Publishing, 2003.

Ÿ Power of Unity in Education through İmece Circles, Istanbul Academy Publishing, 2004.

Ÿ A Bunch of In-Class Activities (Based on the Constructivist Philosophy in Education), Istanbul Marduk Publishing, 2006),

Ÿ Me: Life-long Learner (Along with the child within), Istanbul Prism Printing House, 2007.

Ÿ 11th International Convention Book on Students' İmece Circles (SQCs), Istanbul CB Print house, 2009. (Sponsored by UNESCO Turkey)

Ÿ Removing Barriers through Empathy (A Book about the disabled), Istanbul, Turkey, Positive Printing House, 2010. (Sponsored by Oki Printing 
Solutions)

Ÿ Catching Our Kinds Young/Çekirdekten Yetiştirme, Published by Dignity Press, USA, 2014 (Supported by World Dignity University)

Ÿ Redesigning Village Institutions through Collaboration (=İmece), Detay Printing House, Ankara, 2016.

Ÿ Home-Schooling during the Difficult Times, Astana Printing House, Ankara, 2021.

She was the advisor and the localizer of the “Innovative Teachers” project of Microsoft Turkey. She prepared all the documents including an e-book, trained 
trainers, and almost Innovative 200 innovative teachers and coaches between the years of 2004 and 2009.

She devoted her life to improving İmece Circles methodology focusing; critical thinking and problem-solving skills as a team. Her project ICT Seagulls Project 
was the practical face of that philosophy. She conducted more than 4,500 Students Quality Circles (İmece/Collaborative Teams) and almost 500 ICT 
Seagulls Projects including not only Turkish schools but also schools in India, USA, UK, Nepal, Sri Lanka, and South Africa.

Dr. Köksal, in her 44th professional year, got her Associate Professor title on Higher Education Studies in 2019. After leaving her 20-year lasting freelance 
work at the Faculty of Education, Boğaziçi University, she started instructing some graduate courses at Bahçeşehir and Cyprus Science Universities 
(Strategic Planning and TQM at Schools). She had given    “Classroom Management”, “School Experience”, “Introduction to Teaching Profession”, 
“Nonviolence in Education”, “Conflict Resolution”, “Innovative Teaching” and “Quality in ELT” at Boğaziçi University within twenty years. 

She also gave; “Personal Quality and Leadership” course to engineering Students at Marmara, Yıldız Technical and Istanbul Kültür Universities, “Human 
resources Management in Educational Administration” at the MBA Program of Bahçeşehir University, and “Quality in Training” to teacher trainees at Yeditepe 
University.

She has been still acting as a teacher-trainer and counsellor for schools, companies, local governors, and NGO leaders. She is married with one daughter, 
who is a fellow of British, Institute of Actuaries. She also has a grandson and living in London, UK.
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Harshal Dilwali
Director/CEO (Clarissa Group)

Director/CEO at Clarissa Group, Hotelier, Real Estate Developer, an 

Entrepreneur, Politician, Public & Motivational Speaker and a prominent 

Youth Icon

Introduction
Mr. Harshal Dilwali is Director/CEO at Clarissa Group, Hotelier, Real Estate Developer, an Entrepreneur, Politician, Public & 

Motivational Speaker and a prominent Youth Icon. He became one of the youngest Director of Uttarakhand in 2017. He is A top-ranked 

BSc graduate in Hospitality and Hotel Administration IHM, MBA Gold Medalist from IILM with specialization in Marketing and 

Entrepreneurship from IIM, Bangalore Specialized in Entrepreneurship and Digital Marketing from Lapland University at Finland where 

he received Excellence Award for Outstanding Performance. Mr. Harshal Dilwali feels passionately about guest and employee 

experience, and is actively involved in re-engineering and re-structuring of systems and processes of the company.

Story Of A Young Entrepreneur – Harshal Dilwali
Mr. Harshal Dilwali is Director/CEO at Clarissa Group, Hotelier, Real Estate Developer, an Entrepreneur, Politician, Public & 

Motivational Speaker and a prominent Youth Icon. He became one of the youngest Director of Uttarakhand in 2017. He is a top-ranked 

BSc graduate in Hospitality and Hotel Administration IHM, MBA Gold Medalist from IILM with specialization in Marketing and 

Entrepreneurship from IIM, Bangalore Specialized in Entrepreneurship and Digital Marketing from Lapland University at Finland where 

he received Excellence Award for Outstanding Performance.  Mr. Harshal Dilwali feels passionately about guest and employee 

experience, and is actively involved in re-engineering and re-structuring of systems and processes of the company, thereby, ensuring 

an exceptional experience for all. He strongly believes that core values and culture of the company are most important pillars that help to 

propel any organization's success.

Mr. Harshal Dilwali was featured in Startup Times, many News Channels, Podcasts, and National and International newspapers. Global 

Business Icon awarded Mr. Harshal Dilwali as Youngest Entrepreneur of the year 2021 in association with BizNationTV. Fanatixx 

Spectrum awards awarded him as the Entrepreneur of the year 2021 and his articles have been published various newspapers. 

Sparkling Diamonds Awards have awarded Mr. Harshal Dilwali as Entrepreneur and Influencer of the year 2021.

Lets know more about him by asking few questions!

When did he first realize he wanted to be an entrepreneur?

Mr. Harshal Dilwali always used to dream big his life. Initially during his school days, he had no such idea of becoming an entrepreneur 

initially but the destiny chose something different for him. In 2014, his family entered into Hospitality Industry. They made their first resort 

in Jim Corbett National Park, Uttarakhand, and named it Clarissa Resort. Right from their when he was in high school his journey as an 

Entrepreneur began. Mr. Harshal Dilwali became more focused and had a clear vision his mind to pursue his career as an entrepreneur. 

Mr. Harshal Dilwali worked dedicatedly and passionately to fulfill his dreams. Mr.Harshal Dilwali became one of the youngest Director of 

Uttarakhand in 2017 and later became Chief Executive Officer in 2020.  News Channel India's 18 and USRB news featured Mr. Harshal 

Dilwali twice. Mr. Harshal Dilwali proved that there is no age bar to become an Entrepreneur.

How did he get the idea or concept for the business?

Mr. Harshal Dilwali says that it was his family's ambition to enter into Hospitality Industry. Mr. Harshal Dilwali also said that it took almost 

4 years for his family to enter into Hospitality Business. Mr. Harshal Dilwali used to get fascinated when he used to visit hotels and resorts 

round the world. He and his family used to dream of having one. In 2014, his family got opportunity to set up their first resort. Mr. Harshal 

Dilwali said that his father Mr. Ashish Dilwali was true man behind this idea. Mr. AshishDilwali Chairman Director at Clarissa Group and 

father of Mr. HarshalDilwali ha s been instrumental in pioneering the development of Clarissa Resorts Pvt Ltd. Recognizing the 

importance of quality in hospitality management. Mr. Harshal Dilwali also said that it would not have been possible without his mother 

Mrs. Pooja Dilwali who was his constant support and motivation. Mrs. Pooja Dilwali is President at Clarissa Group and mother of 

Mr.HarshalDilwali. Mrs.PoojaDilwali thrives on nurturing goodwill by establishing and maintaining organizational structure. She 

believes trust and honesty are key factors to achieve success. Mr.HarshalDilwali believes that it was his family support and efforts to 

establish Clarissa Group.
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Akta Sehgal
Founder & Mentor (Manas Wealth)

Ms. Akta Sehgal is the founder and mentor of Manas Wealth-   A nancial 

distribution and training rm, Vanyas Craft – Handmade cards , Motherhood 

Club, Kid-do-mentoring and MCube .

She holds an honorary position as Chief Marketing & Finance Officer for Unnati, Complete Branding Coordinator for Soul and Smile International 

Virtual Academy and Financial Mentor for  Shiksha Samaroh an initiative to educate kids from humble background

Akta is a financial mentor has over 20  years of experience in the field of financial services and has dealt with corporate, individuals and children.

She believes in three E's -Educate Empower and Enlighten and Three P's- Passion Perseverance and Panache'. 

She is extremely passionate about imparting financial awareness to one and all. An avid blogger, a keen learner with a never never say attitude, and 

has been pursuing her passion of creating an environment of learning across the spectrum. She recently under her Banner Motherhood club hosted 
st1  Wonder Mom Felicitation and felicitated 81 Mothers across the globe for the unconditional support they extend in shaping the future. She hosts 

Three Talk Shows – Motherhood Club Talk Show, Kiddomentoring Talk Show and Learning Initiative Mcube – Money Mentoring and Motivation. 

She has worked with some prominent names during her corporate stint, she started her career with a regional brokerage house Tower Capital and 

secur i t ies  Pv t .  l td  in  Mumbai  and has  worked w i th  HDFC Bank ,  C i t i  Smi th  Barney ,Barc lays  ( (  L inked in  Profi le : 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/aktasehgal/)

She runs three dedicated financial mentoring programs called

Ÿ Wo- Mentoring on Money Matters

Ÿ Fin-Mentoring on Money Matters

Ÿ Kiddo-Mentoring On Money Matters

So far she has trained more than 5000 women, 1500 men and 100 students across age group thru the offline mode and countless thru the weekly 

virtual sessions she conducts

She writes simple and easy to understand blogs on financial matters to create awareness. In addition to all of this, she has a series of radio episodes in 

collaboration with Salaam Namaste a community Radio channel based in Noida Ghaziabad to create financial awareness. She has 6 Anthologies of 

English and Hindi Poem and has received many awards for her poetry at local and national level

She is a recipient of 

Ÿ Roll of Honour By Café Mutual, 

Ÿ WomenEra Award 2021 on 

Ÿ 1st Citizen Journalist Award 2021,  by ICMEI

Ÿ 101 women conclave award. 2020  by The Crazy Tales – Entrepreneur & Financial Mentor

Ÿ Monica Seth and Academy virtual award, 2020

Ÿ SDP Women Achievers Award  - Financial Mentor, 2020

Ÿ Rashtra Prerna Award 2020 for the Financial Mentor 

Ÿ Recipient of Salaam shakti award by Salaam Namaste Community radio, 2020

Ÿ Nominated at Awardee Intellect

Ÿ Revered by Business Mint for Nation Wide Women Excellence Awards - 2021. – Outstanding Women Entrepreneur-2021 Financial 

Products & Business Consulting Category 

Ÿ Vii Media Awards For Women Role Models 2021

Ÿ International Women Pride Award – 2021 by Star Awards

Ÿ Awesome Women 2k21 by Maan Mahila ka

Ÿ WASME's Prestigious Awards   GLOBAL BUSINESS WOMEN OF THE YEAR 2021

Ÿ Asian Education Awards 2021- Award for Contribution to Women Empowerment

Ÿ Kalki gaurav samman 

Ÿ Business Champion by Principal Mutual Fund

Ÿ WBTR Top 100 Inspiring stories

Ÿ HUMCEN Nominee 
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Pardip Rathod
Young Technopreneur

on a mission to cater the major global needs which are Huge savings on 

online spending and Organic food for healthy living

Currently, he heads as an MD at RRB INFINITY PVT LTD Where he is revolutionizing the fantasy gaming world with the FCL 

games Mobile app which has a very unique concept of nobody loses and developing more such online platforms where the 

users can spend the same amount of money twice. His vision is to build make-in-India platforms where user's wealth and 

health can be taken care of and to bring India on a global platform.

An alumnus of India's renowned Gujarat technological university, Mr. Pradip Rathod holds a Bachelor of Engineering in 

computer science and engineering. Before his foray into the Tech business and while completing higher education, he has 

successfully built a business of furious and non-furious metals where he used to deal in Metal Scraps as an Importer and 

trader since 2015. After establishing a Successful business in metals, he diversified into a tech start-up with a vision to build 

innovative and creative online platforms where the user gets the most benefits out of it.

Along the Technopreneurial journey, Mr. Naushad Ranguni joined him as CEO & Co-Founder at the establishment to 

achieve the Vision and mission of the Company by bringing fantasy to reality with the worlds 1st e-commerce fantasy portal, 

which will have E-Commerce, LIVE GAMING, Organic food & FINTECH with a unique concept of every penny spend can be 

used twice by the user. This unique concept will bring the global need to a single platform

They have received appreciation from various people and institutions for such a creative & innovative concept. Global 

business icon 2021's jury has accorded them “creative entrepreneur of the year 2021” for their exceptional work, 

outstanding contribution, and services in the business sector.  
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Prakash Kumar
Founder (Praveen Industries)

Excellence chastened with time produces some of the best performing 

companies in the world. Parveen Industries is a case in point. 

It was formed in1960 as a provider of conduit pipes and transformed itself in 1984 as a provider of oil 

well completion equipment for on-shore and off-shore operations in Oil Industry. Organic growth of 

Parveen Industries has ensured that it is a name to reck on with today amongst global players.

Most significantly; the promoters of Parveen Industries have guided the company to a new level of 

performance through new oil field equipment development and grow thin strategic markets. The 

company has not ched up its position in the global markets with continued focus on customer service 

and development to innovative product offerings.

Parveen Industries also follows a unique Indian philosophy that "anything that is bought or sold has no 

value unless it contains secret priceless ingredients which cannot be traded.” In Parveen  Industries' 

case the secret ingredients have been credibility, honour and integrity.

The global vision of the company encompasses an innovative perspective that continually evolves 

through new product development and improvised technology. To achieve this it has the most 

stringent policies and processes that conform to international standards –be it health, safety or 

environment.

Parveen Industries has been in the news for its innovation and relentless pursuit of reducing waste, 

emissions and discharges even while promoting energy efficiency. Needless to say; the company has 

won recognition for manufacture of oil field equipment from international certifying agencies like 

American Standards, IS0-9001,14001 and OHSAS 18001.

Parveen Industries customer list include the biggest names in the domestic and multinational oil 

exploration, drilling and production. Several hundred oil wells have been completed successfully 

using Parveen oil field equipment. Parveen Industries customers span the world and70 percent of its 

production is exported out of India.

As part of business transformation, quality has been standardized. The quality standardization is 

appropriately called "Improve Performance" which is subdivided into three sub processes, viz:

Ÿ Performance bench marking and gap analysis

Ÿ Idea management

Ÿ Knowledge management

The man behind the Parveen Industries's how is Prakash  Kumar who has spent four decades in the 

industry. He pioneered the concept of sustainable growth through exports in oil exploration 

equipment. Prakash has been an enterprising individual since his youth. He recognized the fact that 

employees with positive relationship became more dedicated and hence were motivated to always 

perform at their best. Prakash also actively participates in various social initiatives that help people 

overcome stress. His exemplary thought processes and profound knowledge of "Karma Science" 

have held Parveen Industries in good stead.
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Dr. Sapptarishi Ghosh
Technopreneur

Heads the Department of Innovation & Entrepreneurship of NSHM 
Knowledge Campus

Dr. Sapptarishi Ghosh is a 'Corporate Leader' turned 'Technopreneur' cum Professor and Mentor of Entrepreneurship & 

Management. Currently he heads the Department of Innovation & Entrepreneurship of NSHM Knowledge Campus, a 25-year-old 

dual campus Higher Education Institution based out of Kolkata and Durgapur. He is also the Founder of D'Solve Ecotech Pvt Ltd, a 

new age biotech start-up aligned to the vision of 'UN Sustainable Development Goals'. The venture is all about responsible 

cleaning and Dr. Ghosh has been awarded by UNCTAD (United Nations) for his contribution towards environmental sustainability.   

An alumnus of India's premier business school, Indian Institute of Management – Calcutta (IIM-C), MAHE (Manipal) and TAPMI 

(Manipal), Dr Ghosh holds a Doctorate in Management Studies and an Honorary Doctorate in  social work that has been awarded 

by WHRPC (An United Nations affiliate body) for his contribution to the field of rural and social entrepreneurship in India. 

Additionally, Dr. Ghosh has two PG Diplomas to his credit in General Management and Human Resource Management. He also 

has three master Degrees in Information Technology, Psychology and Education. 

Before his foray into entrepreneurship and higher education, he has worked for more than two decades across India and 

UAE. In his corporate avatar, he has held a leadership position in Strategy, Sales and Marketing with Aditya Birla Group and 

has also worked with Wal. Mart as a core member of their India team and had regular interactions with their global leadership. 

His areas of expertise include Retail Operations & Procurement, Mall Development and Management, F&B Management and 

Real Estate Asset Development & Management.

As a child, Dr. S Ghosh was intrigued by the various celestial bodies and forces of nature. A near death experience in 

Mumbai, had him packing his bags, shunning his corporate corner office and moving to the upper Himalayas, to quench his 

quest for truth and spirituality. He had a long and unique experience with various Himalayan Masters, resulting in clarity on 

his life's purpose and that was instrumental in paving the way for his onward journey to set up multiple social 

entrepreneurship models, volunteering mentorship programs and operating successful business enterprises. 

Dr. Ghosh is passionate about parent and child coaching and counselling to build a better and robust new age India. He is a 

certified Career Coach, Parenting Coach and Master Trainer.   Currently, he is working on a handbook on entrepreneurship and 

leadership and storyboard on the Indian knowledge system (IKS) with reference to various occult sciences and yogic practices. 

Appreciating Dr. Sapptarishi Ghosh's unselfish work towards the society, many leading organisations and institutions have 

felicitated Dr. Ghosh with their notable accolades and recognitions. He is the humble recipient of the following awards – 

Ÿ Technopreneur of the Year Award – Asian African Chamber of Commerce & Industries

Ÿ Empretec Primer Entrepreneur Award – UNCTAD (United Nations)

Ÿ Honorary Doctorate for Social Entrepreneurship & Impact  - WHRPC (An UN affiliate body)

Ÿ Dr. B.R. Ambedkar National Award in Education

Ÿ Rastriya Gaurav Award for Education Entrepreneurship in India

Ÿ Education Excellence Award

Ÿ Outstanding Teaching Award – World Education Leader's Summit

Ÿ India Prime Education Icon Award 

Ÿ Leadify India Education Leadership Award

Ÿ Best Educationalist of the Year - International Brilliance Award

Ÿ Innovation Ambasador Award – IIC, Ministry of Education, Govt. of India

Ÿ Achievements enlisted in Nations' Pride Book of Records
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Dr. Kanchan Negi
International Journalist, Mentor, Counsellor

“Dream Big, Work Hard, Stay Positive – The true success Mantra”
Dr. Kanchan Negi 

“The way to get started is to quit talking and begin doing” and this is what Dr. Kanchan Negi realised as a young girl who wanted to make a mark and 

bring a difference in the society. She believes, “Success seems to be connected with action. Successful people keep moving. They make mistakes, 

but they don't quit. Success is not the key to happiness. Happiness is the key to success. If you love what you are doing, you will be successful.”

Well, unsurpassed and dynamic -Dr. Kanchan Negi hails from Dehradun, the capital city of Uttarakhand, which is popularly known as the Land of 

Gods. Epitomizing Learning & Development as a TESOL certified International Trainer with more than 17 years of expertise in the domain of teaching 

and training , an International Journalist, Mentor, Counsellor, Research & Development Expert and a Social worker ,  she has  been a guiding star to 

not only schools, colleges, universities but also to the corporate, and government in and around the globe. 

Blessed with enormous confidence, consummate knowledge and intellect, with great understanding of  her diverse field, she  possesses Hons. 

Degree in Journalism & Mass Communication, Masters in Mass Communication, Masters in English, MBA in HR along with PhD in Media & Mass 

Communication, Diploma in Rural Development & Panchayati Raj. 

After spending couple of years in countries like Hongkong, Thailand, Vietnam, Laos, Cambodia, NewZealand and Nepal,  she  decided to return to 

her homeland in the year 2017 and render her  services in order to uplift her state and this vision laid the foundation of her firm  APKA BUSINESS 

SOLUTIONS, a business, media, event management & an education consulting firm which works in various verticals namely Trainings , Research & 

Development, Event Management, I.T consultancy, Digital Media, Animation, Creatives, Short Films/ Documentaries, Radio Jingles and  Study 

Abroad. 

Hailing from an international media background, she also runs a social media platform by the name of UTTARAKHAND HERITAGE MEDIA and run 

the state's first Bilingual State Magazine with the same name i.e. Uttarakhand Heritage Media where she is the Editor –in Chief. She is  also the 

Founder and President of SANGUINE WE CARE WELFARE SOCIETY – A National Level NGO with the tagline “We Care For Better Tomorrow”.  

Apart from this, she delivers her regular talk shows on AIR (All India Radio) 100.5 in order to empower women and children. She has attended many 

national and international conferences, received Best Speaker Award, been the Chief Guest and the Guest of Honor in various Govt. and Private 

events bringing out difference with her benign presence. She is an outstanding mentor whose goal is to transit her enthusiasm, productivity & 

experience into others, for quality output and organizational growth. She is an avid reader and an ardent writer. Her love for writing, training and 

understanding of the requisites, zeal for improvisation in present govt as well as corporate system, need of introduction of professionalism for better 

output has helped various individuals/ proprietors/ organizations to grow and prosper. Apart from being an entrepreneur, while on one hand she 

renders her services as a Senior Consultant & Expert at various state Government Departments as well as Ministries on the other she enlightens the 

students, parents, youth with her counselling and trainings. Being a fervent educationist, she is often invited as Guest Faculty at Govt/ Private 

Institutions. She is   also an eminent Voice – Over Artist and produces as well as directs short films for various government/ corporate projects & 

advertisements. 

Everyone says that she is indeed a  true icon of women empowerment who is blessed to have many Honours and accolades to her name including 

'Maatri Shakti Samman' 2018,“ Naari Shakti Samman 2019” “Most Inspirational Woman Award 2019”, “Mahila Shakti Samman 2020” “Best 

International Trainer Award , honour for outstanding work in the field of education from Institute of IAS Academy, “Rashtriya Gaurav Award”, “The 

Real Super Woman Award”,  “Teelu Rauteli – Highest State Award”, “Asia –Pacific Woman of Excellence Award”. “Outstanding Global Training 

Professional Award”, “Indian Glory Awards”, “India Prime Awards”. Not only this, she has also bagged the “Excellence Award 2020” in the sphere of 

Entrepreneur, Editor-in-Chief & International Trainer which was presented to her by none other than the legendary Actor Govinda. Apart from this, she 

has also got the “International Education Awards 2020” for contribution at International Stage and she feels immense  proud to bag the title of "Asia's 

Exceptional Women of Excellence Award" 2020-2021, presented by Asia Awards . Moreover,  she feels blessed to add one more feather on my cap 

by receiving “Global Business Icon Award”.  

Through our Global Icon Magazine, she expresses, “I want to thank the ones behind her success. First and foremost my  parents Dr. K.S.Negi  and 

Mrs. Sushila Negi who have raised me up inculcating in me  the core values and ethics of being a good human being for which I will be indebted to 

them throughout my life. I also want to thank the Almighty God for being there with me throughout my ups and downs, my dearest  friends , well -

wishers whose benevolent wishes , good luck, kind blessings always motivate me to do better every day. Seriously, it feels amazing when your profile 

gets recognized in a global platform. Well, I am proud to be a woman and thus, I dedicate my award to all the women who are working 24x7, 365 days 

consistently, with the motive of outshining the world. So, if you want to be successful, always remember to be humble, grounded, and Love yourself 

first and you'll see that everything else falls into line. You really have to love yourself to get anything done in this world. To conclude, I just want to say, 

“Dream Big, work hard, stay positive and enjoy the journey.”
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Suhas Shetty
Entrepreneur

Suhas Shetty and his Innovation for Icecream Created Top Selling and 
Best Tasting Brand in India

WHEN AND HOW DID YOU START?

The concept of Iceberg dates back to 2012. It was started as a single store in Bangalore to cater the needs of localities. But 

the love for ice cream made me go to the conceptual level and used my skills to make a different mix of compounds, tried and 

tested different tastes sometimes awesome sometimes awful. Imported machinery from the countries ahead in ice cream 

business and started the process all over again and now I have my own formula of ice cream and I call it Iceberg.

HOW DID YOU COME UP WITH THE IDEA? YOUR INSPIRATION MOMENT

Being in a food-loving country like India, we were unable to find the pure and natural ice creams made with the latest 

technology that was conquering all over the world, even premium brands are also not able to fulfill those requirements. 

Driven by this technological need I had explored the world to bring top-notch ice creams to India as I, myself a great ice cream 

lover.

THE DETAILED JOURNEY, LIKE WHAT ALL YOU WANT TO SHARE WITH READERS.

The little store once with perfect recipes and awesome taste grew into the number of franchisees with latest technologies 

from all over the world id due to perfection and attention to minor details. I go deep into everything I do. Learning about new 

things in my everyday routine. As a part of it, I introduced all the new technologies into my store and it was a huge hit with a 

massive response. I realized why not share the happiness of taste across India and opted for franchising it.

ABOUT FUNDING, PLANS FOR GROWTH

The whole business capital came from my own pocket from the starting day to this day. No other funding sources. Each and 

every penny I earn on this even now is invested back.This idea is reaping me back in the form of success.

Challenges and Opportunities/ Marketing Strategies

The main opportunity we have is the latest technology we are using in ice cream making. we have pan ice cream and mist ice 

creams and even the most popular Dragon breath these makes us stand out in the competitive business. As usual, we too 

have some challenges to face as the potential set of customers do not have so much knowledge of new recipes and hesitate 

to try them. our marketing strategy is to gain the love of non-ice cream lovers with our unique technology and incredible taste.

A quote from the founder on the journey, or dealing with the challenge, or any inspiring moment.

I believe in the quote” Willingness to take risks is the path to success”. I risked my career as a doctor to pursue a dream of 

being an entrepreneur. In the journey, I learnt a lot of how to do the business and how I shouldn't. That knowledge now helps 

to reach all of my goals persistently.

The growth is more than expected with 15 stores all across India as of now. I started giving franchisees only from 2015.In a 

short span of not even complete 2 years, we are one of the leading ice cream franchises in India.
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Syed Algazi
CEO {N.F.Constructions Pvt. Ltd (Estd.1991)}

The Legacy of Family Construction Still Continues after 
160 years

Mr.Syed Algazi belongs to the Royals and Nobles family of Hyderabad who built great Palaces (Errum Manzil Palace) Monuments (Tomb of Nawab Fakhr ulk 
Mulk – known as the Taj Mahal of Hyderabad Deccan) Museums (Salar Jung Museum) Collage (Nizam Collage).
Mr.Syed Algazi started his journey with just $67.40 in his pocket at the age of 16 in 1986 and continues the family heritage and construction tradition since past 
3 decades.
”N.F.Constructions Pvt.Ltd.” is in the construction field since 1991 and has its corporate offices in Hyderabad India and Dubai UAE. 
His present projects includes Miniplex Private Theatres, Villas, Bungalows and Farm houses in India. He been an active investor as well marketing partner for 
many top developers of UAE since the time when the government of Dubai introduced provisions, according to which expats could enjoy 99 year lease of 
properties in around designated areas of the city in 2002.
Mr.Syed Algazi has partnered with top Multi-Billion developers in the Middle East to market their projects to their esteemed and high profile Clients which 
Includes Bollywood Film Stars, Politicians, bureaucrats, Sports Persons and top Businessmen from India, Middle East.
He has his international marketing presence in many countries like, Dubai, US, UK, and Canada since more than 15 years and many huge collaborations are 
underway in the Middle East, New York, Italy in 2021.
He is a Philanthropists, Social worker for the past 34 years and looks after different initiatives and social causes through his company, N.F.Constructions 
Pvt.Ltd and NGO called BRAVEHEART MARTYRS FOUNDATION across the globe for the betterment of Indian Armed Forces, Martyrs families and their 
children.
Syed Algazi has also organized a flood relief cricket match at Lal Bahadur Stadium in 1991 as he himself was a professional cricket player and played for 
Hyderabad for 29 years. Thus it was easy for him to call his friends Sachin Tendulkar and Sunil Gavaskar. This was the only match where both these legends 
played together and also had Kapil Dev., Mohammed Azharuddin, Arshad Ayub and many other Indian cricketers of that era participating. 
Mr.Syed Algazi was also the cricket team captain of Indian player V.V.S.Laxman in 1991 and was also the Captain of the Country Club Hyderabad when they 
launched their cricket team. On the inauguration of the cricket academy he shared the platform with cricket legends like Sunil Gavaskar, Kapil Dev and Sachin 
Tendulkar.
He is a Cadet from Rashtriya Military School Bangalore which is one of the 5 top military schools followed by Ajmer, Chail, Dholpur and Belgaum and all are 
called Georgians). He thus has the support of approximately 50,000 Georgian families from all around the Globe who will be coming forward to help him do 
something very substantial, progressive to change the lives of 20,000 families of Indian Armed Forces, Police Force, and Civilians. Look after their Kids 
education and scholarship with the help from National and International Organizations Government bodies.

PROJECTS COMPLETED:
Ÿ Azam's Castle
Ÿ More than 43 Projects in Dubai as Marketing Partner for Top Developers of UAE.
Ÿ Green Crystal Farms
Ÿ Neha Villa
Ÿ Azam's Castle 2
Ÿ Lake View Cinema

UPCOMING PROJECT: 
Ÿ Azam's Castle 3 at Janachaitaniya Colony Phase 2 Hyderabad India.
Ÿ Top Developers luxury projects in Dubai - United States of America - Great Britain - Canada - India. 
Ÿ A Video Podcast called “CONVERSATIONS WITH SYED” where international achievers from all walks of life with be interviewed.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
Ÿ He was awarded the youngest entrepreneur of Hyderabad in Andhra Pradesh (Present day Telangana) by Indian Associations of commerce Delhi at 

an early age of 19.
Ÿ Honoured and recognized by the Embassy of the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan at a glittering program at Trident for the good work he has been doing 

through his company N.F.Constructions Pvt.Ltd and NGO Braveheart Martyrs Foundation since 3 decades.
Ÿ He is also the recipient of the Rajiv Gandhi award for his services towards Indian Armed Forces, Martyrs and their family's initiatives and Campaigns 

across the globe.
Ÿ Mr.Syed Algazi has been invited twice at the Presidents Estate, Rashtrapati Bhavan Delhi for his wonderful, selfless and dedicated services towards 

the Indian Armed Forces & Martyrs families all across India.
Ÿ He is also the first civilian in the history of Telangana and Andhra Pradesh to be awarded by the high rank Army officials at HQ 35 Infantry Brigade 

Vasant Vihar New Delhi for his services towards Indian Armed Forces, Martyrs and their families all across India.
Ÿ On 4th September Mr. Syed Algazi became the 1st personality in the history   of  Telangana and Andhra Pradesh to be awarded Sir Syed Ahmad 

Award by the Aligarh University, for his contribution to the    
Ÿ nation, Martyrs families and social work all across India.
Ÿ Mr. Syed Algazi is credited for initializing the Initiative for a first ever War Memorial in Telangana history by a Civilian Cadet since the formation of TRS 

Government, Telangana Rashtra Samithi in 2014.
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Dr. Dhananjay Varnekar
Founder Chairman

(Varnekar universal Foundation & IIBM Group of Institutes)
A renowned academician and educationalist Dr. Varnekar is a veteran educator 

and Business owner with over 34 years of experience in the eld of education 
and Hospitality Business has received many honors and awards on Regional 

National and International level. 

thAn extra ordinary human being with a humble persona Dr. Varnekar was born on 08  October 1971 in Satara City. With the Global Affiliation the Pune based 

IIBM group has PAN INDIA PRESENCE with the name of, JETINDIA AVIATION AND HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT, CAMBRIDGE INTERNATIONAL 

SCHOOLS, CAMBRIDGE CHAMPS the Chain of Preprimary International Education and a group of Hotel Management Colleges. Established in the 

year of 1996 with the vision to create dynamic leaders and responsible citizens, Under his the group has exceed in the project implementation and 

management has had exposure in spectra of fields ranging from management communication, hospitality Aviation and many more. With the BE degree in 

Mechanical stream Dr. Varnekar worked with several National and Multinational companies across India. 

Dr. Dhananjay Varnekar is a distinguished academician and educationist since last 35 years has been very sincerely delivering the Education Services to 

several people from Multiple States of India which makes him an Educationalist.  Dr. Varnekar, with his visionary approach and positive outlook backed with 

years of hard work, has today made the IIBM Group of Institutions one of the standalone project of management communication, hospitality, Aviation and 

many more He Also associated with the  Dr. Varnekar has had global exposure and is connected and networked with leading corporate and private sectors. 

several government projects of Skill development for youth, implemented in various Tribal and rural area of state. 

Dr. Varnekar's contribution of knowledge and experience gave successful result in the different educational projects in association with different areas of city 

corporations, Zilha Parishad Organizations, NGOs and women empowerment committees by upskilling workshops which involved professional guidance in 

the fields of Stitching, Pottery, Cloth and Painting.  

Ability to overcome impediment and turn it in to opportunities by expanding the business with new ventures and has been my forte. My efforts were validated 

when the unconditional and selfless efforts were recognized by THE INTERNATIONAL UNICEF COUNCIL with the GLOBAL ACHIEVER AWARD. 

He is a patron of many charitable organizations, and has won prestigious national and international accolades, like International school award, Dubai. 

National education leadership award, Innovation in education award, Recipient of Subhadra Sur Sangam Musical award, Rajyastariya Udyogratn Puraskar 

Mavla Trust.  

Dr. Varnekar  is passionate about parent and child coaching and counseling to build a better and robust youth of India. With the mission to create a unique 

blend of the ancient Indian Guru Shishya Parampara with the modern methodology and to promote internationalism by creating dynamic leaders and 

responsible citizens Dr. Dhananjay Varnekar established Cambridge International School who has being recognized for the highest number of participation in 

fit India concept through Folk Fitness Theme, Best commando school in Pune, Affiliated to Sea Scotts and guide India, and the Address Health School Award. 

His institutions have honed and fine-tuned a learning and life-skilling system that has been envied and benchmarked across India.

AWARDS AND ACCREDITATION -  
Ÿ Global Achievers Award by INTERNATIONAL UNICEF COUNCIL

Ÿ International school award, Dubai

Ÿ National education leadership award

Ÿ Innovation in education award

Ÿ Recipient of Subhadra Sur Sangam Musical award

Ÿ Udyogratn Puraskar Mavla Trust. 

Ÿ Global Business Icon by Biz Nation TV.

Ÿ Green School Award (For planting more than 4000 Tulsi)

Ÿ Entrepreneur Award of the Year (Edu Net)

Ÿ Dr. Dhananjay Varnekar

FOUNDER CHAIRMAN OF- 
Ÿ VARNEKAR UNIVERSAL FOUDATION 

Ÿ IIBM GROUP'S HOTEL MANAGEMENT COLLEGE CHINCHWAD

Ÿ JETINDIA AVIATION AND HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT CHINCHWAD 

Ÿ JETINDIA AVIATION AND HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT SURAT 

Ÿ JETINDIA AVIATION AND HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT AHMEDABAD

Ÿ CAMBRIDGE CHAMPS (PCMC ALL BRANCHES) 

Ÿ CAMBRIDGE INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, AKURDI, 

Ÿ CAMBRIDGE INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, HIMACHAL PRADESH, 

Ÿ CAMBRIDGE INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, AMRAVATI 

Ÿ CAMBRIDGE JUNIOR COLLEGE

Ÿ BBA COLLEGE 

Ÿ BCA COLLEGE 
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Dr. George Panicker
Entrepreneur

An Author and Passionate Educationist who founded the company 
ISTEAM RESEARCH PRIVATE LIMITED, aka, International STEAM 

Research (ISR). 

With the Vision to ignite minds and develop problem solvers and researchers for a sustainable world, by facilitating quality 

education, through inclusive, integrated and self-determined learning by way of higher order thinking and invention literacy, 

Dr. George Panicker, a Kolkata based Entrepreneur, Author and Passionate Educationist founded the company ISTEAM 

RESEARCH PRIVATE LIMITED, aka, International STEAM Research (ISR). 

ISR empowers school to provide their students with Experiential Learning based on Science and Technology through the 

use of Engineering and Artistic processes, based on the principles of Mathematics called STEAM with the help of futuristic 

technologies, aligned to the National Education Policy of India (NEP-2020). 

Its intension is not to make anyone an expert in all of what is mentioned, but harnessing the essential transferable skills 

behind them which are vital for a thriving economy and a safe sustainable society. In order to do so, ISR provides scalable, 

sustainable, inclusive and integrated STEAM programmes and research utilizing the expertise of forward thinkers, 

administrators, teachers and institutional support.     

By providing quality education (SDG 4) for all, ISR intends to help break the cycle of poverty (SDG 1) and reach gender 

equality (SDG 5). These three Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) will help people obtain decent work and contribute 

towards their economies (SDG 8) and will be empowered to live healthier lives (SDG 3) through inclusive and sustainable 

industrialisation and fostering innovation (SDG 9). Through education we can foster the values of empathy and inclusiveness 

key to reducing inequalities (SDG 10) ultimately leading to peaceful societies (SDG 16).

“The future job market belongs to the heutagogical and versatile. Sophisticated technologies with AI, Robotics, IoT, coding, 

virtual reality, augmented reality etc, will make the workforce of the future almost unrecognizable and will displace millions of 

workers. Glimpses of this are already being experienced today, with artificial intelligence being used by, law firms, banks, 

accounting firms, hospitals, corporations and education platforms, displacing jobs. An exponential development in 

technology is inevitable and a drastic change in the way we work and the type of jobs we do in the near future is what awaits 

us. Hence the need of the hour is to prepare our children as future-ready, mindful life-long learners and versatile problem 

solvers”. says Dr. George Panicker.
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Ankur Roongta
Director (Roongta Developers)

“Think beyond your ability, dream beyond your imagination. You can 
make your every desire fullled with your hard work and dedication. 

Keep your spirit up always and win challenges

He is an accomplished Chartered Account and Successful entrepreneur.  With the knowledge in Financials as CA and experience of an Entrepreneur 
he has the perfect balance required to operate in real estate arena.

Mr. Roongta believes if we don't change with time, time will change us. Especially in the context of what we are witnessing in our industry, we at 
Roongta Developers believe that we must embrace the change quickly and wholeheartedly.

Mr. Roongta has been spearheading Roongta Developers since …………, since he got onboard there has been a lot of Up's and Down's in the market 
like the demonetization, GST, RERA and so on, due to his impeccable ability to adapt to the changing course he has successfully driven the company 
toward success and shown that adapting on time can really make a difference of success or loss in busines.

Apart from all the technicalities of the business, Mr. Ankur Roongta has a sensitive approach to understanding people's needs & designing proper 
solutions to their problems, has been the focal point in all success of their projects.

Roongta Developers believe in a very customer centric approach and at the same time it practices to develop eco-friendly techniques to be used in 
construction in order to help sustain the society and eco-system as a whole. 

Embarking on a journey of success one need to be prepared; foresight and strategy are important tools. This in turn will lead to path of growth and 
development. Our sole motto is quality services for maximum customer satisfaction. He has also diversified his portfolio by venturing in Entertainment 
sector “Roongta Entertainment”, stock market and many more other sectors.

Since the Real estate sector is inherently unorganized and complex, we follow a strict chronology of project development. This practice has helped us 
to provide very affordable, eco-friendly and luxurious projects as per our clients need and forwarded our gains to our customers.

Mr. Roongta with all his business acumen is no different from our youth, he involves in his favourite hobbies like, water sports, adventure activities and 
reading. Mr. Ankur Roongta also believes in uplifting youth and motivating them to follow their dreams and in order to perfect this mission of his Mr. 
Roongta is also involved in funding start-ups, innovative ventures. Mr. Roongta by his initiative provides much need financial support as well as the 
infrastructure required for the youth to achieve their goals.

ABOUT ROONGTA DEVELOPERS
Established in 2011, as young as it is Roongta group is led by young, enthusiastic visionaries who have helped the company grow leap and bounds 
over the decade. Roongta group has been identified as one of the fastest growing entities in real estate market with its focus on luxury offerings at a 
reasonable cost. Roongta group puts a lot of emphasis on quality control and amenities provided to its client in their projects. Our projects boast about 
environment perseverance and sustainability for all. A people centric approach whether Clients or Employees, welfare of both is essential.

Roongta Developers is on a mission to promote quality, sustainability, affordability and environment friendly projects. With a Vision to meet 
impeccable quality standards and also keeping in line with the pricing, to raise the quality of projects and competition.

Mr. Anil Satyanarayan Roongta the Chairman of Roongta Group have been the backbone and idea behind the story we have created and achieved 
today.  He has a rich experience of 20 years in real estate business which has helped the company to grow multiple folds. A visionary who always has 
a larger than life approach to every aspect of work and has helped to set up a strong foundation for the company. Mr.Anil Roongta has created a 
diversified portfolio of Roongta Group. It is this interest that has taken him into different sectors like, Real Estate, Stock market, Entertainment and so 
on. Apart from this Mr. Anil Roongta is also a very active socialists as he believes it is his moral duty to give back to the society which has helped him 
achieve what he is today.

Mr. Ankit Roongta and Mr. Ankur Roongta are the Directors of the company. Young and Dynamic leader with a zeal for business and 
entrepreneurship skills, take the hold of making the business meet the current and latest trends and also creating a strong foundation for future 
challenges. Their valuable inputs have helped the business grow more organised which puts them straight out in competition with the toughest 
competitors.

At Roongta developers we have an overall team of 102 strong members which include Architects, Engineers, Sales and Marketing, CRM all well 
versed and organized in their respective field with a mutual goal to attain quality and customer satisfaction. 

Roongta Developer since its formation had a clear vision to develop and be a market leader. Since its inception in 2011 Roongta developers has 
grown into commercial and residential aspect of real estate market with its luxurious yet affordable projects, which are strategically situated for 
convenience as well as reach to give optimum output on investments. They have also recently launched “Roongta Industrial estate' one of the most 
sought-after projects of Surat

Roongta Developers aim at bringing one of the most iconic tower sky scrapers of Surat and Gujarat.

“With their collaborative efforts as a team, Roongta developers are determined to change the Real estate game in Surat and Pan India one 
step at a time”.
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Dr. Muthu Swami
Strategic Management Consultant

3+ decades of successful experience in Software Industry, business 

development & Strategy Management

He had helped multiple companies to establish organizations growth from scratch in competitive global markets. He has 

completed his Master studies in Computer Technology and Advanced Strategy Management from IIM Calcutta.

As a strategic management consultant with a passion for technology and innovation, help companies in a variety of 

industries to think strategically about how to use technology to transform their business and create competitive 

advantage.

He worked extensively on both business and technology issues across a wide range of industry sectors including, 

financial services (insurance, retail, corporate, and investment banking), telematics (M2M, GPS/GPRS), healthcare, 

retail, mining, insurance and Electronic Manufacturing Industries.

In 2011, he started the DeepBiz, a Software and Product Development Company in Bangalore. I have been an 

entrepreneur and a strategic consultant in Silicon Valley for a decade. As an entrepreneur, I founded 6 companies in 

Software, GPS Device Manufacturing, Healthcare, Insurance, Travel, Logistic ERP along with a NGO called V 

Foundation and We Seeders Foundation 

He has been an instrumental in setting up ecommerce stores, Logistics and Supply Chain , manufacturing facilities, 

sales & distribution systems, marketing campaigns & performance evaluation systems and have eventually led the 

businesses to be among the top in ESDM industries.

Privately I have a lifelong engagement in motor sports and official also on international level. Serving in different boards 

and committees over many years mainly in Central and State Government Ministry.

He has been honoured with many awards like Rashtra Vibhushan, Rashtriya Pratibha, National Leadership for 

Industrial Development etc 
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Ms. Sakshi Duggal Kumria
Numerologist

My Journey this far wouldn't have been possible without Unending 

support of my family 

Ms. Sakshi Duggal Kumria - renowned Numerologist, Life Coach, counsellor, and Vastu Consultant, Active Social Worker 

based in Gurgaon enjoys a vast network of clientele across the Globe. With 18+ Years of experience and knowledge in these 

areas I have helped in transforming lives of infinite people by being their mentor and guide. I inherited this ocean of 

knowledge from my Role model - My Mother ( world famous numerologist) 

I beleive I am the chosen one who has been instrumental in nurturing & shaping future of individuals through science of Nine 

planets -Numerology & being able to help in achieving the desired outcome of one's life. 

I am Regularly featured in magazines and news channels and have been spreading positivity through this science .

True believer of Karma - I am the President of Lioness Club Anaya an NGO who believes in serving the needy and has been 

actively running the NGO and serving the society for the needs of Underprivileged– I have adopted numerous NGO schools 

in Gurgaon and been working towards providing their education , stationery, meals , health services, Home for the aged, 

Youth development, Child care and Women Empowerment.

I have received numerous accolades from various National & Global platforms . I have recently won Best women 

Numerologist in India award for being an inspiration to women. 
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Dr. (Ms.) Satinder Malhotra
Founder & CEO (Signature Interior Designs)

We all know about Dr. (Ms.) Satinder Malhotra as a teacher, an author, 
a researcher, and an interior designer. Here's what more you should 
know about this woman who has been an inspiration for all. We will 

look at her achievements which will inspire other people.

Upcoming and super talented Interior Designer, Satinder Malhotra has been making a name for herself within interior designing. She believes the best 
designers are those who design with empathy; the ones who work hard to understand their client and the project. She is truly passionate about 
creating unique projects that pertain to our client's personalities, dreams, and visions.

She did her schooling at Convent of Jesus and Mary, Dehradun. She has done her Master's and Doctorate degrees in Chemistry. She has nearly 28 
years of teaching experience. Presently, she is working as Head of Chemistry Department in St. Thomas College, Dehradun. She is a well-known 
researcher and reviewer for the National and International Journals. Her passion for interiors encouraged her to pursue her dreams to work as an 
Interior Designer.

She founded Signature interior Designs in 2020 which is an interior designing and consultation firm best known for producing professional designs for 
Commercial Interiors, Residential Interiors, Corporate Office Interiors, Health care Interiors, and Hospitality Interiors. 

She is one of the most talented and creative women. She believes that your passion is the secret to your success and happiness. Chasing your 
passion is the key to your happiness and success. She believes that a person not just requires an interest in what they do, but also possesses the 
necessary aptitude to do so. She also claims that to be a successful person, you must work hard and enjoy the work which you do. When you love your 
job, you will discover you will never have to work another day in your life.

One of the most effective ways to improve your personal and professional life and to rise to a new level of excellence is to find a mentor who can 
illuminate your path, encourage you when times get tough and create positive life changes. The friends and coworkers she has known are probably 
the most immediate source of inspiration. She feels if you want to find success you should be surrounded by aspiring and successful people. She is 
lucky to get the guidance, support and encouragement from Mr. Manish Jailwal, owner of Precise Fabrication, during her course of journey in the field 
of Interior Designing. While she believes that hard work is essential for success but with a healthy dose of inspiration, you will get the fuel to achieve 
greater heights in your life. 

ACHIEVEMENTS AND ACCOLADES
Till date, She has authored nearly 22 books in Chemistry for ICSE, ISC, CBSE, and UP Board which are best seller books sold in India and abroad. 
She has in total of 21 publications to her credit during her research work, which includes 4 book chapters, 9 refereed research/review articles in 
National/International Journals, and 8 publications in National/International conference proceedings. She is a well-known researcher and reviewer 
for the National and International Journals. She is focused to continue her post-doc research further in Cancer Nanotechnology at a bigger platform to 
make his father's dreams come true.

She is a successful woman who has earned several awards in education, writing, and research. She is the recipient of the Best Teacher Guide at the 
District, State, and National levels conferred by the National Science Congress.  India Iconic Education Awards have conferred her the Best Teacher 
of the year 2021 for her outstanding contribution in the field of Education. Institute of Scholars, Bangalore, also has awarded her InSc Research 
Excellence Award 2021. Asian Education Awards has conferred her with two International Awards i. e., the Best Author of the Year and the Best 
Researcher of the year, 2021. Journey Magazine has selected her among the Top 100 Inspirational Educators of India for the year 2021. International 
Innovative Summit and Awards has selected her for the Top 200 Educators from the world based on her work in the field of education for the year 
2021. 

She has received many awards in the field of Interior Designing in her short span of a career as an Interior Designer. She has been conferred The Best 
Interior Designer of the Year 2021 by SME Bizz Entrepreneur's Star Awards  and the Women Entrepreneur of the Year 2021 by Global Triumph 
Foundation. Signature Interior Designs has been nominated as the Best Interior Design Firm of the Year 2021 by Teaching Excellence Awards. Her 
life's success story was published in Lifestyle Magazine, a special issue published on Women's Day 2021. Her success journey in the field of Interiors 
was published in Insight success magazine and she was also awarded the title of the Most Aspiring CEOs of 2021. She is also selected as the Most 
Inspiring Women Entrepreneur of the year 2021 by India Inspirational Women Awards. She feels delighted and honoured to receive the award as the 
Women Entrepreneur of the year 2021 by Global Business Icons and BizNation TV.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
She expresses her deep gratitude to her loving parents and family members for their strong faith, continuous support, and encouragement, and 
blessings, because of their efforts she has achieved so much in life. Her life is blessed with some of the most amazing friends and colleagues who 
have helped, supported, and appreciated her. She expresses her gratitude and thanks to all for being a part of her journey.
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CS Khushboo Agarwal
Entrepreneur

an AIR 21 rank holder being awarded by ICSI also has a book published 

named “A Complete Guide to Pay Stamp Duty in India”

CS Khushboo Agarwal is a 'Corporate Leader' turned 'Entrepreneur' cum Practicing Professional and Mentor of 

Entrepreneurship & Management. Currently she is the proprietor of K Agarwal & Associates, a practicing company secretary 

firm based out at Surat, Gujarat. She is also the member of Women Indian Chamber of Commerce and Industry. The venture 

is all about women empowerment. CS Khushboo Agarwal has been awarded by ICSI for scoring AIR 21 and best 

participation award. She has also written a book named “A Complete Guide to Pay Stamp Duty in India”. 

CS Khushboo Agarwal is a commerce graduate and an associate member of The Institute of Company Secretaries of 

India (ICSI).  She has cleared post qualification membership course on MSME conducted by ICSI. She has also cleared 

independent director exam conducted by IICA. As an expert in corporate laws, she leads the practice of corporate litigation 

including all secretarial matters, Corporate Affairs of Listed and Unlisted Companies, liaison with Govt., Statutory, 

Regulatory, Local Authorities, Banks. She is MSME consultant. She is an effective communicator with good relationship 

building & interpersonal skills. Strong analytical, problem solving & organizational abilities. 

Before her foray into entrepreneurship, she has worked with many organisations. In her corporate avatar, she has held a 

leadership position in compliance with various corporate laws and litigation matters with many corporate organizations. She 

had regular interactions with their global leadership. Her areas of expertise include MSME, Taxation, Compliance, Drafting, 

Accounting, Audit, Litigation, etc. 

CS Khushboo Agarwal is a founder member of K Agarwal & Associates. Within a short span of time, the firm has received 

best founder of the year award due to its speciality in providing high quality services and solving complexity relating to various 

corporate laws matters. The firm also works with several other Practicing Professionals like CA, CS, CWA and Advocates 

etc. advising them and their clients on various aspects of Corporate Laws. The firm focusses on clients. It takes pride in its 

ability to provide quality services – whether they are an owner-managed business or a large multinational corporation. It is a 

multi-skilled, multi-disciplined firm, offering clients a wide range of industry-focused business solutions. Its vision and 

mission are: 

“To be earth's most client-centric organization, where clients can find and discover any service of CS, CA, CWA and 

Advocates they might want avail.”

With the focus of client satisfaction, K Agarwal & Associates have started its journey and so far, has been able to receive its 

mission. In future also, client satisfaction will be its prime objective. 
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Dr. Kushal Dasgupta
Award Winning Fimmaker

A recipient of Guinness Book of World Record, Goodwill 
Ambassador, an Award-Winning Filmmaker, a Professional 

Photographer, and Videographer, Video Designer, Short Film and 
Documentary Maker, Music Composer

From the beauty of Andhra Pradesh, India owns a boy whose love for devices is beyond the speed to operate them. He is none other 

than Dr. Kushal Dasgupta; who has proven himself every second day for achieving his dreams at a very young age but this is not the 

stoppage for him. From this stage, he starts to fly high with his magical wings. 

Creative and performance-driven Film Director with an excellent eye for detail, an unparalleled track record of employers satisfaction, 

deep passion for film, Dr. Kushal is a young multifaceted talented person, recipient of Guinness Book of World Record, Goodwill 

Ambassador, an Award-Winning Filmmaker, a Professional Photographer, and Videographer, Video Designer, Short Film and 

Documentary Maker, Music Composer, 15+ National and World Records Holder including India Book of Records, Asia Book of 

Records, etc, a Multimedia and Tech Wizard.

He has received the prestigious Indian Humanitarian Award 2020, Promising Indian Awards, Star India Awards, and many other 

international awards too. He has also received a Gold Medal in one of the National Level Art Competition. Having a will to put in extra 

hours of work when needed and the ability to perform well in team environments. He is very passionate about making short films, 

video documentaries, music videos, composing music, and photography where he bagged many awards too. He is also recognized 

as the Youngest and Fastest Filmmaker of India and entered into various national and world records for the same.

“INCREDIBLE INSIGHT: The Story of His Ability” directed by Dr. Kushal featuring his brother Dr. Sai, talks about social issues like 

inclusion, accessibility, disability rights, etc. It is a 8 award winning film and got many national and international selections too from 

various film festivals across the globe. Dr. Kushal is the real gem for his family. At this age, he plays various roles in the family with 

many responsibilities. 

He admires his elder brother, Dr. Sai Kaustuv Dasgupta - his true ray of motivation. He has been suffering from a rare disease in 

which 90% of his body is physically unfit and has suffered more than 50 fractures. But his disability didn't stop him from living his life. 

Dr. Sai got his name listed Limca World Records, India Book of Records, Asia Book of Records, and 15+ National and World Records 

for the Fastest Virtual Typing with One Finger. He is also a TEDx and motivational speaker. Yes, being a role model of Kushal is not 

shocking if the elder brother is such strong.

Many think that housewives are not enough capable of getting success. They are not celebrities, they are not a subject to write about, 

they are not someone to put their stories on social media. But everyone is failing to see that because of their efforts, men are 

successful today. Being a simple housewife and a special mother, Dr. Kushal's mother Dr. Shila Dasgupta always supported her 

children to go high and achieve everything they aspire for. She is an achiever, a renowned singer, a Cook, an Acupressurist, a 

Reflexologist, a Natuaropathist, a Numerologist too, and now stands a class apart. Her self-confidence became his strength. Her 

personality not only motivates him but also millions of mothers, housewives, and young girls around the world.

Last but not least without his father, Dr. Kaushik Dasgupta's support, encouragement, and love for the entire family, he wouldn't have 

gone to the position he is now. His father is a world record holder, passionate about singing, recitation, cooking unique dishes, interior 

decoration, drawing, and painting. Dr. Kushal is ever grateful and is blessed to have been born into such a talented, creative and 

special family.

Dr. Kushal's dream was to create his own unique identity through which limitless creativity could be created. That got born as 

“KREATIVE KUSHAL”, his creative identity where there are unlimited creations in the form of graphic designing, filmmaking, music 

composing, directing, hosting, and much more stuff which benefits people the appropriate way they need. He is trying to upgrade the 

mindsets of the present time and bring about smiles on the faces of people as getting permanent happiness is everyone's dream and 

the ultimate goal.
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Manoj Chauhan
Co-Founder Amaziyo Foods Pvt. Ltd.

INNOVATION & SOLUTION OF SPICES

Do Not Take Our Word for It, Taste to Believe in Us

From inception to reality we "Amaziyo Foods Pvt Ltd” made its landmark presence in the food industrys. In 2018, Amaziyo 

established itself as an Indian Spice manufacturer. Amaziyo founders Mr. Manoj Chauhan and Mr. Arun Chauhan are core 

Food Technologist who have a decade spice industry experience. We as a team admired & passionate to provide “Taste with 

Health” to consumers with wide variety of all-natural spices, spices blends, healthy spice mix, and specialty flavor solution by 

offering best quality of product with wide experience in spice market. 

The soaring success of  "Amaziyo" can be attributed to: Consistent Quality Products, Continuous Market Analysis, Survey of 

Customer Needs, Standardization & Up-gradation of products as per standards.

Besides traditional spices, Amaziyo includes an innovative range of spice blends, healthy spice mix and flavoured solutions 

with over 50 choices . We have a range of spice blends for you to create the original traditional recipe to exactness plus a 

modernistic range that dares to offer you with more exciting unconventional spice blends for you to experiment your culinary 

touch with a fusion of cross-cultural cosmopolitan flair.

Creating spice blend and flavor solution is tricky business. Combining the variables to get the right chemistry is both a 

delicate science and art. Our R&D team continually creating excellent innovative products whose each subtle note of 

distinction gives you a particular taste sensation that is often so elusive and hard to put down in words”. So do not take our 

words for it.

You need to taste it yourself to believe it.

When Hippocrates proclaimed 'let food be the medicine' we are pretty sure he meant those ultra healthy spices with powerful 

healing properties. Our innovative Healthy Spice Mix are the unique blends of spices that supercharge your body as you eat

Our products and flavour solution enable you to replicate grandma's nostalgic home-cook recipe which you will be surprised 

to find its outcome to be on par with that from your frequent weekend restaurant.

Amaziyo's premium spice blends are deliberately formulated with you in mind to tempt your taste buds with variance shades 

of exciting flavours ranging from zesty intoxicating, piquantly invigorating, tangily exotic, peppery hot, sweet & sour, 

smokingly aromatic and many more variety that we run short of words to describe.

Amaziyo Spices – Unbeatable Flavours, Uncompromising Services
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Mohammed Afran A
Founder (Varman Eximp)

“If you don't know that's ok, 

If you don't know itself you don't know,

That's the tragedy!!” 

Mohammed Afran A is a Founder of Varman Eximp since 2018, a Social Worker, also a one of the Director in a Private 

Limited Company in Chennai, Tamilnadu.

I have completed my Graduation as BE Civil Engineer and begun my career in a private sector as a site engineer. In one 

situation I felt like living a mechanical life. So, I decided to do some own business. While discussing about my decision 

with my friends, I got an idea to start an Import and Export business. 

Now I decided to start import and export business but I'm confused to choose the product. Then I have gone through the 

market and studied about the peoples need and I have chosen vegetable and fruits. In that I have gone through and 

filtered the daily need of the people. Now I have taken the product Onion which has a requirement and supply 

throughout the year. 

Once I decided to export Onion, I have started working on it and done the shipments successfully all over the world.

In my carrier I have learnt many lessons that

“WE SHOULD OVERCOME ALL THE OBSTACLES TILL WE ACHIEVE OUR DREAM”  
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Allashyam Charan
Founder (Quantum Robotics)

A young enthusiast Creating and Handling Bots

at the age of 20

Mr. ALLASHYAM CHARAN  is a 'Student' turned into 'Business Man' Viceversa trainer and mentor for the students. 

Currently, he is handling the Quantum Robotics  & internships, at the age of 20. Not only he is handling the company but also 

he is the founder of Quantum Robotics, a new age Place of innovation from the vision of 'We want the world to lift the BOTS 

technology'. The Company is all about education and manufacturing which does the needful things also their growth via 

education will be taken responsibly by Quantum Robotics.

An University in Rajasthan as Vivekananda Global University, Mr. Allashyam Charan earned everyone's eye at this small 

age starting his new business with innovative ideas which made every shocked.

ALLASHYAM CHARAN is the founder of Quantum Robotics. He has gone through many phases and got an idea. Being a 

student and attending multiple internships, workshops and webinars he always has a problem with guidance. No one was 

there to guide him. Whenever he makes his own decision he doesn't get any support from neither sides. So he thought to 

implement his idea in the form of this quantum robotics. 

We have heard about many robotics companies like KUKA, BOSTON DYNAMICS, PAL ROBOTICS, etc. Also, we have 

heard about robotics and this has become a huge supply and demand for the future enthusiastic. As everyone knows there is 

a word which is known as a robot but no one knows what exactly a Robot is? What does the robot do? And what is the purpose 

of Robots?

After all these Allshyam Charan made launching his own company so that he can have his dream complete in robotics as well 

as he will make everyone how Robotics is much more important in this world. He will make this company reach the highest 

point.
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Sudhir Agrawal
Entrepreneur

a passionate, risk-taker, customer orientated, future-orientated, 
diligent, prudent, perfect with decisiveness and persistence 

entrepreneur

My Dad was definitely the inspiration for starting my own business.He married, had three children and a mortgage when 

he decided to open his first grocery store. He has also proven himself to be a "risk taker" facing bulls in the ring, as an 

internal migrant starting a new life in a new place,, and as an entrepreneur with lots to risk. Yes, he has always taken the 

bulls by the horns and moved forward without fear.

My dad was self-employed for as long as I can remember. He taught me at a very young age that anything is possible -- 

you just need to work hard and believe in yourself. When things go wrong he taught me to break the problem down into 

bite size pieces and push ahead, taking on each piece one at a time until the issue was resolved. As a result, no 

problem was insurmountable and no goal out of reach. I have been empowered by this belief throughout my entire life, 

something that fuels me now more than ever as an entrepreneur.

My Dad was the owner of a small business and he knew that he had to give it his all every day, because the business 

depended on him and his dedication to it. He took these same principles to raising a family , too. That inspired me to 

start my own company where I am running three star hotel, a hospital (diagnostic center), Jewellery outlet, Automobiles 

dealership, and many more small companies. My work ethic, business understanding, and family balance is what my 

dad has taught me. I learned that "you have to love what you do, and the money will come naturally". Sure, we all hear 

that quote often, but to see it growing up is what made me who I am.

If it was not for my father I would have never wanted to go into business for myself. As a child my father would always 

say to me - No one is going to give you anything unless you work for it -so follow your dreams and the money will come. 

In 2010 when I was laid off from my studies in India,, my father was the first one that said I should launch my venture 

and offered to help with incorporation costs. His acceptance of my talents was a sign for me that I was on the right path.

There is anecdotal evidence that lefties are more successful than righties. As Bill Gates is left-handed and the same I 

do. I get motivated by Bill Gates at thinking divergent process used to generate creative ideas. And more likely We do 

have faith on God and certain percentage must be donated to poor society for some development and empowerment 

which develops my internal ethics. 

My dad has been the root of my drive and inspiration to become an entrepreneur.  is a serial entrepreneur and I give  He

him credit for instilling the same spirit in me. 
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Dr. Anshu Gupta
Social Reformer & Activist  

A "Socio/Political Activist, Health Advisor

Consultant, Mentor, and Friend" 

 Dr. Anshu Gupta is a Social Reformer and Activist, a Freelance Healthcare Consultant and Advisor, a Yoga, Naturopathy, and 

Acupressure Consultant, and an invaluable Mentor. She attended Scholars Home All India Sr. Sec. Day & Residential School, 

Dehradun followed by Demonstration Multipurpose High School, Ajmer, Aptech Computer Education, IIS Websity, Indian Institute of 

Yoga and Naturopathy, Sudarshan Kriya- The Art of Living, and the University of Delhi. She was District Vice President, Krishna Nagar, 

Vishwas Nagar Vidhan Sabha Chetra, Mahila Congress at the Indian National Congress (INC). She is the Founder Chairperson, 

DRISHTI (Medical NGO), created for raising and spreading healthcare awareness. She is a Liver Transplant Coordinator and 

Consultant associated with a renowned liver transplant surgeon's team. She is also a Naturopathy Doctor at Anshu Gupta's 

Therapeutic Yoga Centre. She is an MC member at Sangeet Surbhi. She is also the President, Human Peace Foundation Regd., I. 

P. Extension. Her motto is to help the people of her country and serve needy people to the best of her abilities. For that, she has also 

taken the pledge by the human rights commission (NHRI). 

Dr. Anshu Gupta works very hard for the betterment of society, both as a member of many organizations and as an individual. She has 

worked as a member of the INC at the district level. She was later welcomed by other political parties and organized various programs. 

She even distributed needy things to poor people at her own expense. She has been honored by various prestigious forums, platforms, 

and clubs in I. P. Extension, by leading social and political personalities. She has also been invited as a Judge by various organizations 

such as the Loving Friend Club and Inner Wheel Club on many festive occasions. She has often raised her voice for crime/violence 

against women associated with Ring The Bell by Breakthrough. She was invited to British Embassy on International Women's day, and 

her speech was highly appreciated. She was honored by Dettol under "Banega Swasth India" and National President of Human Peace 

Foundation Regd. as Corona Warrior. 

Since a long time ago, Dr. Anshu Gupta has been running support groups for Organ Donation Awareness, Inflammatory Bowel 

Diseases, and Ulcerative Colitis through her online blogs. A special support group for J-Pouchers was also started in India by her. In 

addition to the above, she has developed a few specific exercises for such patients in India. She has also developed special exercises 

for brain stroke patients, to the extent of helping her mother come out of it. Such has been her success. 

Furthermore, she has actively participated in various medical conferences and CME programs organized by renowned hospitals (such 

as Apollo, Medanta, SGRH, etc.) on liver transplantation, gastrointestinal surgery, and organ donation. She has also participated and 

delivered a talk on organ donation at the conference organized by ISOT (Indian Society of Organ Transplantation). Dr. Gupta is also a 

columnist in the magazine Varishth Nagrik Awaaz and has many articles on cancer, yoga nidra, etc., published in her name. 

Dr. Gupta is the Founder President of DRISHTI, a Medical NGO, created in the loving memory of her parents. Through this forum, she 

has organized various talks with renowned health practitioners of the country. Such discussions have helped the attendees understand 

the nitty-gritty of healthcare and also provided important direction to patients. She had also organized the Programme/Drive for Amarbel 

Awareness and made her own OXYGYM. 

Dr. Anshu Gupta also holds honorary positions in various organizations and NGOs, such as Sangeet Surbhi, Inner Wheel Club, Prabhav 

Educational NGO, Human Peace Foundation, etc. In addition, she writes and maintains many online blogs on Liver Transplantation, 

Therapeutic Yoga, Ulcerative Colitis & J-Pouch Surgery, and organ donation awareness. 

Dr. Anshu Gupta is recently awarded the "Woman of Excellence Award 2021" by a very prestigious organization, Indian Achievers' 

Forum, and the Global Business Icons 2021 in association with BIZNation TV awarded her for Contribution to Social Work. 

Dr. Gupta has been an inspiration for many, and her unstoppable attitude guarantees that she has many more achievements coming her 

way in the future. She attributes the success coming her way to the blessings of her parents, family, friends, and relatives, who have 

been the pillar of support. 
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Vedant Vijay Randad
Entrepreneur

One who maintains Cleanliness keeps away diseases

We at BATTLEBUGS came with with a mission to come up with a clean and safe spaces that makes it a better place to live in. 

We believe that a clean space can protect us from viruses, germs and bacteria. The pandemic of Covid-19 gave our startup 

anew social path to follow and serve our society. The idea was to deliver clean and safe spaces so that our hygiene does' nt 

get compromised. We introduced Sanitization and Disinfection services as the first division of the firm to avoid the spread of 

the virus. Delivering these services was bit risky but we had a strong determination to serve people and help individuals to 

making their workplaces more safe and workable. Hence through our quality service we are trying to make it safe in every 

possible way. Since then within few months of providing these services we also launched another division i.e House Keeping 

and Cleaning Segment as to aware and educate people about cleanliness. We got a very good response from the public and 

where totally overwhelmed with our services. Here we both work hand-in-hand and support each other wherever and 

whenever needed so that we can function efficiently and provide the best possible service from our side. We also have a 

dedicated team of Individuals focused towards their respective roles and put lot of effort to achieve common vision and goal 

Currently our Services Spread in Latur, Maharashtra and nearby areas.

The journey till now has been a Roller-Coaster Ride. We faced many hurdles and also many happy moments but this is how 

we grow successfully. Very few individuals or organizations opt for professional cleaning services. Instead, they rely on 

homemade techniques to overcome the problems but that is not the correct way but our startup holds record of 100% 

customer satisfaction. As long as people are moving towards the modern solutions for their problems and opting for a better 

lifestyle, BattleBugs will keep on evolving and adopting new techniques for House Keeping Services as well as Disinfection 

We wish to expand and grow provide best solutions and offer standard solutions. We look forward to provide safe and better 

workplace.
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Naresh Agarwal
Founder Chairman cum Managing Director 

(Ram Niwas Group) 

A Business Magnate, a visionary, a Philanthropist, a Leader, one who 

believe in Nation Building and above all a Humble Family Man

Mr Agarwal, born in a quiescent Hilly Town of Darjeeling in the state of West Bengal, has had a diffident up bringing in an 

economically backward large Marwari Joint Family. Mr Agarwal completed his primary education from Darjeeling and 

thereafter graduated   from the prestigious St. Xavier's College Kolkata holding a Degree in Bachelors of Commerce. Since 

Early Childhood he has been an ardent disciple of the Indian values of “Togetherness” and “For Others First”. 

Having had a household of large number of cousins and elders he had a golden opportunity to imbibe multifaceted 

prospective and holistic approach to adversity and opportunity alike; a virtue which he has integrated in his persona and has 

been his guiding module and has reflected in his Entrepreneurship.

Mr. Naresh Agarwal is Founder Chairman cum Managing Director of the Ram Niwas Group named after his Father Late Ram 

Niwas Agarwal, the early seeds of which were sown by Late Sri Ram Niwas Ji himself, is one of the leading multi-sectorial 

groups with prominent focus on Eastern and Northern Region of the Country, having products and services aligned to the 

ever-shifting market scenarios. A first-generation Entrepreneur, with futuristic approach and vision and desire to excel, he 

has been able to guide his family interests from modest agricultural farming to Real Estate, Engineering and Construction, 

Developing and Managing Industrial Parks, Manufacturing (Bio-Fertilizers, Cattle Feed, LPG Cylinders, Fly Ash Bricks, 

Incense Sticks) LPG bottling, Assistance Plants, Education, Toll Plaza Maintenance, Warehousing, Logistics, Retail and 

Textile amongst others. The business conglomerate under his voracious leadership has been working towards expanding 

oversees with focus on South East Asian Countries.

Mr. Agarwal believes in keeping pace with the constant technological advancements and everchanging market dynamics, 

incorporating them in his companies and imparting the same to his highly skilled and motivated team of professionals who 

shares the same passion as Mr. Agarwal.  Ram Niwas Group has always been driven by performance, precision and 

efficiency under his guidance. Mr. Agarwal strength lies in his keen understanding of the value of both time and money, 

equating one with the other and has been efficient on both these fronts. He strongly believes in sturdy adherence to Ethics 

and Honesty of cause and to his mind these factors are an integral part of Business Enterprise and way forward to flourishing.   

His leadership style and keen intellect has led him to holding numerous prestigious posts. He is the past Chairman CII - North 

Bengal Zonal Council and is currently serving as the Chairman of MSME department CII North East, President - CREDAI - 

North Bengal and Vice President CREDAI – West Bengal. He has been awarded with the prestigious awards like “Shera of 

Bengal -2014” and “Icon of North Bengal-2019” 

In his journey of Entrepreneurship, Mr. Agarwal has always been sensitive towards the society and its needs. He has been 

associated with The Art of Living Foundation - an International NGO since 1997 and has worked in the rural areas and 

villages for the welfare of the poor and destitute. He is presently associated as Apex Member for North Bengal and Sikkim. He 

is also a Trustee of Mahaveer International. He is also working with organizations like “Friends for Tribal People” amongst 

others who work towards upliftment of the under privileged and desolate. He is also associated with Old Age Homes and 

Orphanages. Mr Agarwal has a fervent bend of mind towards spiritualism and is associated with “Radha Swami” Sect. 

Mr. Agarwal is a Business Magnate, a visionary, a Philanthropist, a Leader, one who believe in Nation Building and above all 

a Humble Family Man, a family which is to this day a joint family comprising of 110 members, including his beloved five 

brothers and two sisters. 
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Piyush Makwana
Entrepreneur

How his father's small shop in small city name Amreli, Gujarat to an 
international handicraft brand “Dinesh Handicraft”

Story of young Entrepreneur Piyush Makwana.

Dinesh Handicraft is small handicraft home decor product manufacturing shop in small city of Gujarat Amreli. Started by 

Dineshbhai Makwana before 25 years in Amreli. Now it is managed by Mr.Piyush Makwana, managing director of DHC 

Exports. And also going to launch another start-up “DHC Mart” in India is Indian e-commerce marketplace for all categories 

of products.

th
He had done his schooling in Amreli up to 12  standard and then for engineering he went to city vidhyanagar. After 

completing his study he always thinks about to do business when most of students are looking for good job but his mind set is 

not to do job but become job giver to others.

Then he start training in his father's shop for manufacturing assembly line and also thinking about how he grow this small 

shop to a brand. After this he started selling in e-commerce portal like amazon, Flipkart. That time e commerce is started 

growing in small villages also. In this Piyush shows his brands growth in this and modify and making some new designs of 

products to fit that market. And start selling across all India and has got very huge response from customers and from 

becomes popular in India and also out of country to. So he thinks about to start to exports 

In Exports he face many problems in payments and shipping and customer finding after solving all this problems he started 

his own international website for his brands products named . And it is launched by Honourable www.dineshhandicraft.com

union minster of India Mr. Parshottam Rupala. Right now website is working on 40 countries and from this people can 

directly place there order and can make payments in all the different payment options available. Also new thing is that people 

can read in their own regional language also.

In his company right now product manufacturing is like pooja temple, chowki, wall decors, antique show pieces, antique 

swings, antique furniture's, corporate gift items, are there made from wood and coated with different metals like aluminium, 

brass, copper, German silver metals. He has more than 2000 unique samples in his catalogue. Offers premium quality 

handicraft items. All products are masterpiece in themselves.

Currently his company is India's first ISO 9001: 2015 certified company. Also he has registered design of products is 

more than 150 which is again highest in India.

Now in next years he is thinking to open his brands franchises in different cities of our country for physical presence in big 

cities.

We have also our YouTube channel for our products video; subscribe our channel name dinesh handicraft official on 

YouTube for our products videos.
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K.V.R. Prasad
Entrepreneur 

From working as Editor in prestigious magazines to working under 

Indian Administrative Services

Journo K. V. R. Prasad is a Journalist and Mass Communicator turned as entrepreneur. He is now working as Chairman of Public 
Grievance Redressal Forum under Vistarana Mass Communication Society a non profitable organization. Simultaneously working as 
Public Relations officer for a PSU under Ministry of shipping. He is balancing his job and professional career. He is doing service to 
needy people who are suffering with information poverty and serving with communication platform. He solved so many issues with his 
talent and now he wants to coming with entrepreneur ideology. He got May awards for his Public Relations works earlier. 

An alumnus of Andhra University Journalism and Mass Communication Department. Journo Prasad is completed his Masters Degree in 
Journalism and Mass Communication.  He got National Public Relations award for his contribution to APEPDCL website while working 
as Dy.General  Manager (Corporate Communication).  Additionally, Journo Prasad got one more award from PRSI  for Eastern Power 
news and DCI Darpan news letters printed as Editor for DCIL and APEPDCL. 

Before his foray into entrepreneurship and higher education, he has worked for more than 7 years as Journalist for Andhra Bhoomi, 
Andhra Prabha, City Cable, Eenadu and ETV. He has entered into Government sector with the qualification of Mass 
Communication as Public Relations officer. Five years worked as PRO for Police Department, Govt of Andhra Pradesh.  Worked as 
Documentation and Publication Specialist for SWSM, Department of Rural Dirking Water and Sanitation,Govt of Andhra Pradesh. 
Later entered in to Electricity Department as Dy .General Manager (Corporate Communication). Since 12 years working in the 
capacity of Public Relations officer to Dredging Corporation of India Limited.

Ÿ I did my Bachelor and Master's Degree in Journalism and Mass Communication from Andhra University. 

Ÿ Have 12 years successful corporate experience in Public Relations and Corporate Communication in a reputated Corporate and 
Govt. Organizations i.e., DCI,Police Department and APEPDCL. 

Ÿ I had worked under the direct control of Indian Police Service (IPS) Officer and now I am working under Indian Administrative 
Service (IAS) i.e.CMD, APEPDCL in Visakhapatnam.

Ÿ I have completed Certificate Course in Gandhian Thought (CCGT) from Gandhian Studies center, Andhra University and 
Personality Development Course (PDC) from Sri Vivekananda Institute of Human Excellence, RAMAKRISHNA 
MATH,Hyderabad.  

th
Ÿ I have been working since 30  May 2008 as a Dy.General Manager –Corporate Communication in Eastern Power Distribution 

Company AP Limited, Corporate Office,Visakhapatnam under the direct control of the Chairman and Managing Director with 
additional assignment as Asst. Public Information Officer to the Company. Apart from this I am also performing as a  protocol officer 
of the company. 

Ÿ Designed & launched advertisements on Power utilities. Issue of press releases from time to time and organized press conferences 
are allied assignments  in the present organization.

Ÿ Earlier, I worked as a Documentation and Publication Specialist in State Water and Sanitation Mission, Dept. of Rural Water 
Supply and Sanitation, Govt. of AP, Hyderabad. Under the supervision of Project Director. 

Ÿ I also worked as a Public Relations Officer in Police Dept, Kadapa and Viziangaram Districts under the close supervision of 
Superintendents of Police. 

Ÿ I have undergone training in Right to Information Act, 2005 from Industrial Management Academy, New Delhi and in Media and 
Public Relations from Dr. Marri Chennareddy HRD Institute of A.P., Hyderabad. 

Ÿ Contributed for achievement of PRSI Award-2009 for the web site design and developed   and received a www.apeasternpower.com
National Award in News letter category to Eastern Power News Letter in APEPDCL. 

Ÿ Worked as EDITOR to the magazines “Eastern Power”, Sujalam-Shubhram and “VIJAYAM” while working in the above 
organisations. 

Ÿ I have  produced video documentaries on various Government programmes such as “Viduyuth Sevalu”, 'Nirmal Gram Puraskar' 
and Police helping hand.

Ÿ I have Organized Photo Exhibitions and Paiting compitions on the occation of National Energy Conservation day in the year 2010 
and 2011 in the present organization and certain  key events in the previous organisations.
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Manish Sinha
Entrepreneur

believes in the philosophy of “Think Global and Act Local”  and 
working on motto “Today's Solution for Tomorrow's Energy”

Mr. Manish Sinha - is an Electrical Engineer and Management professional with more than 15 years of experience in the field 
of “Industrial Electrical & Automation”. He has generated significant level of trust in the given market segment & continues to 
offer world class Industrial Electrical & Automation Products, value added services & customized solutions relentlessly for 
past 15 years. He enjoys excellent market goodwill among the Industry and his continuous learning zeal has promoted him to 
introduce new product and technology in the market. He believes in the philosophy of “Think Global and Act Local” and 
therefore, working towards providing world class product and services locally, his theme of working is “Today's Solution for 
Tomorrow's Energy”.

He has started his Professional career in his early stages of life, because of his family responsibility, along with his business 
carrier he has completed his Graduation in the field of Sociology, with Honours Degree, later on because of his interest into 
the Electrical field, he has completed his Diploma / Degree &  later on lot many other valuable certificate courses like 
[specialization in Project Management | Solar | Electric Vehicle | LT & HT Switchgear | Control Panels | Automation etc.] 

He is having landmark achievements in past 15 years in his work field & socially both, He is Marathon Runner too, he has 
received “Small Business Award by Franchise India in 2014”. 

He is an active member of World Human Right Commission & he like to live close to nature by every Sunday he spent his 
morning 3 to 4 hours with Gokul Dham Gaushala Jabalpur & he plants at least 5 or more plants every Sunday, till he has 
planted more than 5000 Plants.    

He significantly works for his passion; he also provides free Consultancy to the Projects & Guide small / medium scale 
industries to find easy Solution for their Problems.

At             Engineering Company his constant Endeavour is to cater to the industries in best 
possible way so that overall productivity of the manufacturing unit is enhanced and cost is 
saved in electrical consumption. We want to reach first, to all customers who want best 
electrical infrastructure of international standards at an affordable price at one point. In order to 
fulfil that mission, we are proposing to put up a new factory at Jabalpur location, which will help 
us to cater to customers planning to put up manufacturing facility in Central India & also 
Planning to Setup a platform under the scheme of “Skill India”, to Generate skilled Manpower 
for the existing & upcoming Industry. 

To become one of the leading Solution providers of excellent quality product with Global Standards within Domestic Market –

The Government is focusing on “Make In India” policy and to further enhance the footprint in manufacturing sector, they are 
providing incentives to the home grown industries. This has paved way for new and existing business houses to enhance 
their manufacturing facilities which will open up the sector of Electric Engineering and Industrial Automation in a big way. 
Industries cannot work without electricity, electricity consumption is one of the major components in the business Balance 
sheets and therefore, optimizing the electrical infrastructure not only saves money but also enhances the overall productivity 
of the Industrial unit. It will again help the government agencies to further put a check on proper optimum utilization of power 
within the Industries. As per the data obtained from various sources this sector is growing in last 5 years and it is expected 
with government “Make in India” policy it is going to grow at a rate of more than 20% annually in next 5 years.

We have already been allotted a land in IT-Park of Jabalpur of approx. 10000 Sq.ft and we are planning to put up a factory for 
manufacturing the “Automation & Elect Panels” in financial yr 2021 - 2022. This will help us to increase our foot-print and 
service delivery in Madhya Pradesh and Vidarbha Region (Maharashtra), Chhattisgarh & Odisha. It is also going to help us 
optimize profits and open up another business of trading of Electrical Panels in the target market.
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Teja Gangapatnam
Co-Owner HITECHSTUFF 

One doctor by profession and other Actor and Electrical Engineer 

inspired by their father’s journey as businessman came up with an 

innovative idea

Teja Gangapatnam, Chaithanya Gangapatnam, owners of HITECHSTUFF a unit of SRI HYMAVATHI GROUP Head 

Quarters Nellore Andhra Pradesh, are two entrepreneur siblings who started their journey and became immensely 

successful.

In an interview with us, Mr. Teja Gangapatnam told us that he is a doctor by profession, and his brother, Chaithanya is an 

actor and electrical engineer. Growing up watching their father's journey as a businessman always inspired them to bring up 

an innovative idea to set up a company that they both kept discussing for a while.

However, both were never a fan of daily work routines and wanted to create a workspace where they can implement their 

ideology of creating fun, where the clients can enjoy and appreciate their effort. Hence, it drove them in establishing 

HITECHSTUFF, a unique brand that deals with architecture, concept-based interior design, innovative furniture designs, 

concept home theatres.

This duo has designed, crafted, and created unique furniture designs under one roof and made people choose the quality 

based made in India products before which people used to travel a lot abroad to get the products they wished for. And that's 

where their craft is so special and successful.

ENCOURAGEMENT BEHIND THIS PROFESSION

According to Mr. Teja Gangapatnam, "My mind always keeps igniting with crazy ideas and I didn't know any platform where I 

can work on these ideas, and saw many people speak highly about products that are imported from other countries or they 

went and brought from". Then he went on to create a platform that will serve people what they dream of and can proudly say 

they own it.

Hence, to make it work, he established HITECHSTUFF, a unique platform, and hence, the punchline for his brand owns the 

pride. Currently, to encourage more entrepreneurs, HITECHSTUFF is franchising now, creating more employment, and 

making a better India.

He further adds that the company is going to introduce many unique products that are still in the process of making. The 

brand is now working as a bridge between the Indian & International market and will continue to do so.

INSPIRATION & ACHIEVEMENTS

In this entire process, both of them are grateful to their father who has always been an inspiration. While talking about it, he 

said

"I cannot express it in words because it's not a person or an experience that inspires us, it's the journey that truly inspires and 

influences us. and it's been and still is an inspiring journey with him".

Although they are successful in their journey, it was never a cakewalk to become a successful entrepreneur. He said that 

"there will be a lot who ll criticize, having an idea isn't just enough hundreds of sleepless nights, and the blood and sweat of 

me my bro made us the company what it is today. There was a time where we got cheated by many people, shut down 

factories, went into crisis, but we never gave up. we came out of it and rose like the phoenix from ashes."
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Prerna Tripathi
Founder Head {Inspiration Academic Consultants (IAC)}

A Delhi University Graduate inspired by the environment there came 
up with an idea of doing something in the eld of education

I, Prerna Tripathi founder head of Inspiration Academic Consultants (IAC), am an energetic, effectually spirited, resolute and 

result oriented person; educated in convent school, graduated from Delhi University. While pursuing my graduation, my 

academic environment and educators, I came in touch with, encouraged and impelled me to learn more about education 

system and its dynamics. Participating in extra curricular and quasi-educational activities in the premier institutions like JNU, 

JMI, Delhi IIT etc. provided me platform and exposure as well to improve, enhance and fine-tune different facets of my 

personality. 

My work foot-prints are spread all over India. I have worked in Bengluru, Mumbai, NOIDA, Kanpur and Lucknow primarily. My 

endeavour is to reach out to ever larger section of students and institutions for assisting them in aspiring, dreaming, weaving 

and working for a better tomorrow for themselves.

During the course of my professional endeavours, I have collaborated with coaching institutes, large tuition centres and 

facilitated their tie-ups for integrated imparting of education, guided them for expansion and establishing themselves as 

brand. 

I have and continue to work as education consultant and managed marketing, PR & helped establish brands of various 

organisations, some of them are leading & well-known now in their respective fields. 

I, also, am Personality Development Coach and counsellor. Knack for strategising, planning, execution is part of my 

professional conviction and habit. Incessant, uninterrupted sustained follow up to achieve or to yield desired results is part of 

my attitude & orientation. Taking initiative combined with Marketing and Sales skills and sagacious Public Relations dexterity 

empower me the liberty to effectively perform at the necessary, appropriate level in all relevant spheres.

My deep-rooted, profound association with various social-welfare oriented works in alliance and coalition with NGOs, 

charitable organisations etc. has added some rare humane dimensions to my personality. My work in and through such 

organisations have largely been in the field of education and for student community.
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Jalpa Ahaya
Director (Techfiling Professional Services Private Limited) 

Having masters in commerce Jalpa is trying to simplify the taxation 

system of India for normal people and thus making the tax ling a 

enjoyable process

Mrs. Jalpa Ahya is Corporate and Financial advisor; currently she is Director of Tech Base Legal and Taxation startup 

Techfiling Professional Services Private Limited.

She is also Executive Director of Gramin Vivartana Private Limited under which most prominent project for rural development 

is undergoing namely "Gramin Suvidha Kendra". The venture is all about taxation, legal, banking and other mucinous 

services like pan cards, recharges, stamps at doorstep of villages.

She is master of commerce and has integrated technology with traditional legal and taxation services.  She will be launching 

India's prominent online portal dedicated to user friendly services regarding Income Tax, Trade Mark, Corporate Law, GST. 

She has also developed mobile application for the same.

Gramin Vivartana Private Limited is recognized as startup by DPIIT. Portal will be dedicated for hassle free compliances 

services for clients, she has taken immense efforts to develop the portal . This start up will solve the problem storage of data 

and security. All services will be available at single platform so customers need not to to visit scattered platforms or different 

advisor. It has the facilities of free trade mark search report and company /LLP name avalability search report. Before harm 

foray into entrepreneurship , she has worked with corporate for 5 years.

In his corporate avatar, she has leadership position in finance at Ban Labs. Her core areas of expertise include financial 

management and strategy planning and implementation. She has also served at various NGO's, additionally she is forensic 

auditor too. She is also preparing e book of ready to use editable drafting's. These will include all types of drafting's like HR, 

legal. it will save time and there will be no chances of errors. She has developed this e book in guajarati, marathi and kenned 

vernacular languages.  Mrs. Jalpa Ahya is also passionate about career counselling to build a better and robust new age 

India. She is training many village entrepreneurs' for Gramin Suvidha Kendra. She will be shortly launching video series for 

trainings which will be beneficial to large audience.
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Hardik Solanki
CEO (Nilkanth Engineering Works) 

With an aim to serve customers with cost effective, user friendly and 
easy to maintain Equipment range consistently

For the Thirty Five years, we are in to the manufacturing industry, We are one of the leading manufacturers of Concrete 

Batching Plant in India, and the company has been able to provide an innovative solution to the ever-changing needs of the 

construction industry throughout the globe. Nilkanth Engineering Works prides itself in serving our customers with cost-

effective, user friendly, and easy to maintain Equipment range consistently.

There is a constant evolution in road and civil construction. The government is releasing new tenders each day relating to the 

roads, hospitals, hostels, bridges and colleges. With the development of the infrastructure there is an increase in demand for 

anything related to concrete, so, there has been an exponential increase in the need for the best quality Concrete Batching 

Plants. 

Nilkanth has always remained on the top of the client's list as we are always ready with our technological expertise to make 

changes as and when required. We are a technologically automated company a one-stop solution for any of your needs for 

concrete batching plants. 

Nilkanth Engineering Works has always aced at becoming a customer-oriented company. Right from ideation to installation 

and maintenance Nilkanth makes sure to benefit the clients with their requirements. Also, Nilkanth makes sure to give a 

guarantee on the quality of its concrete batching plant and provides the same day service without any delay. As these are the 

important factors, Nilkanth Engineering works has become successful in becoming one of the most reputed manufacturers 

and exporters of Concrete Batching Plant. 

The advantages of the advancement of technology can also be seen in the construction industry. There is an increase in the 

number of construction projects which leads to producing concrete at the location of construction. So, with the course of time, 

a mobile concrete batching plant was invented that is more flexible, easily transportable and easier to install when compared 

to the stationary concrete batching plant. A few years back, concrete was produced out of a stationary concrete plant and 

even the smallest of plants had to be installed at a particular spot that produced concrete at the same location.

With the advancement in technology, the future of India is rapidly changing when it comes to the construction industry 

especially concrete. Companies like Nilkanth have started embracing industry 4.0 by making a substantial investment in the 

new sustainable technology for Greenfield capacity.

In 2020, the Indian concrete market size was estimated at over USD 15 million where the forecast shows a total of 9% 

increase during the year 2026.

Also by 2022, Nilkanth will be ready with a much larger factory space which will increase the manufacturing capacity of the 

concrete batching plant by manifolds and will introduce tower crane and transit mixer with the launch of the new factory.
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Kapil Kapoor
Entrepreneur 

The Journey of ‘Baker Boy’

Kapil Kapoor is one of the youngest entrepreneurs of Ranchi, the capital of Jharkhand. He started his bakery business in the 

year 2008 and named it 'Baker Boy'. Passionate about his work, he excelled in baking and cake designing and now is known 

by all.

Not only that, Kapil expanded his business in different cities like Mumbai and Ramgarh and made his father (Anil Kapoor) and 

elder brother (Rajeev Kapoor) co partners in Baker Boy branches.

Kapil says that his fascination of designing lead him to create something significant and exceptional. He came up with various 

amazing flavors, which not only gave him a kick but also challenged him to keep doing something new. One of the most 

important tip to be successful as per Mr. Kapoor; always stay committed to OAD i.e. obsessive attention to detail.

ABOUT BAKER BOY
Baker Boy has now around 6 to 7 outlets in different cities like Ranchi, Mumbai etc. It is committed towards the sole 

determination of enticing the clients by producing perfect tasting and exquisitely designed cakes at the most reasonable 

rates. Mr. Kapoor makes sure that there is no possibility for any preserved, frozen or thaw items used in making products as 

he always emphasize on maintaining the freshness and standardizing the quality of the cakes and pastries.

At Baker Boy, they always make use of the finest ingredients that create the most authentic flavors which never fail to tickle 

the customer's palates in every bite they take. They are backed up by a diligent team of expert pastry chefs who are highly 

proficient in baking the high delectable cakes and treats them with exceptional taste and quality. 

Baker Boy specializes in birthday cakes, wedding cakes, anniversary cakes, designer cakes etc. Unique tagline of Baker Boy 

helps to attract more customers as it says, 'why settle for just an ordinary cake, when you have something extraordinary!'

CHALLENGES FACED BY KAPIL
In the beginning it was difficult for him to attract customers and make them believe in his brand. Also there was a lot of 

competition in this field. But as its rightly said, “hard work and dedication brings in success and luck!”

Vision and mission of Baker Boy

Baker Boy's vision is to become a well-known bakery brand nationally and to lead in quality, taste and innovation and fulfilling 

the needs of the customers.

Its mission is to give their customers the taste that is beyond expectations. They will do this by providing the highest quality 

bakery products and the best possible service to the food industry.

WORK CULTURE OF BAKER BOY
Baker Boy's committed and talented team provides superior quality bakery products, cookies, birthday cakes and wedding 

cakes. Their goal is to provide their customers with an unparalleled product and experience. It is important for them, to never 

compromise with the taste and quality. Last but not the least, always give time and a happy surrounding to the employees to 

understand the process of work and their own grasping powers which eventually will improve the quality of work.

GLIMPSE OF KAPIL'S PERSONAL LIFE
Kapil believes in discipline and he says that anger management is highly important in life which helps in managing any 

business.

Mr. Kapoor's wife, Megha has always been a support to him, be it when he started his business or now when he is expanding. 

Kapil loves to spend time with his family and believes in maintaining a balance in personal and professional life.
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Pappu Thakur
Founder Director (Yashil Marketing Pvt. Ltd.) 

With an aim to provide good product service YASHIL MARKETING 
PRIVATE LIMITED is working day and night 

A DESCRIPTION ABOUT MD - BACKGROUND?
My Name Is Pappu Thakur, Founder Director Of Yashil Marketing Private Limited Based In Purulia, West Bengal, India. I Just 

th
Have Started My Own Direct Selling Company Yashil Marketing Private Limited on 7  August, 2020 Deals in Tranding & 

Marketing Of FMCG Products, Health Products & Agri Products All Over India Basis. Yashil Marketing Private Limited 

Devoted To Provide  Quality Products And Services At Cheaper Rate In Rural Areas.

A BRIEF ABOUT ORGANIZATION
What everyone wants today is success, wealth, and popularity. Friends, our company name is Yashil Marketing Private 

Limited and "YASHIL" means success, rich, popularity. This name has been kept because we believe that every person who 

joins “Yashil” will be successful, he will become rich and his popularity will also increase. 

“YASHIL MARKETING PRIVATE LIMITED” is a Registered  company specializing in FMCG Products, Agro Products & 

Health Products. Our motive is to build  a strong relationship between company and the common people. We want to extend 

our Marketing area specially in Rural areas where people are in miseries

ABOUT THE PRODUCT, PRODUCT RANGE AND SPECIALTY
Our company sells cosmetic, clothing, grocery as well as agro products, baby care and health supplement products. Which is 

organic as well as harsh chemical free and the biggest thing is that all our products are made in India. Our agro product is 

completely organic which helps us to do organic farming as well as keep our environment healthy and all our health 

supplements are made from natural ingredients

All Cosmetic, Grocery and Baby Care products are Chemical & Toxin Free and Natural & Safe.

VISION, MISSION OF ORGANIZATION
YASHIL MARKETING PRIVATE LIMITED provides good product service in lowest price even in remote rural areas of India 

and this is the reason that everyone can easily join our company's distributorship. In this way, our team with full hard work 

fulfills their dreams easily in less time.

We help those people to live in a comfortable spirit, who have talent but do not get access, by finding all those people, provide 

such a platform to their talents from where they can fly high for their dreams and so forth. Our mission is to help the Distributor, 

Customer and Founder Leader to improve themselves at the same level so that they get equal help in achieving their goals

SAFETY, HEALTH, ENVIRONMENT, QUALITY MEASURES
Our agro product is completely organic which helps us to do organic farming as well as keep our environment healthy. All of 

our health supplements are made from natural ingredients. All Cosmetic, Grocery and Baby Care products are Chemical & 

Toxin Free and Natural & Safe

A message on how you would encourage or guide the upcoming or young entrepreneurs
Recent years have seen the emergence of enterprises focusing on engaging and developing the capacity of local talent to be 

their champions in understanding and delivering to the needs of the rural consumers. “YASHIL MARKETING PRIVATE 

LIMITED” focusing on building talent, nurturing the entrepreneurial  spirit and gradually developing the ecosystem to provide 

an environment that is right for the delivery of products and services, but most importantly, to lay the foundation for a 

community that is empowered in arriving at local solutions to its local challenges.
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Naman Siroya
Entrepreneur 

The youngest entrepreneur in the industry with innovative marketing 

strategies

Mr. Naman Siroya is the Youngest entrepreneur who started his business firm of Building Materials  in the year of 2018,the 

idea of starting his own firm came up while he was working as an employee in a 2 well known company and had 4 years of 

experience which helped him learn various things in the industry of building materials and that triggered his mind and decided 

to open his own firm by putting some of his innovative market strategies  to attract number of clients, and so slowly and 

gradually people started understanding and adapted his products because of the premium quality, eco Friendly and easy 

norms.

Mr Siroya completed his B Com degree from HL institute of Commerce in Ahmedabad then he decided to do Masters in 

Marketing from Dharamsinh Desai university nadiad, he always wanted to do something which he loves and enjoy doing it 

and Marketing was the only subject which he was more interested upon, also he enjoys working in a challenging situation and 

come out with the positive solutions.

He then named his business Jinendra Enterprise, Initially his company was providing only two product which was AAC 

Blocks and Block Joining Mortar then he decided to horizontally increase his product basket by including Tile adhesives, 

Waterproofing, Epoxy, wall putty and admixtures and now he firm is proud channel partners of six renowned building material 

companies, and today he has successfully completed 35+ projects of residential, commercial, hostel, hospital, education 

institutes.

Mr. Siroya can be a great influencer to the today's young generation .
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Dr. Sutanu Samanta
Biotechnologist & Food Technologist 

With over 7 years of Industrial Experience in Food Industry Dr. 
Samanta is looking forward to make plant based dietary 

suuplements.

 Dr. Sutanu Samanta is a Biotechnologist and Food Technologist with over 20 years of experience in research, teaching, and 

industry. He has two years of research experience in Medical Biotechnology in the USA, five years of industrial experience in 

Food Processing Industries in Canada including 3 years of experience in Nestle Canada. 

Dr. Sutanu Samanta is presently working as a Technical Officer and Executive Director in Zenesis Agrosciences & 

Consulting Private Limited, a New Delhi-based Biofertilizers and Biopesticide production and marketing company. Dr. 

Samanata is presently working on the development of crop/ crop type-specific nutrient-sufficient Biofertilizers formulations. 

Dr. Samanta is the President and Founding Director of Quick Solution Project Consultancy Private Limited. This company is 

presently involved in developing various plant-based dietary supplements, vegan milk, herbal energy drink, vegan soup, etc. 

This company is almost set to start producing plant-based dietary supplements aiming to address protein deficiency, 

malnutrition, anemia, and diabetes for India and Southeast Asia. 

Dr. Sutanu Samanta is very passionate about startup and innovation. He is encouraging students and the young generation 

to bring innovative ideas 
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Vaibhav Bhimrao Nagargoje
Student Electrical Engineering & Co-owner of “Renu Udyog Samuh” 

Pranit & Vaibhav the two partners with same goal started the 

company and achieved a tremendous growth within rst couple of 

months.

Renu Udyog Samuh is a Group of companies, it includes Food manufacturing, Electrical Services, E commerce website, 

Fashions, Advertising , Insurance, Media services and marketing services. 

With his partner Mr Pranit Munde, Vaibhav  has started its journey with manufacturing and its marketing, but  within 3-5 

months it has 150+ own manufacturing products and it deals with more than 1500 products. With minimum customer brace of 

15,000 it has reached all over India. 

Company is distributing there products now in 4 districts namely Beed, Aurangabad, Pune and Mumbai with that its products 

are also on many ecommerce platforms like its own website, Amazon, Chav Maharashtrachi, Flipkart and many such sites. 

Company is progressing day after day and adding new features in it with improvements in every section. 

Vaibhav and Pranit are looking to forward to benefit the country through the Platform of Renu Udyog Samuh.
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Gaythri M
Proprietor (Varmaan Impex) 

Secret of Success: “Keep moving without Stagnating till you reach 
your destination”.

“Success is not a destination, it's a journey”

Gayathri M is a proprietor of Varman Impex Since 2016, also a Professional K9 Dog Trainer and a social worker. I have 

completed my Diploma in Yoga and Graduation in B.Ltd. I have worked as a teacher and I felt something I'm missing and 

wants to do something different from my routine work. So, I decided to start a export business and I have started 

successfully.I started to export fruits and vegetables to Saudi Arabia, Dubai, Colombo, etc., I exported Nashik Onion, 

Grapes, Banana, Lemon, also Importing Oranges from Egypt.

Basically, I'm a pet lover especially I love dogs very much. I love to train dogs; I'm having a German Shepperd Dog named 

TOMMY. Initially I'm not aware of dog training and I'm searching for a trainer and I was unable to find a proper trainer, Then I 

decided to learn a Dog Training and I have completed my K9 Dog training course and finally trained my Tommy. Also trained 

many dogs successfully.

As a woman I have overcome all the hindrances and I'm keep on  stepping forwardtowards my destination. 

Even I'm expecting more challenges to face because while we face challenges, we'll learn a best lesson for our journey and it 

will build a self-confidence.

I'm proud to be Successful woman, this is possible because of the support of my family especially my Husband and 

Daughter. I would like to dedicate this achievement to them.
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Ashutosh Kar
Chartered Accountant 

With over 10 years of experience in Accounts & taxation eld 

Ashutosh is running a One Stop Business Solution rm.

Ashutosh Kar is a Chartered Accountant, a Certified Public Accountant from the United States with PhD in Commerce. He 

has a decade year of experience in a variety of fields such as Internal Audit, Statutory Audit, Tax Audit, Accounting, Direct 

Tax, Indirect Tax, SEZ & STPI Ruling, FEMA Regulations, Transfer Pricing. He is a subject matter expert in areas like India & 

US GAAP (Generally accepted Principle), IFRS, INDAS. He also has experience in handling accounting & taxation for 

overseas entities like USA, Singapore, Hong Kong, Malaysia & Japan. 

Dr (CA) Ashutosh Kar, CPA, PhD is the Founder & CEO of Advince LLP, a One Stop Business Solutions offering wide range 

of products and services relating to the field of Finance, Accounting, Taxation, Advisory, Company Registrations, IT 

Services, Cloud backup services, Digital Marketing, IT & Management Support, and many more. Advince LLP is awarded as 

"India 500 Best Startup Awards 2021", For Quality Excellence. 

Dr (CA) Ashutosh Kar, CPA, PhD said, “At Advince, we take the time to understand our client's businesses, goals, and 

functions. Our primary focus is always on the client. The goal is to be innovative and develop out-of-the-box solutions to 

provide value to our clients. Our strength lies not only in our ability to execute but also in our accessibility and approachability 

to our clients, as well as in our competitive fee structure, which provides better value to our customers.”

Before venturing into the entrepreneurship, he has worked in top IT companies in areas like setting up internal control, tax 

risk management on cross border transactions, handling various tax assessments, litigations, and departmental audit. He 

loves writing articles and he has published several articles relating to tax matters in TaxGuru. 

Dr (CA) Ashutosh Kar, CPA, PhD has received various certifications like Certified Career Analyst by Edumilestone, 

Certification in Blockchain Technology & Management by Amity Future Academy, Certification in Business Analytics & 

Intelligence by Amity Future Academy, Certified Tech Foundation by Acronis CyberFit Academy. 
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Arshdeep Baweja
CEO (Duniaghoomo.com) 

a Punjab Technical University Graduate in Mechanical Engineering 
and a son of hoteleir, now selling tourism packages for all over 

India.

It started in the year August 2013 after finishing my Mechanical engineering from Punjab Technical University, I got 

internship in Mahle Filter Systems a German MNC as GET in Quality Department. Immediately after my internship of 6 

months I got hired as Sr. Engineer Quality and continued my job till march 2015 and resigned to endeavor in my everlasting 

desire of being an entrepreneur.  

Being a son of hotelier I was quite familiar with hospitality industry. So I Decided to start with tourism industry related to 

hospitality. I started my venture by the name Duniaghoomo.com which I have already registered during my graduation days. 

First Office establishment at Ludhiana with a staff of 3 members I started of my company and it goes well off and in my first 

year I reached a sale turnover of 50 Lakh which was a great achievement for me. We expertise in selling Himachal Pradesh 

packages.

Then I increased my team to 14 people till year 2017. In end of 2017 I started my second office with seating capacity of 35 

members. Suddenly I faced a team disruption in starting of 2018 My entire team disrupted due union issues. So I have to stop 

the operations of my new office. But it was not the end it was just a slight pause. I again worked and built my new and stronger 

team and established a team of 40 with both my offices working in full flow and reached a turnover of 2.5cr in year 2019. 

Future planning we are acquiring hotels in Shimla, Leh, Amritsar, Chandigarh and Goa. We are also entering in immigration 

services business for USA and Canada in near future and also planning to provide education in travel and tourism sector. So 

there is much more to come in near future, this Covid-19 is just a short break for us we are unstoppable and never halting.
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Dr. P.R.M.M. Shantha Kumar
Founder-Chairman of Flying Squad Ambulance Service 

a son of Taxi Driver and almost no education started the venture with 

the motto “Keeping the Dead Alive”

P.R.M.M. Shantha Kumar, Founder – Chairman of Flyinng Squad Ambulance service was the eldest among the 10 children of Smt. 
Saroja & Shri. Mogan Naidu. 

He had to start his career in this field in the early teenage, by keeping his Education aside to keep his family stable by helping his father, a 
Taxi Driver of a stand in front of Kilpauk Medical College, Chennai. 

He used to see the bodies been carried away by folding them in the BOOT or in the back sid/dickey of the Car. As a young boy, the 
emotions of the relatives who cry their heart out seeing the condition of their loved one put him under great trauma, which he gave a 
thought and wanted to do justice for the departed soul and their loved ones. He got to buy a second hand van and tried making possible 
alteration in the vehicle to provide a dignified farewell for the departed soul. 

With his hard work, vision, dedication and blessings of the Departed Souls helped him built up his career in the Ambulance and Funeral 
services and he has come a long way of 41 years and today “Flyinng Squad Ambulance Service” is the best Ambulance Service Provider 
in and around Chennai, Tamil Nadu. 

His Journey started from a Single Ambulance cum Mortuary van in a fixed stretcher, then he revised the same to a movable stretcher, 
our company started to shift patients from chennai to Vizag, Orissa which would take 1-2 days minimum by then body will decompose to 
the time we reach the destination. Again the departed soul which had travelled that long distance to see their close kith was not achieved, 
which put him to thought by which came his Brain Child “PORTABLE DEAD BODY FREEZER BOX”. 

He started his research in this field in 1993 and designed many models to meet his expectations, finally in 1996 he perfectly designed 
and model which was Patented Design No.180768, Patent Office, Calcutta in 11.11.1999 and started to shift the deceased in our 
mortuary van along with these freezer boxes that worked through generators all along the way to the destinations. As the process was 
tedious and needed more research, he came up with in-built freezer units attached to the vehicle which will run through Invertors and 
batteries and now our Hearse vehicle has broken our own stereotypes – “A Completely Glass vehicle with Wi-Fi Live Streaming 
facility” which helped the relatives and friends to see the last rites of the departed soul by to paying homage seeing through the glass or 
by sitting at Home following the Covid Protocol.  His concept was simple “KEEPING THE DEAD ALIVE” for the departed souls in our 
mortuary vans and “REDEFINING CARE” for the Patients in our Ambulances which made him design ambulances with portable Oxygen 
support, pedals Suction Apparatus with Paramedical Assistance, Air Conditioned vehicle during the year 1999. Later as the 
requirements of patients increased he redesigned the ambulances with Emergency Medical equipment available to shift critical patients 
– ICU on wheels concept started in 2004.Later he brought all the required ICU items like Automated External Defibrillator(AED), Neo 
Natal Care, 99.9% germs free equipment, and then The Record Breaking Ambulance Of India - “ICU PLUS” – a completely Air 
conditioned Ambulance with ultramodern life savings equipments, fitted with Air Suspension, Automatic Stretcher Lift rail, Bio Toilet, 2 
sleeper berths for Patient Attendees, Mini Refrigerator for Medicines, Mini Pantry, TV, Wi-Fi operated Camera for LIVE monitoring of 
Doctors throughout the journey. 

Significant Achievement: Designed/Invented Dead Body Freezer Box has provided livelihood for more than billions of people with job 
opportunities and entrepreneurship. This concept design still remains the same since its inception and proved to be essential for the 
Mankind.

Our Significance turned stronger during this Pandemic; we turned from ambulance provider to frontline warriors and fought along with 
more than 30 patients/day by transferring them safely.

Flyinng Squad Team is the most privileged team to be a part in providing the Final Rites of former Prime Minister Narasimha Rao and the 
Two Legendary Leaders of Tamil Nadu, Former Chief Minister Purachi Thalaivi Amma Dr J Jayalalitha, Dr.Kalaignar M Karunanidhi, 
besides long list of Dignitaries including Dr Shantha V, Chairman Adyar Cancer Institute, Chennai.

Lastly, I take up this opportunity to thank my Parents, My wife Smt. Lalitha who stood with me and handled the backend of this business 
and helped reach this place.

I salute - THE PILLARS OF FLYINNG SQUAD – My Dedicated Staffs who has worked all the way throughout my Journey and together 
we stand here.
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Acharya Dr. Venugopal Rao Veeramaneni
Vastu Pandit 

The Blessed Guru – 

The Inspiring Life Of Scientist

Vastu Pundit Acharya Dr. Venugopal Rao Veeramaneni is a 'Drug Discovery Scientist in Pharma Industry' turned into a 

Lifelong Learning Scientist in Indian Traditional & Spiritual Sciences called Vastu & Astrological Sciences. Holding a triple 

PhD. in Vastu Sciences, Chemistry and Astrology and 7 Plus Master Degrees in various Sciences, he has more than three 

decades of experience in Vastu Sciences. 

Venugopal was a talented child, and was always ahead of his peers. When Venugopal was 10 years old, in a short span of 

time he lost his elder and younger brothers. The loss of his brothers at a young age gave him a shock and deep grief. This led 

to his introspection to find a solace to his problems and to people's issues around him, at that tender age. He began to 

contemplate over the issues to find solutions.  He pondered over these thoughts and seemed to have found answers to them, 

to some extent. With no technical knowledge with him yet, he started guiding people informally, and they were very 

comfortable with his suggestions. He continued to provide tips throughout his educational phase, and continued to do so 

when he was working as an employee for 21 years; but his love towards Vastu made him take the ultimate decision of 

resigning from his job and pursuing his passion. 

Dr VR Veeramaneni is the world's first ISO 10002:2018 Certified Vastu & Astrology consultant & trainer. He is recognized as 

the world's first commercial, corporate, and industrial consultant. He is a specialist in planning maps and an architect of new 

buildings. The building can be residential, corporate, commercial, or industrial where he balances advanced as well as 

traditional principles of Vastu while considering all five elements, 16 directions, 32 entrances, and 45 Divine powers.  

He also helps in correcting the Vastu defects in the buildings that were readily constructed. With the help of Elemental 

Balance Theory and utilizing the principle of 'Right Activities at the Right Place', he uses it to make modifications without 

making any physical alterations to the building. He is one such scientist, unlike others, who understands that the principles of 

Vastu are different for business and trade establishments, from house-hold dwellings. The uniqueness of his application lies 

here. 

He has been felicitated more than 90 times and has bagged many achievements for his commendable work. He has received 

awards from both National and International Organizations for his Research and Services. These awards denote his 

tremendous work in the field of Vastu Sciences and Astrology. His works are well-known in 48 Plus countries as well. He has 

received recognition from all across the world for his work in the Vastu Consultancy domain. founded The Currently, he 

Veeramaneni Institute of Vastu Sciences, which is an Institute of the Indian Traditional Architecture, with help of Institution Dr 

Veeramaneni not only provide services in the Vastu consultation but also spreads the knowledge of by conducting courses in 

Vastu. He has trained 100s of Vastu experts in the past few years who are now practicing Vastu in India and other parts of the 

world. More than 90% his clients and students are referrals. Once he provides his services, people automatically refer him to 

others proving his quality of service.  
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Dr. Puneet Tripathi
Agripreneur 

an agriculturist turned agripreneur working on a mission to help the 

farmers through his startups

Mr. Puneet Tripathi is an 'Agriculturist' turned 'agripreneure' cum executive of 

top MNC of agrochemicals. Currently he heads the founder & director of two 

start-ups named “Farm Haat” and “DigVetS” which is brain child of Mr. Tripathi. 

The main objective & mission of both start-ups are to help the farmers. Main 

objective of “Farm Haat” is providing farm consultancy to the farmers to increase 

their income at door step and Main objective & mission of “DigVetS” is providing 

one point solution for dairy farmers at door steps.  

An alumnus of India's premier agri-business school, Indian Agri-business Management – Bikaner (IABM), Swami 

Keshwanand Rajasthan Agriculture University and agriculture graduate from Chhatrapati Shahu Ji Maharaj University, 

formerly Kanpur University, is a public state university located in Kanpur, Uttar Pradesh, India. Mr. Tripathi was always very 

much enthusiastic about business and this fire is enlightened by Dr. Rajesh Sharma. He is teacher and guru during his MBA 

Days and the most respected person him, he is always thankful to Dr. Madhu Sharma & Dr. Rajesh Sharma after his parents 

for support & guidance.

Before his foray into entrepreneurship and higher education, he has worked for more than twelve years in different MNCs like 

UPL, Adama, PI, and Godrej Agrovet in different states of India. In his corporate avatar, he has held a leadership position in 

Strategy, Sales, and Marketing with above said MNCs in the crop protection sector.

During his assignment of UPL, he was the key member of brand establishment & sales volume in Madhya Pradesh. 

 Same way during his assignment in Adama, He was key member of the Adama expansion team member of the North zone. 

His areas of expertise include the brand establishment and Sales & Development. During his last assignments, he 

developed brands like Lagaam, Agil & Mirador in the North zone.

As a student, Mr. Tripathi has chosen agriculture as a subject while his friends and other students of his family choose 

medical or engineering as a career. He was the first person from his community who was chosen agriculture as a career, 

everyone was shocked but his father supported his decision and encouraged him to pursue his dream.  During his graduate 

studies, he realized that there so much work & research has done by agriculture scientist but in commercial aspects 

agriculture is behind from other industries and agriculture is need to look like a commercial industry like others. So he was 

exploring entrepreneurship and attended so many small pieces of training organized by different organizations and finally 

decided to pursue MBA (Agri-Business) as post-graduation studies while his all other classmates were pursuing MSc as 

post-graduation.  

Mr. Tripathi is always a trend breaker & innovative thinker; he was selected as representative of India for the world innovation 

summit organized by Adama. In 2013, he has visited Singapore for the summit and presented his idea of a mobile app for 

Adama that time nobody was thinking about the use of the mobile app for the agriculture industry. Right now he helping 

farmers through technology, he is working as a founder-director of his initiatives "Farm Haat" & "DigVetS"
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Akshay Sharnagat
Entrepreneur

Akshay Sharnagat - The Man of the Future with a better world

With a motivation of doing what he loves and a desire to help the world change for the better, Akshay Sharnagat has paved 

the way for himself and inching closer to his dreams and goals. Born in Balaghat and brought up in the greenest city of India, 

Bhopal, Akshay aims to make the world a better place for everyone to live in.

His one dream in life is to make people free financially as much as he can, with his efforts. The second rank holder at the 

Ethical hacking competition held at IIT Guwahati for Virus Making, he has a keen interest in developing. Studying Civil 

Engineering in the prestigious institute of Lakshmi Narain College of Technology in Bhopal. He looks forward to creating and 

developing useful practical and utilitarian objects and techs.

He works as a developer and a sales funnel expert, trying his best to bring qualities in the lives of as many as possible. 

Motivated by his desires he mentor's kids around in achieving their dreams and providing the best for the future of the world. 

His main hobbies include finding vulnerabilities and loopholes in the systems and sales. Inspired by the King of Bollywood, 

He aims to be the king of the developers and create articles that will benefit society and help them in living a standard life.

Believing in caring for things that no one cares about and solving problems that people overlook, he is fueled by his passion to 

do nothing but the best. With the motto “Hasta la Victoria Siempre” which is translated to “To victory always” He aims to be 

just the best. With consistency as his key, he aims to keep working hard for financial freedom, irrespective of whatever 

condition he be in.

A digital Nomad, and crazy about a better society, AkshaySharnagat strives to make the country the finest one and influence 

and educate people to do the same. His one message to the crowd is for each of them to bring out the best in themselves 

utilising it for the betterment of society.
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Amiya Ranjan Das
Entrepreneur 

Join us to Raise the wall against Un-employment.
MAKE-IN-INDIA to THE GREAT INDIA.

INVEST ON ASTRANSYS & LET YOUR MONEY WORK FOR YOU.

Mr. Amiya Ranjan Das Mohapatra is a passionate Tech-Enthusiast, Enriched as well- off project architect at reputed 

software companies with over 7+ years of cross functional experience in digital business creation and smart technology 

transformation. With years of success in his career, he was ready to incorporate a tech startup for future needs. He has a 

proven track records of identifying growth opportunities over the years. 

And Finally Started “ASTRANSYS GLOBAL PRIVATE LIMITED”, which was incorporated on January 2018. The Name 

Astransys itself a brand, which is defined as Advanced Software Transformation System. This company serves for 

developing and upgrading all the next generation technologies.

Mr Amiya Ranjan is responsible for providing the visionary leadership in intelligent automation(hyper-automation), 

Technology integration, Product Development, Business Analysis, Regulatory Development and Risk Management etc. all 

about he is improving this digital world with smart technology and intelligent automation for building the future of innovation. 

His Career Highlights:

Ÿ Implemented high quality product development with designated project pipelines.

Ÿ Advised on balancing short-term & long-term holding strategies to maximize the foothold in the dynamic technology 

market.

Ÿ Oversaw the development of a new line of higher quality service by outreach and technical team.  

Ÿ Hands-on abilities to work with clients in the field resulted in numerous successful partnerships.

ASTRANSYS Global's Achievements & Awards:

Ÿ Awarded by RE/MAX India as a great Business Owner.

Ÿ Recognized by MSME India & Start-up India

Ÿ Certified with ISO 9001: 2015 for quality management & ISO 27001: 2013 for Information Technology & Security 

Standards. 

Ÿ Associated with NASSCOM, ASSOCHAM, TIE Entrepreneurs.  

As a Founder & Managing Director of Astransys Global, He performs well with his eco-friendly work culture and established 

teams to spearhead new markets. He researched into the background of advanced informatics, telematics, cybermatics, 

robotics as business intelligence and technology transformation. 

 Also he has filed multiple trade secrets of patents on-

Ÿ Deep Screening on Healthcare 

Ÿ Mission Drone for operation and surveillance 

Ÿ Immersive augmented virtual reality platforms with 3d vision technology & more.

He'd passionate about improving our world with hyper automation, analytics and building the future of adoption. 

Moto:

Ÿ Invent more products to serve more people.

Ÿ Generate more Earning opportunities for all.
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Deepak Verma
Digital Consultant

a Digital Market Expert from Ludhiana, Punjab having 5+ years of 
experience

Dear Fitness Trainers, Nutritionist & Entrepreneur's

I know Life has been harsh due to inconsistent rules & regulations taken a complete torn on a source of Living & Income.

Where Business Get Shut Down First & Reopen at Last….

Let's me tell you a problem you're Facing!

Ÿ Clients don't pay well, despite being putting a lot of time & educating them with your knowledge

Ÿ There is No Consistent Flow of leads & Clients

Ÿ There is a huge competition, everyone cut your Price Down.

Do the above points sound frustrating to you? Are these the problems you're facing?

If Yes, Now I need your Attention

My Name is Deepak Verma, Digital Consultant from Ludhiana, Punjab….

I am having 5+ Experience in Digital marketing, Funnel Creation and Automatic Chabot for Social Media apps Like 

(Facebook, Instagram, Website)

I am the founder of . My Mission is to  help 10,000 people attain Freedom and to build the next http://funnelwithdeepak.com/

breed of Digital Marekting . 

He has helped 20+ people to launch their International Print on Demand Business from scratch without any technical 

complications and coding requirements.

I help Fitness Trainers, Nutritionist & Entrepreneur's Get Consistent Paid Clients in 30 days or less

Without relying on Cold Calling, References & Other BS marketing that doesn't Work…

My Pathway…

No Cold Calling, Only High Quality appointments

No Long Webinar & Selling a Low Ticket Product in the End

No 97 INR / 497 RS Webinar

High-Quality Appointments & HIGH-QUALITY CLIENTS

My Student is Not Just Getting High Paying Clients but also doing Celeb Collaboration as Fitness Trainers….

If you don't believe me, Call me:- +916283038485 or visit to the facebook:-www.facebook.com/ Knowfunnelwithdeepak
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Ramniwash Singh Parmar
Entrepreneur 

"Who says there can't be a clue in the sky, toss a stone with your 

health, man"

"Who says there can't be a clue in the sky, toss a stone with your health, man"The above lines were written by Ramniwash 

Singh Parmar, son of a poor farmer of Champaran, on the strength of his hard work and intellectual skills, more than 1 crore 

The turnover of the company has been proved by making it.

Who is Ramniwas Singh Parmar :-

Ramniwash Singh Parmar is the son of farmer Shri Anand Kishore Singh of Ratansayer village of Patahi police station area of 

  East Champaran district. Ramniwas Singh, the youngest of the four siblings, has been dear to the father as well as the 

mother and siblings from the very beginning, but due to the financial condition of the family not being so good, the father did 

not have much hope from him other than earning a living, due to which his initial Education was completed in the village 

school.

By 2003, the financial condition of the family became so bad that they did not have even � 100 to fill the matriculation form, 

due to which they were deprived of giving matriculation examination in the current year. In those days his father Anand 

Kishore Singh sent Shri Ramniwas Singh to Mumbai to his elder brother in search of business related to earning a living. 

Where the real struggle of whose life began. In 2011, he started his post graduate studies in Business Administration from 

Jaipur under the support and guidance of his elder brother.

Early days of College, During his studies, Ramniwash Singh Parmar used to actively participate in extra-curricular activities 

conducted in the college, due to which his inclination towards business became intensified. In the course of his studies in 

business administration, he established Prabha Light India and Prabha International on a small scale and through this 

started bringing Lights Goods and Lights Products to the market.

Even after becoming a manager in another company, the struggle continued for his company:-

These days, Mr. Singh was selected as a manager in a multinational company in Bangalore. Job on one hand and his 

company on the other, but despite all the difficulties, he kept a balance between the two and as a result of this, today his 

company is selling more than 600 products in electrical and lighting goods in the market, in the same way solar Energy 

solutions, agro food products, textiles and fabrics as well as ceramics and marbles are also entering the market.

Contribution in the social sector: -

During a phone line conversation with Global Business Icon Mr. Singh told that his company has launched own E-commerce 

(prabhaglobal.in) website to take its products directly to the consumers, through which people can easily buy the same. and 

employment opportunities will be available in it.

Shri Ramnivas attributes his success to his parents, his elder brother Dhiru Anand who supported him in 

every step of the struggle.

Since Ramnivash Singh Parmar is a resident of Motihari, so he wants to do something for his area, wants to create 

employment here, wants to work in the social sector. This is the reason why Ramniwash Singh Parmar that doing big things in 

small towns gives him a different feeling and if he has his own home town Motihari in those small cities, then what is his point.

Presently Prabha International (www.prabhaglobal.in) of Mr. Ramniwash Singh is working in Jaipur, Maharashtra and 

Motihari. Through which more than 600 electric products, 300 Solar energy Product, 200 Textile Fabrics & Handicrafts 

Products, 50 Agro Food Products 20 Stone (Marble & Ceramic) are being sold in the market. Due to which, while employment 

has not only been created, but through this, they have also illuminated the name of Champaran .
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Rushikesh Patil
CEO (Pune Detective Agency Pvt. Ltd.)

 “Get your high prole complicated cases solved by PUNE 
DETECTIVE AGENCY.”

Every businesses and individual at some point of time run across various complications in life-related to legal aspects, fraud, background 

check and so on that require to be solved very confidentially, and that's where a private detective agency functions by offering diverse insights 

to investigations for any personal, commercial and legal clients and ensure that the clients thrive in the respective environment that is free from 

problems and reprisals. PUNE DETECTIVE AGENCY PVT LTD is one of the most leading ISO Certified registered oldest private detective 

agencies based out of Pune aims to assist in professional investigations like lawyers, handwriting experts, cyber forensic, and private 

investigation officers.

PUNE DETECTIVE AGENCY provides a flexible and comprehensive investigative service for the legal profession, commerce, industry, and 

the general public in all areas of civil, criminal, and personal matters. Their services have been retained by governments, politicians, and 

celebrities as well as international corporations, police forces, Government Agencies, the national press, and broadcasting media together 

with numerous companies, families, and individuals, all of whom are assured of absolute confidentiality, complete reliability and sensitive 

handling of their cases across India. 

For the past 30 years, PUNE DETECTIVE AGENCY PVT LTD has built a sound reputation amongst its clients. They focus on every 

understanding and the need of their customers, whether it revolves around their domestic problem, an attorney requiring information for a 

client, or a large company looking to minimize losses. They are always available to assist the clients with the round-the-clock services 24x7.  

PUNE DETECTIVE AGENCY PVT LTD registered office is in Pune, Maharashtra, with its three branches located in Deccan, Koregaon Park, 

but they provide services PAN India. The services they provide include Pre-matrimonial investigation, Post-matrimonial investigation, divorce 

case, loyalty test, love affairs investigations, extramarital investigation, teenage investigation, pre-employment verification, post-employment 

verification, forensic services like fingerprint analysis and handwriting experts, cybercrime investigation in any part of India with the practical 

and professional manner with a team of 30 skilled investigators and other experts and experienced private detectives where six individuals 

work for 1 section with a staff of 30 people who are well certified and well trained where there is one Female analyst, four adolescents, one 

matured detective.

The distinguishing feature of Pune Detective agency lies in the fact that every commitment by Pune detective agency is 100% confidential. The 

photographs and recordings that they offer the client as proof or verification are clicked by HD+ cameras with a no foggy picture would be there 

in evidence. All the conversations related to transactions and other matters are made officially through company email, and they are highly 

committed to their work and 100% client-centric in their dealings.

Pune Detective Agency has resolved 10,000 cases by far successfully. With this, they have achieved a certain level of expertise with having a 

vast clientele in Maharashtra in India and all places across the globe. Due to high customer satisfaction, we always stay ahead with more than 

an 80% referral rate. They have been offering quality investigation services across the state since their existence and are powered by 

experience of more than a decade. They offer investigation services both nationally and internationally through their strong network of 

investigators.

One of the famous case studies of Pune Detective agency includes:

 A pre-employment background investigation – can save one client thousands of dollars. The case was that a client was hired for a senior 

management position where one day posts 15 months of his employment due to an estranged accident occurrence on the site and went for an 

extended leave. Since he received six-figure salaries, the client became embroiled in costly litigation of this matter and spent a considerable 

amount in legal fees. The background investigation to conduct the litigation revealed a criminal record for attempted fraud, a previous workers' 

compensation claim, one Federal bankruptcy, and eighteen civil lawsuits related to non-payment of debt and contract disputes, three of which 

were related to former employers. The client remains in litigation which has cost the company significant resources, time, and money. This 

would have been avoided if the client had conducted a pre-employment background investigation before hiring the individual.

If you are the one who wants 100% secrecy during the entire investigation process, then Pune Detective Agency is the perfect stop to get your 

peace of mind back. For any further queries, you can check out their website link https://privatedetectivespune.com/

Or get in touch with them directly on 9975744443.
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Dr. Kunal Shivaji Rasal
M.D. (Ayu)  

PGDEMS: DYA: DAFE
Cancer Management

Ayurvedic Gastroentrologist

Believe in yourself & have a sense of cooperation

Believe in your dream, Believe in yourself is my life's Mantra for Success. “Ashayien Khili dilki Ummide hasi dilki ab Mushkil 

nahi kuch bhi” this song reflects similarly. 

In experience “You get what you pay for” this was the though ever since I dreamt of becoming Doctor. As soon as you get it it's 

a rule of “Law of Abundance” & “Law of Attraction”.

Values such as civility humanity respect, humanity service & responsibility gave the opportunity to accept the perfect 

business, that when I decided to devote my life to this noble business. I took my step towards humanitarian service of 

Grandfathers Country Service & Fathers Social Service. 

Incessant suffering the momentary struggle awareness of constant responsibility freedom from pain courage to serve 

patients emotional intelligence, being busy with my 24 hours a day may my responsibility gets more open & to its best.

After accepting service in front of the society I continued to prepare myself as a Doctor & responsible person in the society 

with all those qualities of honesty.

Understanding courage, Empathy attentive, Analytical, brave, calm, co-operative, creative, decisive, energetic, ethical, 

friendly, gracious, humorous, investigative, knowledgeable, mature, nurturing, observant, passionate, reassuring, selfless, 

skillful, trustworthy, vigilant & more wise.

That said “Work hard in silence let your success be your voice, After the patient recovers in this way tears of joy are seen in 

their eyes is big achievement of your life. The blessing they give us, gives the strength to do more.

Sir William Aster said “The good physician treats the disease; the great physician treats the patient who has the disease”. To 

be good doctor you first have to be good human being. Keeping this thought in mind helped me to become “Health Icon” 

writing is best reward is this thought is my life's motto.

I wrote many article, poems, stories, research papers & enrich thoughts.

“Shiv Ayu Ayurvedic Clinics”, “Jeevamrut – A book”, “Shiv Muudran Prakashan” (Publication House) is the best innovation 

from me. Innovation is the ability to see change as an opportunity not a threat, I am still using it today & will continue to do so, I 

have accepted the law of nature that living with smile not only makes your life better but also makes lives of others better.

I firmly believe that leadership qualities brighten your life so I am working as head of many organizations. 

By winning many awards I am setting an example not for myself but also for the next generation of society that if you do a 

good job at your work will be noticed so never stop.
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Arvind Rathan
Professional Numerologist

Vaastu & Fengshui Consultant

Can you alter your fate???

Every person in this world would like to have a living without problems, struggles and pains

This does not happen often, The reason for this is past karma

The reason one is happy and one is sad , one is rich one is poor depends on his previous birth deeds

Can we alter this , can we change this is a big question ?

You know why miracles takes place , suddenly one person comes in your life does something magical and goes away

Suddenly you would see some person turns from rag to rich , One day no one becomes someone

Coming back to the point can we alter fate ??

Yes you can , when you do good karma , It is said that when you sow one seed of a rice plant in the ground ,it gives out 

a almost 100 rice grains back

Plant seeds of good karma , God will give you 100 seeds back 

This is how you alter fate ,

This is one way , the other way is by synchronisation

What is Synchronisation?

Every Human has a date of birth , based on that there will be lucky numbers , lucky colors , lucky dates , lucky directions 

Knowing this , if one can start things on lucky dates , use lucky colors in dresses , buy vehicles with lucky colors , 

wherever possible use the above , this will help in synchronising with nature 

Once somone is synchronised , he/she will be automatically will have a better life compared to others 

With my experience of meeting people and giving them solutions over the years through the science that god has helped 

me learn ,i have observed the person who either met me accidentally , or through some reference or someone randomly 

have always been a connect through God or related to their good karma done in this birth

I have always believed it is his will and it is his direction he sent them to me and i am just a channel 

It has been amazing changing peoples life`s 

God Bless
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Priya Yabaluri
Entrepreneur 

Art is unquestionably one of the purest and highest elements in human 

happiness. It trains the mind through the eye and the eye through the 

mind. Being an artist means you have the power to bring your 

imaginations and dreams to life

Artist Priya Yabaluri has perfectly channeled her inner artist to prove the above-quoted lines true.

Founder of the brand 'Art for Awareness', Priya Yabaluri writes and publishes art magazines, books and also conducts art shows. 

Being from a science background, Priya got insights of the logical and illusional aspects of making a painting. She considers 

nature to be her prime source of inspiration which drives her to excel in her craft. To her, being an artist means that one needs to 

think differently and develop an eye and a perspective that would make your creation beautiful in its own way.

Having completed her (B.Sc.) from DAV College and later in Interior designing (PGDID), JNAFAU from Hyderabad, Priya had an 

inclination towards art since childhood but due to the low lying importance given by the society for those subjects, she couldn't 

pursue her passions and settled for subjects in science.

But slowly her past passions began to follow her and she took a plunge to begin her journey as an artist in the early 90's. To boost 

her knowledge and expertise, she also took guidance from established artists and started exhibiting in various art shows in India in 

the early 2000's.

Today, over a span of 20 years, she has showcased her breathtaking art in over 40 group and solo Art shows in India and Abroad. 

She has also proved her mettle at various international destinations such as UK, Germany, Petersburg, Moscow, France, London, 

Paris, and Dubai and in various Indian cities as well. But the wanderer in her wishes to explore more geographically and learn more 

about art and culture globally.

Driving her passions towards a goal with her abilities to write, compose poetry and music, in the year 2015 she started her own 

brand called,'Art for Awareness', a dream initiative under which she continued to put her imagination into beautiful musings by 

writing art magazines, Coffee Table books and conducting art shows.

To satiate the nature enthusiast in her, she recently released  a series “Preserve the Ocean”,  to create awareness of the need to 

preserve the ocean and to depict the importance of marine life to sustain life on earth.

Born out of the zeal to 'make a difference', her ventures and vision “Art For awareness” publishing and “World Art Fair', has been 

winning hearts and are a path to a new artistic one-of-a-kind journey.

While talking about her prolific journey, she says “Initially I was sceptical to go about in these ventures but somehow I got the initial 

push, this little experience gave me the will and hope. Once you have that, then you can move mountains”.

Having prestigious awards under her belt, Priya has bagged an award by the India book of records 2021 for 'Excellence in art', 

another one in the league is the honour from “World Art Fair”, as 'Best emerging Startup Entrepreneur' by Global Triumph 

Foundation in the year 2021. She has also been awarded as the 'Emerging Woman Entrepreneur for Promoting Art 2021' by 

Business Mint Awards.

Her exceptionally performing venture,' Art for Awareness' is a brand created to promote art and artists on a global level. It foresees 

a vision to bring forward the contemporary artist's vision as a reality. The brave heart has also collaborated with the United Nations 

UN75 to conduct awareness programs by organising Art Exhibitions to create Social, Ecological ,global issues and cultural 

awareness.

But like many stalwarts who have made their mark in the society, Priya also experienced high tides but she always had a firm belief 

in 'When the going gets tough, the tough gets going”. Even after being a mother to two sons, performing her duties as a 

homemaker , Priya has exhibited great strength with discipline that has made her acquire reach manifold and achieve great 

success throughout her way.
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Sunil Patel
MD (Suryamani Group of Companies) 

Suryamani Group: A company that promotes a self-reliant India

Sunil Patel, a young entrepreneur, under his leadership, Suryamani Group of Companies has been making steady progress 

in a very short period of time.

The company has delivered over 1200 glass lining equipment in just three years. It is said to be the fastest achievement in the 

history of the glass lining company.

He has shown true passion by completing various projects.

They always work in such a way that the trust of the customer fully survives across them.

This glass lining equipment is used in pharmaceutical, chemical, pesticides, dyes, food and beverages company.

This year, Sunil Bhai has also received the Chemical and Chemical Product of Manufacturing of the Year Award by Vyapar 

Jagat for making products under Aatmanirbhar Bharat for year 2020. & again nominated for the year 2021. Also received 

award for Yong Emerging Entrepreneur of Gujarat by Mr. Nitin Patel Sir (Hon. Deputy CM of Gujarat) For the year 2021.

In addition, Sunil Bhai maintains a family relationship with the company's employees, vendors and customers, and in order to 

increase the enthusiasm of the company's employees, he often gives away items like bikes, fridges, TVs in the prize 

distribution. His company is in competition with foreign companies.

Suryamani Foundation Established by Mr. Sunil Patel Specially for helping hands against COVID-19 Situations. Also served 

Fruits & Juice in hospitals Daily basis, Grocery Kit to Need full peoples. Also Donates (ICU Beds & Oxygen Plant) to 

charitable trust Hospitals During COVID situations. 

They believe that customer loyalty is of paramount importance to the company's approach and to the needs of the network.

Suryamani Group located in Prime location

Suryamani Group's Manufacturing Facility Smart City One Busy and Prime Highway NH-64 (Nadiad)Convenient 

transportation between Ahmedabad and Vadodara is available here.

The Suryamani unit (1) is spread over an area of 32,000 square meters, with more than 15,000 square meters allocated for 

fabrication, glass lining, R&D and office area.

Other Group Company Of Suryamani Group

Ÿ Suryamani Unit-1 (Gutal)

Ÿ Suryamani Unit-2 (V U Nagar)

Ÿ Suryamani Unit-3 (Piplag)

Ÿ Aditya Glass Line (V U Nagar)

Ÿ Kishan Trolly Works (Piplag)
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Kunal R. Galphade
Founder & CEO London Bakeway 

It Doesn't matter where you start, it is important that when and why..!
      The complete success we get depends on the work we do, and how we spend time on 

that work because where that's spent will give you and me production and capacity and 
by dealing this fruit we can weave the path of success in our life, Get ready to live a 

beautiful life, Friends we have a lot to learn ahead that we have never heard or seen. 

We don't have to expect time and happiness from life,

We just have to look at the people around us, try to meet their needs and work together to be successful and create such peak 

which can never break us and we achieve such heights which are good for us and our family. Matters a lot.

People, day in and day out, have success doing certain things, but most likely failed many times before the success came. 

Success is not earned it is accomplished by trying and believing in something. When people fail they do not succeed, and will 

never succeed without trying. People may have to try something a thousand different ways before they find the one way that 

work, but in the end the feeling of accomplishment is worth it. 

In the long run it may be easier to fail then succeed, but it will not benefit the person and they will never know what could have 

happened if they had kept on trying. 

However, luck does not appear again for another; thus, exposes its supporters to a gross vortex and remorse. Promote 

people who work hard and endeavor for company's favor. In brief, working hard should be considered as the key of success 

because of the social benefits it supplies such as trust, esteem and promotion. Overall, people reach success thanks to hard 

work and luck is not important for success because of luck being temporal, psychological and social causes. In spite of the 

luck supporters, hard work has always been the reason of success because luck disappointed its supporters by leaving them 

alone with vexing problems.

We have heard the success story of millions of people, but what do we get to learn from it! Is there really any such summary by 

which we can bring a change in our life, mentality, courage, goal, vision, all these things can work as a tablet in our personal 

life, but knowing our disease, we have to learn the art of taking the right tablet at the right time.

It Doesn't matter where you start, it is important that when and why..!

The complete success we get depends on the work we do, and how we spend time on that work because where that's spent 

will give you and me production and capacity and by dealing this fruit we can weave the path of success in our life,

Get ready to live a beautiful life,

Friends we have a lot to learn ahead that we have never heard or seen. 
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Sunil Patel
MD (Suryamani Group of Companies) 

Suryamani Group: A company that promotes a self-reliant India

Sunil Patel, a young entrepreneur, under his leadership, Suryamani Group of Companies has been making steady progress 

in a very short period of time.

The company has delivered over 1200 glass lining equipment in just three years. It is said to be the fastest achievement in the 

history of the glass lining company.

He has shown true passion by completing various projects.

They always work in such a way that the trust of the customer fully survives across them.

This glass lining equipment is used in pharmaceutical, chemical, pesticides, dyes, food and beverages company.

This year, Sunil Bhai has also received the Chemical and Chemical Product of Manufacturing of the Year Award by Vyapar 

Jagat for making products under Aatmanirbhar Bharat for year 2020. & again nominated for the year 2021. Also received 

award for Yong Emerging Entrepreneur of Gujarat by Mr. Nitin Patel Sir (Hon. Deputy CM of Gujarat) For the year 2021.

In addition, Sunil Bhai maintains a family relationship with the company's employees, vendors and customers, and in order to 

increase the enthusiasm of the company's employees, he often gives away items like bikes, fridges, TVs in the prize 

distribution. His company is in competition with foreign companies.

Suryamani Foundation Established by Mr. Sunil Patel Specially for helping hands against COVID-19 Situations. Also served 

Fruits & Juice in hospitals Daily basis, Grocery Kit to Need full peoples. Also Donates (ICU Beds & Oxygen Plant) to 

charitable trust Hospitals During COVID situations. 

They believe that customer loyalty is of paramount importance to the company's approach and to the needs of the network.

Suryamani Group located in Prime location

Suryamani Group's Manufacturing Facility Smart City One Busy and Prime Highway NH-64 (Nadiad)Convenient 

transportation between Ahmedabad and Vadodara is available here.

The Suryamani unit (1) is spread over an area of 32,000 square meters, with more than 15,000 square meters allocated for 

fabrication, glass lining, R&D and office area.

Other Group Company Of Suryamani Group

Ÿ Suryamani Unit-1 (Gutal)

Ÿ Suryamani Unit-2 (V U Nagar)

Ÿ Suryamani Unit-3 (Piplag)

Ÿ Aditya Glass Line (V U Nagar)

Ÿ Kishan Trolly Works (Piplag)
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Pooja Gupta
Entrepreneur 

Mrs. Pooja Gupta, who hails from Jammu, is not only an example of a 
Woman Entrepreneur herself, but has also been providing various work 

opportunities to thousands of other women and farmers in J&K. And is also 
playing the role of a helper in generating their source of livelihood for them.

'Women have always been the backbone of a large majority of agricultural businesses. Mrs. Pooja Gupta from Jammu, who 

is not only an example of an Atmanirbhar woman, but has been helping thousands of other women and farmers in J&K to 

become Atmanirbhar by giving them various work opportunities. Mrs. Pooja Gupta from Jammu 

and Kashmir started her venture Nimbark Organic Foods, which is one of the organic food 

brands. Mrs. Pooja Gupta gave more importance to women Shashaktikaran, she says that if 

women have to stand with respect then First they have to become self reliant.

But Mrs. Pooja Gupta decided to choose her own path, the path of entrepreneurship or you can 

say Atmanirbharta. Being a spiritualist and nature lover himself, he always followed a very 

simple and holistic lifestyle, so he decided to embark on a similar journey, he chose organic 

farming over any other business that the world is doing right now. is also needed. Organic 

farming not only helps us humans to eat and stay healthy, but also helps mother earth and the 

entire natural ecosystem. The invention of chemical pesticides and fertilizers became a boon to the agriculture industry in the 

21st century. Mrs. Pooja Gupta started the counseling campaign to educate the farmers about the bene�its of organic 

farming and motivate them to shift from chemical free-based fertilizers and pesticides to natural alternatives. Jammu and 

Kashmir has bene�ited immensely from the efforts of Smt. Pooja Gupta and her venture Nimbark Organics.

Due to these efforts of Mrs. Pooja Gupta, she has been awarded with many awards. Her goal was to make women self-

reliant, because if women remain selfreliant, then evil and hatred will remain away from the society. For women to be self-

reliant, they have to respect themselves, there is a saying that the country will read, the country will grow, and now the local is 

the time of this vocal.

Her interview also came on Red FM of Jammu which was organized by RJ Sarang, the reason for interviewing Pooja ji was 

that the matter of her self-reliance should reach every woman so that she can become soul dependent. When she herself 

wants to see herself becoming self-reliant despite being from the family of industrialists, then by taking inspiration from them 

and joining her organization, how much inspiration and soul dependency will women get. 

Today, where people are hesitant to leave their homes due to this pandemic, Mrs. Pooja Gupta came forward and 

distributed essential items along with ration to the needy. In this hour of calamity, Pooja Ji distributed food items to all 

the people round her so that they do not have to worry about food in this hour.

Along with this, Nimbark company also produced several biological immunity boosters to make the immune system strong 

and effective in this pandemic. Health is very important in any situation because health is wealth. If our health is healthy then 

life is healthy.
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Sadhana Sinha
Prop (Naturoma Ladies Beauty Clinic)

Started from a small room, now running a successful well 
established Beauty Clinic

While I was in school, from than l was interested in beauty. There was a little parlour near my house that was known to our 

family. Sometimes she invited me to go to her parlour and she would teach me the beautification free of cost. I was willing to 

go but my mother didn't allow me to do that. From that time, I had started to practice in my house on some young girl near my 

house. In this way days were passing and I used to cut hair of my younger sister along with some others girls with various self 

created designs which were seen beautiful. At the time of class 12, my mother permitted me to learn the beautician course 

from an institute. I was very glad and excited but after few days this also became impossible because my elder  brother who 

was out of station at that time, didn't me to learn the course only due to the fact that both of father and brother were  out of 

station regarding services, and I live in my house along with my mother and younger sister. The Year were passing1994,I had 

started one boutique in my house and it was running very nicely, while running the boutique in good condition, suddenly  my 

marriage become final, and finally I got married. In this way the married life was passing merrily. While I became the mother of 

two kids, suddenly my husband had to do GB Operation which was successful but after10-12 days the operation became  

infected. Even though the doctors failed to cure the infection, but for the sack of God it was cured by applying a simple natural 

method. For this infection my husband  consuming too much antibiotics and for this medicine  he face various problem  in his 

body. So in this tragic period, we face tremendous financial  crises. After that my husband advice  me to earn something from 

my part. So I started training myself by joining in one beauty institution .It may be mentioned that for this training my husband 

helped me in all respect and I also worked hard having one year child in my house. Just after completing the training, I had 

started the beauty salon with in two month as it was a small room but two years I made a big and beautiful salon where I am 

now involved full time and that salon is gradually  growing well. The salon is stumed as "Naturoma ladies beauty clinic "
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Eldho John Kattor
Founder & CEO (Geoliv Infrastructure) 

With over a decade of experience in construction line he is providing 
Turnkey End to End One Stop all Construction Design Build Solutions

An Enthusiast Serial Entrepreneur-Eldho John Kattoor Mr. Eldho John Kattoor, an young enthusiast and most passionate serial 

entrepreneur who is The founder & Chief Executive Officer of Geoliv Infrastructure & Realty, a construction company specifically 

involved in technology empowered Architecture, Designing, Engineering, Construction and Interiors (Turnkey End to End One 

Stop all Construction Design Build Solutions). He has an experience of 10 years in the construction industry ,in areas of business 

and also he is the Co-founder and Managing Partner of Wishtree International Group, a multidisciplinary organization which aims 

at empowering a successful generation and youth by providing the initial stepping stones to explore, identify, learn, and discover 

the unique talents hidden in the youths. After his graduation in (Commerce, Information Technology & Engineering) ,and post 

graduation MBA in Infrastructure and Construction Management, he focused on using Technology empowered Sustainable Eco-

friendly, Economical innovative practices to improve the quality of living standards of every individual around the globe. He is also 

the Present President of JCI, Muvattupuzha Town and active member in many entrepreneurial organizations, groups, and also 

involved in social services activities and movements. He has an excellent team of 40+ years experience senior engineers, 

Structural Engineers, Architects and Consultants .He is extremely passionate about entrepreneurship and believe in using the 

most innovative practices to help achieve the objectives to improve the quality lifestyle around the globe He also believes in 

Business Ideation, Innovation, Strategy & Creative Thinking, R & D, for which he was selected as the All Kerala Top 30 promising 

entrepreneurs under 30 age category by the Dhanam Magazine, Kerala. At the former stages he gone through various kinds jobs 

and experiences, after he started the career as a junior engineer and that was a turning track in his life where he found his passion 

in construction industry. Finally after facing many challenges in his long run, he started Geoliv Infrastructure & Realty at 

Muvattupuzha, Cochin. The company has been established as an end to end solution for Architecture, Construction, Interiors 

under one roof. He created team of diverse and talented group of industry professionals who has a common goal. He lead a team 

in front and prevailed over many difficulties and obstacles that Geoliv Infrastructure & Realty experienced in the initial periods. The 

company witnessed multi-fold growth in the clutches, and the courage of the promotor to take up non commercial projects and big 

commercial projects in a short period since inception. The company now with adept talented work force has been serving many 

clients every year and now the synonym for trust and quality across Kerala. Geoliv is focused on its on unique concepts in design 

(Architectural, Structural & MEP), technology empowered construction, and Geoliv's own specially designed end to end 

sustainable Eco-friendly, Resource-Efficient construction for all living standards from budget friendly to mid range segment and to 

premium range. Geoliv is the ultimate total innovative design build solution for all residential, commercial, industrial infrastructure. 

A different concept 'Home for the Homeless' was put forth by the great visionary and true leader Eldho John Kattoor, himself who 

aims at enhancing living standards of individuals of our society and our nation. Also, He aims at supporting the budding youth of 

India, there emerged a new organization - 'Wishtree International Group' with unique concept which aims at finding the passion of 

the youth and encouraging them to find their true in-born potential. It aims at empowering a successful generation by providing the 

initial stepping stones to explore, identify, learn, and discover the hidden talents by conducting various contests, efficient training 

programs and different courses by eminent persons. His passion for creativity and a vision of steady ethical growth in industry as 

well as a successful serial entrepreneur and his business empowerment with skill development has transformed him to be unique. 

He is a passionate entrepreneur and philanthropist who has a clear vision to to build an ethical global organization to uplift the 

living standards , improve the quality lifestyle around the globe and also to empower the talents in youth to create a better efficient 

future generation, healthy society, and make world a more better place to live happy ,peacefully by serving others, offering service 

to humanity as God's wish and by using the full potential God given gift to all of us.
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Prof Dr. Arijit Kumar Neogy
Founder & Director (Pragati Bangla & Curator)

Dr Arijit Kumar Neogy Creations ELEGANCE

Aristocracy & Sophistication Well Dened

Prof Dr Arijit Kumar Neogy is a Corporate Leader , Entrepreneur,Founder & Director of Brand Pragati Bangla & Curator 

Owner of Ethnic Attire Brand Dr Arijit Kumar Neogy Creations ELEGANCE-  with tag line Aristocracy & Sophistication Well 

Defined .He is the Board of Studies Member ,MAKAUT previously WB University of Technology,Govt of WB & Faculty in 

charge of Graduate & Post Graduate Medical - Allied Health Courses & State Incharge of NSDC ,Govt of India.He is the 

Charter Founder member & Chairman Activities ,RC Club of Kolkata Galaxy, Rotary International .He is also the charter 

Founder Member & Secretary of Lions Club of Cultural Heritage City,Lions International.He is also the Founder of various 

other Organizations like Health & Opticare ,promoting health & eye care for public welfare.He is also a Short Film Producer - 

Director & Founder of Pragati Bangla Productions & Owner Managing Director of AKN Modelling & Designer Studio .He has 

received so far 29 National ,19 International & 39 state level Awards for his outstanding Contribution in various fields.ICF 

Global Excellence Awards 2020,Six Sigma Oscars of Health care 2020 ,his name has been inducted as iconic Event 

Organiser from Bravo International Book of World Records,from Asian Sub Continent 2021' & Indian Humanitarian Award 

from Indian Book of Records ,2021',Received Jewel of Social welfare ,Pride of Bengal,2020 etc to name a few .

Alumnus of South Point School ,Medical Graduation  from WB University of Health Sciences ,MBA from Apollo Gleneagles 

Hospital ,LV Prasad Eye Institute,Hyderabad Dr Neogy holds a Honourary Doctorate in Social work from Italy for his 

outstanding Contribution in the field of philanthropic activities.

Before his foray into entrepreneurship ,he has  worked for more than two decades as Founder  Secretary of his own 

Philanthropic NGO .His areas of expertise includes various Subjects from Medical,Social Work,Art Lover ,Ethnic Designer 

,Producer& Director of Short Films,FCTWEI Approved Writer ,Bangaliana Icon,Promoter of Indian Ethnicity in World 

,Organiser of mega fest in the name of Pragati Bangla Utsab for 17 years ,Chief Editor of Pragati Bangla TV & a National 

Magazine from his Brand Pragati Bangla to promote various ethnic  subjects in the world arena .

Dr Neogy is passionate about Vedic Culture & Oriental Studies like Astrology ,Ethnic Attires & art Culture. His Brand Pragati 

Bangla has already crossed the borders of India & now a World Captive. The launch of his ethnic attire Brand ELEGANCE 

with Celebrities as Patrons has traversed in the overseas for the vibrant colour paintings using acrylic / fabric hand painting 

with  aplic works patronising Promoting & popularising rich heritage Culture  ethnicity of our Country .
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Prasanna Digudu
Founder & MD (Make Me Fair) 

from a failure in salon business to introduction of Dual Franchise 
Model. Fate has travelled a long way for Prasanna

Prasanna Digudu, Founder & MD of 'MAKE ME FAIR'.  Previously he was the big failure in his salon business and now 

become successful Young entrepreneur with chain of salons under 'MAKE ME FAIR' Brand. He is the first person, who 

introduced 'Dual Franchise Model' in salon industry.  And also mentoring, encouraging, supporting entrepreneurs by offering 

'Free Salon Franchise' to Beauticians, Women entrepreneurs and Salon owners. 

Mrs. Prasanna Digudu is a Fashion Designer and runs a salon in Hyderabad. All family members and friends also from same 

background, runs their salons with different brands. Actually Beauty industry has a huge business in the market. But 

unfortunately all salons are not much profitable. Mrs. Prasanna Digudu salon also running no profit - no loss basis. She 

approached him to come over this situation. He started one more new luxurious salon in other place, but in fact that's also 

disappointed. Some of his fellows sold their luxurious salons in loss. The situation made him to think and changed everything. 

He took a break, went different places and worked on all brands, salon owners and employees. He found many reasons why 

salon owners are sustaining and also learnt so many things in his journey. Then he decided to build a powerful eco system 

that helps all salon owners, not to fail in their entrepreneur journey. But it took a long time to set up everything. Thus he started 

new era in salon business and succeeded in his Dual franchise model. 

The model includes physical salon franchise with online salon franchise, in a simple term 'Online and Offline model'. Online 

model will give more power to scale business in sky rocket.  This type of online platforms will have the future, if we talk about 

present scenario this is the best platform to start off. This model is presently attracting all salon owners and Aspiring 

entrepreneurs. 
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Dr. Dnyaneshwar Salunkhe
MD (Dhruv Agro Industries)

At Druv Agro Industries we believe that good things and knowledge 
should be shared for benet of society at large.

It gives us immense pleasure introduce ourselves as one of the leading, fastest growing companies in India, engaged in 

manufacturing of agro input products which are 100% natural, herbal and organic , useful for agriculture and horticulture. 

Our wide range of products involves Bio-botanical pesticides, Bio fertilisers, Organic liquid manure from seaweeds, plant 

growth promoters, etc. for improved soil fertility and increased crop yield. 

Since our incorporation in 2013, due to our consistent efforts in maintaining quality and better product performance, we are 

able to get our market share in B2B as well as B2C segment. We are proud suppliers of B2B products to 22 different Indian 

companies of repute. Also we are able to establish our direct network in our own brand name in few of the states viz. 

Maharashtra, Haryana, UP, Gujrat, Tamilnadu.

Our efforts towards contribution to environment and quality product manufacturing is also being acknowledged at National 

level. We are proud receipent of India -5000 Best MSME award 2020 for quality and excellence. 

With the intention to share our quality products which are environment as well as farmer friendly, we would like to partner with 

you. With your association we can expand our market for agro input products. We would appreciate if you can spare some 

time and give us chance to explain the benefits of our product range.
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Utengmong
Social Worker 

I have  started fundraising business in 2021 to help poor and needy 
people.

My name is UTENGMONG and I am joining to the global business icons and BizNation Tv. I have  started fundraising 

business in 2021 to help poor and needy people. It is indubitable that money is very important for helping others. Disagree 

with the given statement that it is the most essential thing in terms of a chance to help the poor and needy. I believe that there 

are numerous way of helping the underprivileged, and monetary aid is certainly not the best forms of aid.

My first argument to support my viewpoint is that giving money to the poor would be a very shortsighted approach. It would 

satiate their needs for some time  but ultimately they have to be made capable of standing on their own. Providing education 

and job training is better way of helping them. For example :- My friends mother teach childrens of the slum area every 

evening. She herself is not very rich, but she is helping them in a better ways than money can do. 

Secondly, it is not always the financial help,which is needed by people . A timely helping hand when a person is suffering , is 

better than helping with money . for instance : In natural calamities, Such as earthquakes and floods, the immediate need of 

people is flood and medical care. Many college students volunteered to carry food and medicines to the needy. When there 

was a coronavirus in some area of Mizoram  a few month  ago. Fresh medical graduates also went and Stayed there and help 

poor and needy people with immediate medical care. In time of crises such help outstrips any help that money can provide.

Opponent would argue that only the rich are in a position to help poor and needy people. As people need money for even the 

basic necessities of life such as food clothing and Shelter . Even providing education and job training to the destitude , needs 

money . They have a Point , but i still believe that the help in terms of personal effort provided by those who are Rich 

themselves , not so affluent is equally goods.
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Dhanishtha Hemant Khaliwal
Founder (DHK Pride Events Concierge)

from Studying in London to starting one of the highest rated 
company in Lucknow. They both are proving every vow taken right.

Dhanishtha Hemant Khaiwal is the founder of the DHK Pride Events Concierge. With her extensive experience in various 

fields, Dhanishtha is known for her multi-skills and knowledge that she puts in. 

She has acquired her education in the city of London at  Brigham Young University. Dhnishtha has worked for 7years in real 

estate and later in an Events Company for 3 years. In 2016, Dhanishtha along with her husband Hemant Khaiwal started their 

own company which is the highest-rated brand in Lucknow.

Dhanishta's DHK Pride Events Concierge has delighted clients which created memories with all guests since 2017, with the 

In-house Production capabilities, ethical  values, seamless creative planning, and adaptive execution for hosts contenment. 

It has been recognized and warmly accepted by all 5 Star Hotels in Lucknow named few are-Vivanta by Taj, Lebua Lucknow, 

Hilton Garden Inn, Hyaat Regency, Renaissance lucknow hotel Golden Blossom Imperial Resort, and FICCI. With their 

professional team of Architect, Project Management, MBAs, and skilled Production supervisors, they tend to achieve the 

goals of each event, efficiently and effectively. Their company has always sparkled with Celebrities association for luxury 

weddings, corporate & social events, exquisite exhibitions, brand endorsements, and entertainment.

Dhanishtha was Recently Awarded As the 'Super Woman 2020 'for her incredible multi-tasking skills and the way she 

handles business and family both with her strength and abilities. Their company was also awarded Best Event Planning 

Company in Lucknow in the  Leadership Award category. They were also honored with the Best Associate Event 
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Atif Hanif
CEO (Xtraordinary Life Media Pvt. Ltd.) 

‘Words-Worth' in Student Life !

Given the title of 'Words-Worth' in Student Life ! Diverse Educational Background includes MBA (Marketing), BA-Hons (History, Political 

Science & Urdu Literature), 10+2 (PCM). Cultural-Mind & Urdu-Heart are Passionate about Serving Humanity. Specialized Talks & Writing are 

additional assets. Brand & Marketing professional with varied experience in Marketing Communication, Brand Management, Advertising, 

Events, PR & Media.

Key Skills 

- Urdu Poetry, as the memory supports this Passion tremendously

- Guest Speaker on subjects ranging from Urdu, Heritage to Marketing

- Anchoring on various platforms

- Content creation as per requirements; Books, Articles & Reviews

- Heritage Walks for the promotion of Heritage

- Video & Documentaries related to Culture

- Social Media Strategy & Handling

- Arranging classes for Learning of Urdu & Calligraphy

- Events & Promotion through various tools of Marketing Communication

Extra-Curricular Engagements :

- Author : (1) Discovering Lucknow (2) Discovering AMU

- Founder : Xtraordinary Life (Digital Marketing platform for Cultural Promotion)

- Founder : Xtraordinary Health (Digital Marketing platform for Health & Wellness)

- Founder : Shoulder To Shoulder Foundation (Working for Communal Harmony & Social Work)

- Life Member : Lucknow Management Association

- Life Member : INTACH

- Joint Secretary : AMU Old Boys Association, Lucknow

- YouTube Videos @ Xtraordinary Life, Urdu Studio & Others

- Cultural Talks @ FM & TV

- Guest Faculty @ American Institute of Indian Studies (International Urdu Learning Institute) & Others

- Line Production @ Rising Sun Films (Gulabo Sitabo – Amitabh Bachchan Film on Lucknow)

- Motivational Talks @ Network 21

Life is a combination of different experiences which we curate for ourselves and fortunate are the people who can blend such aspects in 

positive directions. The difference between an ordinary life and an extraordinary life is that little extra which is contributed either by the 

individual or by society. We experience various challenges in our life and as trying as they are, we manage to prosper if we keep our positivity 

intact. Our Mission is to bring together the good aspects of life under one place from various fields. We aim to contribute a little to make this 

world a better place to live in.

Our vision is working in synergy to blend in the extraordinary flavours of life. We believe that the solution to the problems in life can be usually 

found if we have a focused vision. Together let us build a platform where we join to achieve success in every parameter of life. Let us share 

ideas, concerns and most importantly, our experiences to cultivate a better tomorrow.

We developed a Platform, which is focussed on Highlighting the Positivity ! Work on the Constructive Aspects which can be Beneficial for 

Everyone ! Publication House is one such Initiative to Publish the Constructive Aspects, Reprinting of Rare and Useful aspects for Society. To 

start with; Arabic, English, Hindi, Persian, Sanskrit & Urdu languages are taken into account and subsequently other languages will also be 

added. Focus area are Culture, Food, Life, Literature & Monuments. All the aspects of Technology are taken for the Promotion like YouTube, 

Website, Facebook, Instagram, etc. Target is to Help the Youth and the Upcoming Talent. Every Individual has some or the other USPs; need 

of the hour is to Polish and Promote that Feature.
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Ajit Diliprao Deshmukh
Entrepreneur

Working on his childhood dream of giving the jobs in rural areas. He 
and his company are making every effort possible to make this 

dream come true

Ajit Diliprao Deshmukh is a full name as I'm an Entrepreneur as well as businessman. I'm post graduate in MBA Finance.

Working as Director in our finance company that is Shrijeet Finance Pvt LTD which an NBFC (Non-Banking Financial 

company).

With this we also run Dealerships such as Mahindra and Mahindra ltd (Beed), Mahindra & Mahindra Farm Division(Beed), 

Hero MotoCorp ltd (Two wheeler) Beed & Tata Motors ltd (Four wheeler) in Beed, Parbhani and Hingoli District Maharashtra 

State.

Since childhood mine dream was to provide jobs in rural area were they have very less chances of employment. As no one 

has to left there family  and settle in urban or metro cities for Jobs.

I have to take our company to National level with all new thoughts and unique way.

Working more enter in different fields so as to get each and everything in rural and boost the demand for rural areas.
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Shikha Bhargava
Education Counselor 

In her opinion, children should have an appropriate balance between 
academic and personal development

Mrs. Shikha Bhargava has dedicated over more than three decades to her passion in the education industry. She started her 

career as a motivated and enthusiastic primary teacher who got promoted to TGT and PGT with her creative training 

methods and diligence. With her extensive experience in guiding, mentoring, and motivating her students, she turned herself 

into an educational counselor with Super Counselor of UCLA in past few years. 

She had her post-graduation in Sanskrit and English literature, but she teaches students Social science primarily which 

exemplify her virtuoso in teaching. The way she made use of her knowledge acquired about Indian philosophy, history and 

culture from Sanskrit and English to teach Social Science is commendable.

In her teaching methodologies, she has developed techniques across various disciplines and innovative ideas for her 

students of all academic levels to develop their learning and analytical skills. She has led in developing creativity over the 

classic information retrieval education system. She strongly opposes day-long studies without any intellectual development. 

In her opinion, children should have an appropriate balance between academic and personal development. With her 

practices, she has seen children growing and achieving new heights in their development and lifestyle. Nothing gives her 

more pleasure than to see how she has made an impactful difference in the lives of the children she had taught, mentored, or 

helped. For this, she has been decorated by various awards like Global Teaching Excellence Award- Award for Contribution 

to student Development 2020, Innovative Teacher of the Year 2020 by Blue Berry Group, Innovative Teacher of the Year 

2021 by Global Business Icons,  Asian Education Award- Innovative Teacher of the year 2021.

By means of this platform she would also like to convey a small message to all the parents that “Parents are the one who 

could help their children most”. As parents we should promote comprehensive growth and development of our children with 

knowledge, humanity, and respectfulness.
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Anil bhai Parale
Entrepreneur

From farmer’s background family to instituitioning a startup factory 
offering technological solutions to the freshers

Belonging to a family that has been into farming for generations, Anil has an in and out understanding of the circumstances 

under which a common man leads life. His involvement in this industry for over 15 years has gained him rational 

understanding about the mechanism according to which the every sector operates and the competency required to leave a 

notable impact in the market. His professional and personal experiences obliged him to venture as a consultant to dole out 

business knowledge and schemes to new entrepreneurs. Over the years, he has been taking the edge off the perplexities 

and helping each and every business enthusiast to be in a good shape. He instituted Startup Factory to offer technological 

and methodological solutions to freshers in the entire industry.
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Debasish Sarkar 
MD (Fasthelp Pvt Ltd) 

Before getting into the construction space, Debasish had an 
interesting job prole – he worked as an undercover agent in West 

Bengal Police departments and was involved with cybercrime 
department and CID-WB.

Established in 2018, with a capital investment of 1 lac, Fasthelp Pvt Ltd started its journey with a mission to provide 

professional services in construction domain at affordable rates and efficient manner. Fasthelp provides building 

construction services, residential & commercial painting services, renovation services, along with plumbing works, 

electronic repairs, home appliance servicing and other handyman jobs. Debasish Sarkar, the founder of Fasthelp, started his 

journey as freelance contractor before venturing into his own. But even before getting into the construction space, Debasish 

had an interesting job profile – he worked as an undercover agent in West Bengal Police departments and was involved with 

cybercrime department and CID-WB.

Fasthelp is just a call away and can serve you with the best handyman job in town. They undertake residential handyman 

services that can help save time from the first phone call through project completion. They also help in prioritizing major and 

minor home repairs and multi-tasking work. The employees would arrive in nationally-recognized uniforms and logo vans 

that are stocked with every tool they'll need. One would not have to interrupt their day, wasting valuable time waiting. 

Available 24/7, they always complete their work in time without any complaints.

At the age of 32, Debasish has been doing great work in construction and civil works. Besides having bureaucrats like IAS, 

IPS and doctors as his clients, he has successfully completed projects in Delhi and Gurgaon, besides Kolkata being his home 

ground. He proudly announces his feat and tells us,

“Around 48 home construction works have been done by us in 4 yrs. 116 interior work done across commercial and 

residential projects and 23 renovation work done in Kolkata only. On JustDial my 118 clients gave me 5 star rating, as 

because they are fully satisfied with my service. I have huge manpower and expert engineer that's why we are best.”

Being from a well to do, erudite family, Debasish studied civil works and hence wanted to make a future out of it. Today 

through Fasthelp he is not only serving his prestigious clients but also providing huge employment opportunities to a section 

of the society – fitter, carpenter, plumber, painter, electrician, mechanics and other ITI graduates can fetch jobs in his firm 

that's growing leaps and bounds in last 3-4 years.

The secret of Debasish's venture lies in his humble approach towards his business. Unlike other who are money minded, he 

focuses on providing quality products to his clients. He ensures that branded products and raw materials such as Jaguars, 

Kajaria Tiles, Italian Marble, Sagon Wood, Ambuja, Ultratech Cement, Tata Steel etc are used in his construction. That 

provides a huge equity among his customers. Fasthelp is into construction of temple, schools, old age homes, hospitals, etc 

and by 2022 they would get into highways and bridges.

Debasish draws inspiration from his father, Shri Deba Prasad Sarkar, retired senior engineer of Indian Railways, who has 

always been his support and never forced into things which he disliked. DIG Ajay Kumar Thakur, CID-WB Police, also 

encouraged him a lot in his venture. Debasish also eyes on the “Pritzker Architecture Prize” – the ultimate in construction civil 

work and has been on his list, which he is aspiring to strive for it. Being a graduate in civil works, he always wanted to work in 

this line and finally when he got a chance he jumped in this entrepreneurial expedition. Post his mother's demise, he also 

wanted to build a hospital and school in her memory and is working towards the same.

2021 has been a great year for Fasthelp. Being recipient of some prestigious awards such as “Best Architecture & 

Construction Company” from Brand Opus India, “Businessman of the Year” from Global Choice Awards, “Icon of The Year” 

from International Icon Awards, “Leading Businessman of the Year” from Gtown, “Architect of the Year” from India Design 

Awards, have really pumped up this young entrepreneur who is now raring to go and expand. Our best wishes are with him.
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Deepmala Tardeja
Entrepreneur

Business is a fantastic thing to do in life, is what I have understood 
since my childhood days.

Business is a fantastic thing to do in life, is what I have understood since my childhood days. Being from the business family, 

started getting the knowledge of it since my childhood days. And now as actually running a business, I understood certain 

things, those are necessary to carry a successful business:

Ÿ Positive attitude: A business involves a lot of risks but the ups and downs in the business have to be accepted with 

open heart and positive attitude, there are frequent decisions to be taken, some go fantastically well whereas some 

may not go well. Still, we need to accept the result of each decision and take a learning experience from the same and 

move ahead.

Ÿ Patience: A business doesn't grow over night. The entrepreneur is expected to be calm and give a good time to the 

business, which will allow the business to grow. The customer doesn't start flowing from the day one. If the consistent 

and right efforts are put in the business for at-least a period of 6 months to a year, only then it will grow with time. To 

harvest the sweet fruits of a tree, one need to cultivate, sow and manage the tree over the time.

Ÿ Good Purchase: Every Business has different need and requirements, the entrepreneur is expected to have right 

guess of the demand and need to make the kind of purchase which not only fulfil customers demand but also fit in 

there budget. In the current scenario the as the offline businesses have direct competition from e commerce 

websites, it is of utmost necessity to have the right quality of purchases with the right prices, with the help of which 

good offers can be given to the customers with reasonable profits.

Ÿ Reasonable Profits: Exploiting the customer by charging higher profits may give good turnover over short period of 

time. However, it requires more marketing and retaining the customer becomes a task. Higher margins may also lead 

to slow movement of the goods and as a result the dead stock may rise. On the contrary if reasonable profits in 

compatibility with industry standards are charged then customer footfall will increase and ultimately the overall profits 

for the business will surely rise over the period of time.

In last so many years that I have been carrying my business, as an entrepreneur I have gained the knowledge, even if it is the 

time of survival of the fittest, but now being the first in action is also necessary, as the times have changed and it's now 

“SURVIVAL OF THE QUICKEST”.
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Priya Sawant 
Director (Lite’s Little Wonder Narhe) 

Let's not stop but begin to dream like a dreamer and know your 
strength, patience and passion to reach for the stars to change the 

world.

Priya Sawant is the Founder and Director of Lite's Little Wonder Narhe, an early childhood education institution and daycare 

established in 2019. She started the preschool and daycare center with 10 kids along with her capable and trustworthy staff. 

While making the preschool a success, she also fulfilled her social responsibility by providing free education to the 

unprivileged, winning hearts of many.

Year 2020 brought distinct challenges with Covid-19 altering lives of many and widely impacting the education sector. This 

was a stressful and unpredictable time for everyone including families, parents and children. Priya and her team's primary 

focus was to maintain the continuity of the education for enrolled kids while sustaining the business.

In these challenging times, considering that early education plays important and foundational role in children's development, 

she did not shutdown or discontinue the education of the preschoolers. Instead, she quickly adapted with her innovative 

ideas and determination to maintain the quality of education. She swiftly transitioned the business into an online preschool 

and successfully started with 10 kids again.

Now was the challenge of teaching preschool kids remotely. But this was made enjoyable with live interactive classes which 

included fun and activity-based learning on a new, dynamic and adaptable platform. A 10-month online pre-schooling 

program was designed to meet children's social, emotional and physical milestones in the times of lockdown. 

The program included games, exercises and helped build a routine for the kids, while ensuring minimal screen time. It soon 

became widely popular and received huge response also from other states like Madhya Pradesh and Karnataka, which 

enabled her to expand the business geographically.

Today, Priya has won the hearts of numerous parents by providing a warm and caring atmosphere for their children. Her 

passion for kids education gives out the message loud, that everyday is an opportunity to make a fresh start.

So, let's not stop but begin to dream like a dreamer and know your strength, patience and passion to reach for the stars to 

change the world.
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Zali Ramibhen
Primary innovative Teacher

She was not able to speak in her past life and yet today she won the 
best speaker award

Zala Ramiben Devsibhai is a language upper primary innovative teacher at primary school pathar block Valia, Dist. Bharuch, 

state Gujarat in India from 2010. She is come from Chhatroda Village at head quarter of Gir Somnath Veraval. She is a 

daughter of small farmer of village. She struggled so much in her life. She can't speak in her past life. Today She is won super 

speaker that means practice, hard work and strong morale made perfect to anyone. She is not only teach but join with 

institute that make reference book and audio. She also a resource person who train to teachers in many factors. She 

represent in state from her district. She teach with full activity. She made reference book in gujarati, English and hindi. She 

also a good anchor. in 2018 a function of innovation festival she release her first booklet by district education officer. From 

this day She  connect with literature. She part in many anthologies and many compitition.10 up anthologies were world 

record anthologies. She complied one book I love my India released in June 2021 from flairs and glaries publication.  She 

won second rank in state level letter writing compitition. Her  letter is also selected in national level compitition. She also won 

in role play registered by government of India.In 2020 she made project in school let's fly with wings of imagination. During 

covid-19  she made a project for remote area education by simple conforance call and text massage. There are not  facility of 

smartphone,electricity and internet in remote area.   Because of this idea she got global education award,global teaching 

Excellence award,Golden peacock award in education. She got also twenty five up award in literature.  Her aim to take best 

teacher award from President of india.
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Suresh Kumar Prabhakaran 
MD (Sign World Company) 

For some, money has no value, but for him, its power. He values time, 
efforts and commitments when it comes to serving people or 

customers

Suresh Kumar Prabhakaran is the Managing Director of the Sign World Company in Kerala, India. It is the largest advertising 

company in the state. Suresh Kumar has worked in various organizations with extensive experience of 28 years. 

He acquired his education in Bachelors of Commerce and has been in line with business for many years. He has also worked 

in Import & Export business. Even through many challenges and struggles in life, Suresh has still been holding optimism and 

positivity when it comes to life and decisions. He has is now working in his family business, which his patriarchal family has 

started. For some, money has no value, but for him, its power. He values time, efforts and commitments when it comes to 

serving people or customers. His only mantra is 'Give respect and take respect', which he has turned into a character. He 

wants people to value respect whether, people or elders, or even nature.

In recent years, Suresh Kumar has received various awards for his remarkable skills and experience in the business world. 

He has received 'India's Biggest MSME Business Award', consecutively in 2017, 2018 and 2019.

In 2018, he was awarded various awards such as Kerala's Best Advertising Company, the World Confederation of Business 

Excellence Award in the USA, Best Advertising & Digital Signboard Printing Services in Kerala, India's Leadership Award, 

Top Advertising Company in Kerala, to name a few.

Later in 2019, Suresh was recognized and honored with awards such as, Most Creative Advertising Company in South India, 

International Service Excellence Award, Business Ratna Award, Kerala's Best MSME Excellence Outdoor Advertising 

Award, India's Best Printing & Advertising Award, Best National Advertising & Printing Company in Printing Industry, Indian 

Iconic Personality Award, Business Peace Award, International Leadership Excellence Award 2019-2020.
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Vizarath Ali
Engineering Student turned Entrepreneur

assion is what drives you to succeed because you are completely 
dedicated to making your business work no matter how hard the 

process may be

On the other hand, I Always like to uplift others ....Kindness is an investment that always pays back dividends, not necessarily 

from the outside, but for one's own peace of mind and soul.

People are social creatures and we benefit from socialization. In many ways, what we put out into the world is returned to us in 

the form of our own inner peace, happiness, contentment, and well-being.

That makes developing passion for others into something that can really help with our peace of mind and place in life.

Developing a habit for uplifting and helping others, whether it's in your personal life or through charity work with others, is a 

great choice.

Since childhood I very interested for Entrepreneurship. Consistency working as a co-founder of Excellence Educational 

institutions then I started a 2nd business in Viero Digital Marketing company .

As recently I started a Truversa Interior Designing Company...

This is how I began my journey. Now, I am a successful entrepreneur. Looking back on my experience, I felt it important to 

share some tips for how others can prepare themselves as they begin their own entrepreneurial journeys.
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Goutam Chakraborty 
Co-Founder (Scriptix Pvt Ltd) 

A 360-degree digital agency providing Health Care automation 
cloud-based application in SAAS model

Goutam Chakraborty (B Tech [IT], Certified SCRUM Master ) was formerly working as Business Development Manager in IT industry for last 12 years. 
After this long span of time, he has and understood the pros and cons from many sectors, in 2020 pandemic, he has seen the obstacles faced by the 
people who are really seeking for medication. Then he has started market studies, found many other issues which are small but effective, for the sub-

thurban or rural people. ON the 6  day of October 2020, He and his friend Bivas Kanti pal has started Scriptrix Pvt. Ltd.  It is still in the development 
stage, just started walking with some projects and the team is busy with their most awaited product development “Doxmile “.

Scriptrix Pvt. Ltd.:

We are a 360-degree digital agency providing Health care automation cloud-based application in SAAS model, as we well as we deliver web 
development, mobile app development and digital marketing solution. Apart from that, we have our own product (App and web apps) under 
development stage called Doxmile.

Detailed description:

Doxmile :

The medical industry, for the most part, functions on physical interaction, with a doctor checking the pulse, using a stethoscope, feeling for lumps or 
peering into the mouth for possible telltale signs. However, such practices are largely suspended as of now given the coronavirus pandemic.

Amid this scenario, telemedicine is emerging as a feasible option. The use of telemedicine technology allows healthcare to become more accessible, 
efficient, and convenient for the patient.

Doxmile is the exchange of medical information from one location to another using electronic communication, which improves patient health status. 
Telemedicine has multiple applications and can be used for different services, which includes wireless tools, email, two-way video, smartphones, and 
other methods of telecommunication's technology.

In the current situation, however, the idea of healthcare going digital seems more attractive than ever. Online consultations can prove to be a major 
relief for healthcare workers. The results are being seen globally too.

With the advancement in technology, people are finding an easy means of communication with doctors. For the people living in rural and urban areas, 
online doctor consultation has become an advantage. In this online doctor consultation, patients can directly chat with the doctor other can ask 
queries through a video call.  People are seeking more convenience in these days and they trust the internet for all their important functions.

There is a scope for getting personal advice through online doctor consultation.  Irrespective of the place, patients can get professional medical 
advice within less time. For a bedridden patient who needs doctor consultancy at regular intervals, online consultation could help them in gaining 
contact to doctors. Online doctor consultation is very helpful for the people who are living in places where there is no chance for doctors to reach.      
Medicine take-away service:

One of the progressive technology models, which have evolved in the last few years, is tele-medicine that has enabled accessibility to the finest 
doctors at the tap of a button. Another recent innovation that has positioned itself as an attractive model in the healthcare space is e-pharmacy.

Organized e-pharmacy:

There are two models which operate in this category. One is a market place model where a technology company connects neighborhood licensed 
pharmacies to the end user. Other is an inventory-based model where e-pharmacy is an online service of an offline licensed pharmacy.

Every order that is received is pruned and checked by a team of registered pharmacists. Orders requiring a prescription medicine are checked for a 
valid prescription. Without a valid prescription the medicines are not dispensed. The medicines are dispensed by registered pharmacists in a temper 
proof pack through the medicine delivery person. With the most advanced technology aligned with their processes, they could keep track of each and 
every order. These steps can prevent self-medication and drug abuse, two major issues today. In addition, they provide important information (side 
effect, precautions etc.) about the drugs to the consumers.

Healthtrix:

Cloud adoption in healthcare has been rather slow despite increased awareness of cloud computing. Even today, a large percentage of hospitals in 
India continue to rely on a traditional legacy system, with different departments having their own IT systems and databases. This creates an 
information silo which subsequently leads to communication gaps between various stakeholders (doctors, administrators, lab technicians, etc.) in the 
hospital and a disjointed experience for both payers and providers.

Another major challenge hospitals face is the lack of expertise and staff to implement and manage their IT infrastructure, which often results in the loss 
of critical patient data. Such limitations necessitate the need for a SaaS-based solution that can bring all the healthcare modules together on a single 
platform. With an integrated, all-in-one cloud ecosystem in place, hospitals do not need different IT solutions for different needs such as HIMs, 
EMR/EHR, LIMS, PACS, Pharmacy, e-Claim, etc. and pay for services on an ad-hoc basis. Another barrier is there is the costing for small health 
organizations, it is difficult to afford a huge budget for a good solution including the IT infra, So Healthtrix is a cloud based application which can be 
availed by any health organizations in monthly or yearly rental , with small piece of investment which is negligible and minimal maintenance cost.
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Dr. Karthick Kumar
Founder & CEO (5K Network)

Karthick  is on mission to help young entrepreneurs Build and Grow 
Protable Business. 

Dr. KarthickKumar did his schooling in Neikkaraatti Government School. He did his B.sc (Bio-Tech) in PSG college of Arts and Science. He pursued his Master of 
Business Administration (Finance & Marketing) in Kongu Engineering College.

Being an MBA Graduate, he initially started his career in Larsen&Toubro in Research & Development Department and he became a Regional Head of Automotive 
Division in Asian Paints till 2011. He becamean expert in Marketing, Customer Network Tapping & Business enhancement. 

With a Great Spark on Entrepreneurial dream, he stepped into world of business and started his dream project 5K Network for Car Detailing & Car Remodeling 
Services at Coimbatore City. Initially, he started his own outlet in the year of 2012atCodissia with 3 employees. Now 5K Car Care holds 10,00,000+ Happy Customers 
with 60+Outlets &1000+ Satisfied Employee across all over Tamil Nadu and Karnataka.

Dr.KarthickKumar has received 25 Awards for his tireless compassion and commitment towards his work.Some of the notifiable awards are ICON OF TAMILNADU, 
Radio City, Best entrepreneur Award in 2019, and Best president of Business. He received a Best Promotional Award while he was working with L & T and also he 
received National Best Marketer Award while he was working withAsian Paints. This shows that he never fails to mark his footprint wherever he goes.

Dr.KarthickKumar is a great Inspiration and Role Model for many young entrepreneurs not because of his success and his achievement but because of his dedication 
and his commitment towards his work.

Also, Dr. KarthickKumar believesthat giving an Opportunity for young entrepreneurs is his first duty and he gains the immense pleasure of seeing the growth of young 
entrepreneurs. 

Dr. KarthickKumar has made a clear vision of three country presence along with serving 10000 families and placing 500 outlets. He also has the vision to save the 
environment by planting 5000 trees within this year.

Dr. KarthickKumar believes that hard work as well as smart work leads to the road of success. His clear vision has finally made 5K Car Care Stands for Everlasting 
Success.

5K car care   is providing a high-quality and well-maintained facility to clean your vehicles 24/7. We take the extra steps necessary to ensure your car is cleaned to your 
expectations, as customer service is our #1 priority.

In only 9 years, 5K Car Care has grown into a multi-award winning national franchise operation, establishing itself as the global leader in leading car cleaning and 
detailing.

Utilizing exclusive techniques and products, 5K Car Care has raised the industry standards for quality and convenience by being able to prepare a car to showroom 
standard anywhere. The result, we are in #1 position in Tamilnadu with a huge impressive client list of car owners and users throughout the Tamilnadu and expanding 
now throughout the World 

5K Car Care has established benchmarks for innovation and growth in both customer service and franchising.

The purpose of the company is to provide not only quality service, but a livelihood for the owners and its employees. Along with the ability to provide the community with 
assistance as needed and that is within the means of the company. 

Through our unique service delivery model provide the highest quality, most convenient car care and protection service in the world through educating the market, 
focusing on the customer, and providing the opportunity of business ownership through the 5K Car Care franchise model.

The 5K Car Care service has credibility that gives our customer's confidence and our franchisees a solid foundation.

Even though we are already considered to be one of the most exciting and dynamic services and franchise opportunities in the India today, the 5K Car Care system is 
in a constant state of evolution marching to 150 branches in the end of 2021.

New products are being developed, new technologies are being engaged, and new opportunities are emerging.  We are entering the most exciting period in 5K history, 
and whether as a valued client or as part of the 5K team, we look forward to you being a part of our future.

The highlights of our Franchise model are

Ÿ Centralized booking and enquiries through 5knetwork.com website

Ÿ 5K Centralized marketing, advertising and promotions

Ÿ Complete background support for your everlasting success

Ÿ Manpower support

Ÿ Complete operation support.

With a dedicated business and service development facility at 5K International Head Office in Coimbatore, India and a product research and development facility 
based on International product, 5K is constantly introducing new products and services. 

Some of these are extensions of 5K already impressive service menu while others are complementary products that are perfectly suited to application by our 5Kians. 
However, all 5K products and services have one thing in common, the protection of our client's vehicles delivered in the most convenient and professional way.

With unique technology, unmatched quality, and superior service delivery, 5K has set the benchmark in Auto detailing. So it's no wonder that 5K has an impressive list 
as clients around the world.

Dr. Karthickkumar has been awarded with India most prestigious MSME as India 500 CEO and he has also awarded with fame as making his company as Best 
Automobile and Auto detailing award, Best Car Care award, Best Car detailing services award, Excellence in car detailing, Best Business Award and Osai fame 
awards. He also made his company on creating 3 world record for his concern
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Krina Panchal 
Prop. (Vilnesh International) 

The company's name was inspired by the name of my parents which 
is Vilas Bain and Dinesh Bhai. So it is very special and close to my 

Since my childhood, I always thought of becoming an independent entrepreneur and not just a part of family business. I completed my 

graduation in commerce from Gujarat University in 2012. After that I acquired a Diploma in Marketing and a Diploma in International 

Business Management from B. K. School of Management and another Diploma in Import-Export from IIIEM Collage. As my passion 

towards rifle shooting, I got training in it from Khanpur Rifle Club.

As, my family business includes machinery manufacturing. VILNESH INTERNATIONAL is also engaged with machinery 

manufacturing for food, chemicals and pharmaceutical industries since 5 years. My father, Mr. Dinesh Panchal is in this business since 

last 25 years and as I have been witnessing engineering environment since my child hood in our family and got my inspiration to join this 

industry. I started my business as a trader but now I am a manufacturer too. I have all the knowledge about the machinery that I am 

dealing with. The machinery manufacturing range is generally used for crushing, pulverizing, sieving, mixing and conveying many of the 

products for food, chemical and pharmaceutical industries. We also deal in Fully Automatic Projects for the same.

We are manufacturing Hammer mill for crushing, Impact pulveriser for Pulverising, Vibro Shifter for Sieving, Ribbon Blander for Mixing 

and Screw Conveyor for conveying the material.

We are dealing all over India as well as exporting to Bhutan, Nepal, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, Fiji and African Countries and hopefully we 

will increase and promote our machinery for export in many more countries in the near future. We continuously upgrade our machinery 

as per our practical experience, customer's advice and as market requirements. We are always working for the customer's satisfaction.

Vilnesh International is a Sole Proprietary firm but my father is the biggest moral partner for the company who supports me in every 

manner all the times. I got married in last December to Dr. Soumya Jain who is a practising doctor and most of my in-laws are doctors. 

Thought they do not have any experience and understanding of the machine manufacturing they always support and allow me to 

continue this business. I hope that with the support of both my families I will definitely grow my business and my company on higher level 

in the coming future.

Well, hard work and smart work both play a similar role in business's growth and success. It is quite similar to the two sides of a coin, like 

hard work gives you the confirmation of success, and smart work saves you time to reach the same goal, but this needs planning and 

scheduling tasks. The exciting thing is smart work is little more important than hard work in current market scenario. 

I decided to start my own trading business based on only marketing skill and without any investment by my families, so I did everything 

on my own. And nowadays, I am manufacturing machines with my innovative ideas. 

In the beginning it was very difficult for me to understand all business aspects due to my commerce background. I had very good ideas 

for marketing but technically I was weak and my father supported me at all steps. The actual conceptualization of my business took 

around a year. I was the first business woman in my entire family. Initially I started my work from home and then rented an office for 

business and due to hard work and thinking new ideas to expand the business I set up my business with manufacturing in good manner 

with lots of struggles.

Our customer acquisition strategy understands the product and customer's requirement. We never commit falsely for getting business 

because if customer will not get satisfy than we cannot grow in the market and stakes our reputation. I believe that goodwill of your 

product is the biggest tool of marketing and company's growth. User acquisition strategies include building relationships with potential 

customers, define your target audience, considering their needs, and providing the valuable information they need to make an informed 

purchasing decision. We always believe that customer's gain is our gain and if they will get gain we can get many references from them 

and it will be a nice way to be a market leader.

When I started the business each and every family member were criticising me for starting my own business and even my father who 

supported me and were against the decision. But my father handled them very well and gave me full support for doing this business. 

Now, as my business is at a good position and all the people who used to criticize me are now keeping their views to them but still do not 

appreciate. I always ignore such people who have this kind of thinking. I only focus on the growth of my business and over come any 

challenges.
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Roma Bajaj
Professional Realtor

Roma Bajaj is a well known name in the real estate sector, better 

known for her thinking outside of the box when it comes to dealing 

with client.

Roma became a professional Realtor at the age of 23 as she is the 2nd generation in her family business of Real Estate. With 

years of experience by her side she is a master in her field now and has an extraordinary problem solving skills. Always 

looking into the future she aims to further excel herself in her real estate dream. She has achieved success in her business 

because of her inspirational and motivational nature. 

Apart from spending much time at work she has a passion for badminton and sketching. She acknowledges travelling as her 

favorite hobby; some of her best adventures have been hopping in her car and heading to the field with her family and friends.

With its headquarters in Chhattisgarh, Bajaj Real Estate is the leading commercial leasing company, with an illustrious 

clientele of more than 200 brands. It is a Registered Real Estate Advisory (RERA) firm operating PAN India and is working in 

more than 10 states across the nation. 

Roma calls her team 'Best Team' which comprises of her siblings who are  Backed by a considerable and solid  experience, 

coupled with unparalleled  market knowledge and wisdom, they are  able to provide nothing but the best to  our vast clientele 

Roma's expertise lies with Corporate, Retail, Industrial and Pre-rented Properties. BAJAJ Real Estate has managed to close 

over 1000 deals successfully. 

The client list that includes many of the world's big and famous brands from Retails sector, corporate sector & industrial 

sector Amazon, Flipkart, Tata- Westside, Croma, Reliance Digital, Vishal Mega Mart, Reliance Smart point, Louis philippe, 

DBS Bank, Gold's Gym, Mahindra Logistics, Samsung, Byju's etc.

Roma is associated with multiple organizations: Chhattisgarh Association of Realtors (CGAR), National Association of 

Realtors (NAR), Business Network International (BNI) to name a few.

As quoted by Ms. Roma, “Buying a property is not merely a financial investment, but also a mental and emotional one. We 

understand how much it means to someone to have the willingness to devote such tremendous resources, with a natural 

expectation of receiving something in return. At Bajaj Real Estate, we aim to fulfill this expectation with excellence, sincerity, 

dedication, knowledge, and wisdom.”
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Mohammed Tajuddin 
Founder (Shaadi Mubarak) 

An IT professional pursuing his passion after quitting the job and 
thus achieving the great heights.

Mr. Mohammed Tajuddin, an  IT professional (MBA in IT) & Vast Experience and IT industry Background.

But, In 2009 a Spendipitious event in Event Industry Changed my life, my Vision and Interest towards Hospitality Industry.

In 2009, After quitting my job, I started my first Hotel with the name Taj Tandoori Nites in Bangalore, which was a great launch 

in the new field.

With always Vision and Interest for business expansion,  I entered into Wedding, Event & Catering Business which also gave 

me a great successful entry in the industry.

In 2014, Business Logo was Registered & the business was taken to the next level with the name Shaadi Mubarak.

In mid 2018, the business was formed into a Company with the registered Company name Shaadi Mubarak Event 

Management LLP, had to face a great struggle & challenges in the early stages, but slowly  Shaadi Mubarak business name 

was getting popular for its services & a very positive response among the local & surrounding communities area's.

Today, we are Operating all over Karnataka and we are still in the expansion & developing stage, aiming to be the best In 

Wedding Event &  Catering Business.

In 2021 ShaadiMubarak  have been Awarded & recognised as

Ÿ " Excellence in Customer Service Award 2021"  by  Global Triumph Foundation & Supported by MSME India.

Ÿ "Entrepreneur of the Year Award 2021"  by Global Triumph Foundation & Supported by MSME India.

Ÿ "Best Customer Experience in Caterers 2021" by Industry Live

Ÿ Food connoisseurs India Awards (Chef Sanjeev Kapoor Chief Guest & Jury Member & many more Celebrity chef's )

Ÿ "Best Wedding Planners & Caterers of the Year 2021" by SMEbizz

Ÿ Unique & Outstanding Event Planners of the Year by Global Business Icon (Chief Guest: Lord Diljit Rana- MP house 

of Lord ( Uinted Kingdom) and Dr Neeraj Sharma Honorary Consulate of the Republica of Palau
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Shruti Krishna
Founder & Director (Anant Yogalaya)

Graduate in Fashion Technology, Qualied Supportive Yoga 
Therapist, Qualied Ashtanga, Vinyasa, Aerial Yoga Expert, 

Qualied Pregnancy Yoga Expert, Qualied Sujok Therapy Expert

Shruti Krishna was born in Rairangpur, a small village in Odisha and brought up in Jaipur, Rajasthan. Shruti got Yoga as a 

heritage because she had a rule in her house to do yoga before going to school and this is the reason that she was attached to 

yoga since from childhood.

Along with her studies of fashion technology She started a yoga school in name of Anant Yogalaya in 2004 to provide free 

yoga education to poor children. Because of some circumstances of life she was away from yoga for few months, but the 

same yoga proved to be successful to bring her out of those situations, and after those circumstances, yoga became a part of 

her life, and after that she started working dedicatedly towards yoga and the yoga school which was started in 2004 to give 

yoga education to the poor children.

In 2018 She started working with an effort to bring yoga to the village of Rajasthan with some NGOs and the government. She 

Visited Village to Village and started an effort to connect the youth with yoga and to increase employment through yoga.

Due to the Pandemic Covid-19, the ongoing programs had to be stopped but Shruti did not give up and provided yoga 

education to Thousands of people (Including University's like Amity, Manipal, etc.,) through online free yoga classes on 

Facebook.

Shruti was aware about this dreadful situation of Covid-19 in which Many People got unemployed, so she Started working on 

an project called Yoga in Rural India where she started free yoga training to people and also she is working with her team with 

an effort to bring 2000 yoga centres among 44,981 villages of Rajasthan.
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Dr. Niladri Narayan Basu 
Founder (Shree Ganesh Jyotish Kendra) 

th
Dr. Niladri Narayan Basu ( born 14  of July 1989 ), is a celebrated 
astrologer, renowned author, presenter and founder of the 12 year 

running an ISO 9001:2015 certied organisation Shree Ganesh 
Jyotish Kendra. 

He was Born in Kolkata, town of West Bengal and completed his Masters from one of the best universities of India and learned basics of astrology from his Father Sri 

Sanatan Basu. Being recognized as world renowned and internationally acclaimed astrologer mostly  recognized for accurate predictions in different fields of 

Astrology, Vedic Astrology, Palmistry, Remedial Astrology, Numerology, Vastu, Prasna jyotish, Astro Finance, Sports Finance, wealth, business, job and career 

prediction and matrimonial match making with  specialization in love marriage.

From Vedic Astrology, healing astrology readings to inspiring international retreats, classes, workshops, and conferences, Dr. Basu and his vibrant practice have 

helped thousands to align with their true life path. He has been gifted with the ability to translate cosmic symbols into everyday wisdom that is as transcendent as it is 

practical and actionable. 

Astrologer Dr Niladri Narayan Basu (PhD in Astrology) has experience of about 12 years was born in an illustrious Royal BASU family of West Bengal (The land of 

famous astrologers and Tantra). Astrology is his Passion. He is mad about Astrology and started learning from the age of 12. Completed His Master's and learned 

astrology from his family traditions. He is practicing as an Astrologer since last 12 years, and was more interested and dedicated in astrology and Para science, He 

practices astrology as a tool of betterment in human life. Having spiritual, scientific, and innovative vision he is working a lot on elemental and remedial astrology. In his 

predictions he uses combination of astrology, Vedic Vastu, palmistry and numerology for more accuracy. 

Dr. Basu also consults with companies large and small to counsel on the intersections of astrology and business acumen. Some of the luxury and fashion companies 

she has partnered with Amazon India, Flipkart, Sopify and many more.

In Dr. Basu's client work, his mission is to align people with their own unique brand of stardust so they can step into their highest potential. Dr. Basu's horoscopes and 

talents have appeared in various social media platforms and channels.

Dr. Basu is an active member and contributing author to the various National and International Astrological Research organisations. More than 3 books on vedic 

astrology and vastu are under process with renounced international publication house.

In addition to astrology, which is his passion and career, Dr. Basu enjoys music, play out door games, design and architecture, adventure travel. Dr. Basu is in 

tremendous gratitude for the generosity of his teachers who passed on this lineage to him, as he continues to do the same. 

Dr. Niladri Narayan Basu , Vedic astrologer and author of many digital content on Vedic astrology is a resident astrologer of  Kolkata India, and has been featured in 

various leading publications. He also edits the Journal of Astrology, a three monthly carrying articles and researches relating to Vedic Astrology. He is responsible for 

introducing horary astrology as a forecasting tool in astrology live programs. At present, he is guiding research in various aspects of Vedic Astrology, medical 

astrology, power of mantra on human body(research going on in Delhi AIIMS),effects of aura in our daily life and many more projects going on.

VIEWS ON ASTROLOGY
Replying to a question related to use of the term Vedic astrology to describe Indian astrology, he said, "Technically, Jyotish should not be called Vedic Astrology. 

For Yagnas and Karmakanda the Vedas are the authentic source. Specially “ATHARVA VEDA” is the core of vedic astrology. For the householders it is the Smritis. But 

both the Vedas and Smritis are in the Puranas. Just as the entire Creation has emerged from Him, so to the entire literature of the world is an offshoot of the Puranas. 

There is no iota of doubt about it. In the Vedas, there is no methodology provided to determine Tithi, Vaar, Nakshatra, or planetary Sanchara (transits). Even the 

methodology for determining timing of Parvas (festivals), or Eclipses is not mentioned in the Vedas. What is not in the Vedas is in the Smritis. And whatever is not found 

in these two is to be known from the Puranas."

About importance of mathematical skills and use of computers in astrology, he says, "I am a strong believer in the fact that manual/mental calculations help you 

better visualize and develop instincts for practicing astrology. I am generally wary of depending exclusively on Jyotish software programs in the market." He adds, 

"Despite my reservations regarding use of astrology software programs, the availability of computers is very helpful and a great time-saver for a serious astrologer. If I 

have access to a Jyotish program that I have verified as dependable, I use it right away. If not, I do some manual calculations to check its accuracy repeatedly and on 

an ongoing basis. Mostly the basic horoscopes generated by these software programs are accurate, but the supplementary features, such as less-used Dasha 

systems or Ashtakavargas etc., are often faulty or simply wrong."

Speaking about the role of intuition in astrology, he says, "As an astrologer advances, almost magically, more of intuition starts coming into play." He further states, 

"Patanjali's Yoga Sutras tell us that there exists a Jyotishmati Nadi (or a predictive intuitive channel) within us, which when activated one can see past, present and 

future. Here one needs no horoscope or knowledge of astrology."

PREDICTIVE ABILITY
He made a number of correct predictions about political upheavals, natural and man-made disasters and major world events. This include predictions about a

Ÿ Winning of BJP in central government 2019 M.P election,

Ÿ Winning of TMC with 200 plus seats in 2021 west Bengal legislative assembly election,

He made some of correct predictions about sports like

Ÿ Winning of 6 plus medels in Tokyo Olmpic 2020 by Indian athletes.

Ÿ Winning of 2011 cricket world cup by Indian cricket Team.

Ÿ Atletico de Kolkata(ATK) will be champion of ISL 19-20.

Dr. Basu is available for media, speaking engagements, corporate events, brand activations, private events, astrology readings, and of course Vedic puja, Havans .
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Heena Sehrawat
Laavanya Redamancy Foundation

She encourages others as well to join the movement  
#StrongwomenMovement to STAND UP & SPEAK OUT against 

violence, gender inequality. Join 
#LAAVANYAREDAMANCYFOUNDATION 

Laavanya Redamancy Foundation is a platform that empowers women, children across India specially girl child , Heena 

Sehrawat started doing social service from her school days then after her studies she worked very hard to give shape to her 

hope for betterment of society that is Laavanya Redamancy Foundation.

She encourages others as well to join the movement  #StrongwomenMovement to STAND UP & SPEAK OUT against 

violence ,gender inequality. Join #LAAVANYAREDAMANCYFOUNDATION 

As it is said unity can bring a big change because single hand can't help all but unity can , Sharing is one of the most important 

virtues which brings happiness in life. Sharing brings with it inherent joy and happiness within us and also to the person with 

whom we have shared. To share is to spread joy. Sharing is a very important part of social and emotional development. 

Laavanya Redamancy Foundation encourages you all to spread the Happiness by sharing atleast 10% of your earnings and 

bring difference in others lives.

#StrongwomenMovement with #LAAVANYAREDAMANCYFOUNDATION

Heena Sehrawat, approach is to focus up Gender discrimination and violence against women in India. According to a report 

by the National Health and Family Survey, one in every three women in India, starting from the age of 15 faced some or the 

other form of domestic or sexual violence. With a rudimentary thought process and a prevalent patriarchial society, India is 

still struggling to empower its women. Though we may be very far off from giving the nation that they deserve, Heena 

Sehrawat with her NGO namely LAAVANYA REDAMANCY FOUNDATION  for women in India working selflessly for women  

empowerment in India and above women empowerment her motto is also to nurture the childhood so to empower the 

Children of root class society with their day to day  nutrients, to their education and social well being.

She guides women and girls with deep insight into the current education system and the resulting skill gap.

Heena Sehrawat is also associated with real estate consulting as senior management consultant through her experience 

and expertise she is empowering women ,children specifically girl child with a belief that strong self independent women 

makes strong world .She creates awareness about supporting girls in the same way family supports their sons. As per her 

saying, awareness can bring change in the mind of people whose thinking are narrow for girls, women.
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Sabka Malik Ek Pratishthan SaiAshraya Pariwar was established in 17 May 2017 a total of 155 orphans homeless crippled 

boys and girls as well as destitute women destitute and elderly are given shelter here for there upbringing and Education to 

get better health. They are given various training like computer, Yoga’s, Music, Karate, Dance, Painting, Sewing Class so 

that they can stand on their own feet and help other destitute this work is being carried out with the blessings of selfless 

SaiBaba.

As a human being, we have to give something to the society. I am working as follows to make future of the orphans bright.

Ÿ We are giving the right home education rites to the orphan destitute children for good health and love.

Ÿ To make orphaned women and their children self-reliant by giving them a rightful home.

Ÿ To make orphans Destitute, Disabled and their children self-reliant by giving them a rightful home.

Ÿ To Brighten the lives of orphans by marrying destitute boys and girls

Ÿ Raise trees, Save trees, Save Girls, Educate Girls create awareness in the society for protection of animals and 

birds.

Ÿ To give a rightful home to orphans and destitute old people and lead a fulfilling life with happiness and dignity.

Ÿ Food was distributed to the poorest people in the community during the corona epidemic lockdown.

Ÿ Conducted Social Camps such as dentistry, eye examination and blood donation.

Ÿ Human Service is service to God, this is the true devotion to God.

Ganesh Narayan Dalvi
Founder & Chairman

Helping Orphanage, Reading Books & Playing Cricket
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Rajeev Bagdi
Owner (Moon Plot)

Raajeevvv Bagdii is a renowned Numerologist, Wellness 

Practitioner, Business Owner and an Intellectual Author. 

He is a passionate numerologist who has been practicing this wonderful science for more than 3 decades. He has been 

guiding people by giving suggestions & solutions to people in financial markets and in their everyday lives. With his 

knowledge of numerology, he has provided insight to hundreds of people to understand themselves better and find their lives' 

purposes. Every day he not only assists people in finding their gifted strengths but he also gives solutions to tackle the 

challenges posed by their weaknesses through his premium and professional consultation service. He has been teaching 

people this wonderful science of Numerology as well.  He is on a mission to help 1 lakh people to transform their lives for 

better through his knowledge& experience. 

Born in the year 1973 in Bikaner, Rajasthan, India. Raajeevvv Bagdii is now settled in Hyderabad, Telangana, India. He 

is a Post Graduate in Marketing & Finance. He undertook a job for few years before starting his business career. He has 

acquired knowledge in various subjects including financial markets, alternative medicines, healing methodologies, self 

development and self improvement. He loves to share knowledge and to help people on topics related to numerology, health 

and wellness, self-help, self- development and other occult sciences. He is a passionate and benevolent person who is ready 

to go that extra mile and help people with his knowledge and experiences that he has gained during the course of his life so 

far. 

He is the founder of “CACH IN NNUMBERS – Life Decoded Through Numbers” which he has started to promote the 

science of Numerology and also other occult sciences. He has developed few new simple and easy to use tools like “TIMING 

YOUR SUCCESS – DAY CHART”&“WEALTH & PROSPERITY ATTRACTORS / DHAN SAMMRUDHII YANTRA”to help 

people make their lives better, using his research and knowledge of Numerology.During his practice of Numerology, he felt 

the need to tell people how to lead a healthy life with alternative medicines and natural healing methodologies and so he 

entered the field of ayurvedic& herbal medicine business. He currently has a popular herbal store in Hyderabad named 

“Lifestyle Nourisher” where he sells solutions based on natural & herbal products. 

Proficient numerologist Raajeevvv Bagdii says “I believe that knowledge is power.  Everyone should improve 

themselves and / or their business, no matter what stage of life they are in. Whether to develop a better mindset or to 

increase business profits, moving forward with knowledge is the key to a successful life.” With brilliance in his field 

and a generous heart he has helped many people in his life directly or indirectly. 

Raajeevvv Bagdii is a brilliant and benevolent person who did hard work all his life and worked for people by going out of his 

way. He is always inquisitive about science and technology and remains updated with all the research and advancement in 

technology. He is a visionary and has always been very thoughtful of the future and that's why he purchased a plot of land on 

moon for $140 from New York-based Lunar Republic Society in 2003, even after various negative comments from people 

around him. He is a self made businessman who has prioritised society's well being before his. He has been doing all the 

work in his capacity for the betterment of society with his expertise in various fields of life and he says he has not yet finished 

and he would never step back from doing more for the benefit of the society.
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P. Santhammal
 

என் �த்தகம் �வச ��ன் 2- � மகள் �றந்த � �  �ன் ேனார ்   �த்தம். 5 வ � ஆரம்பப்பள்ளி �வக்கம். பாடல் , 

ஆடல், களிமண் ெபாம்ைம கண் காட � பள்ளிெகாண் டாட்டம்.-4 ஆம்  �ப � �ரிப்ப � என்ற �றப � ெபயர.் 

7- ஆம்  �ப � உயரந் ிைலப் பள்ளி �வக்கம்.. � �் க் ��ம்பம். ��ய தந்ைத இர �வப் பணி. 2 ேபர,்  �வர ் 

�ரியப்பணி. கல � ெச � அத �.ேத �்  �ப்ெபண் 25% 9 - ஆம்  �ப �10- � தரம். 10- ஆம்  �ப � 4- � தரம். 11- ஆம்  �ப � 

பள்ளி �தல் மா � -1-  � தரம்.  �ரிைய  �ற � பள்ளி அைடய �- ெசன்ைன.

 �தல் ஆண் � �வக்கம். ம �ரி  �ப �  �ரிையகள் கற �த்தல்  �ற �. 2 - ஆம் ஆண் � கற �த்தல் பணி. பளளி  

�தல்வர ் டாக்டர. �த �ல �் � ெர �் அம்ம �ன் வரல �-  �ன்ம �ரி. எளிைம. அறம். �வாற்றல்  �யைவ  

�ரிையகள் �ன்ம �ரி. இைச  �ரிைய பாடல்  �ற �, நடனப் �ற �, நாடகப் �ற � �றப �-ேதரச் �் 80%.  ��  �ரிையப் 

பணி 1  �டம். ��ம்ப வாழ்க்ைக 4 �டம். அ �ப் பள்ளி  �ரிையபணி 33  �டங்கள். ஓய �. மகள்  �த �வப் பணி. 

மகன் பல் �த �வப் பணி.  �தாயப்பணி நிை �. 

 �ழ் �் . நன �. ப.சாந்தம்மாள் . தைலைம  �ரிைய. ேசாளிங் கர.்வாலாஜா வடட் ம்.இராணிப்ேபடை் ட 

மாவடட் ம்.  �ழ்ந �. இந �யா. வணக்கம்.
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Santhosha Harinarthini
Founder (Elegant Hair Beauty & Makeup Studio & Academy)

An innocent housewife who set out her journey to become a 

successful enterpreneur as a Cosmetologist/Cosmochemist

Women in Indian society in the recent times are doing wonders and playing a vital role in the economic growth.  They always do 

something different and inspire other women.  Here is the story of Ms. Santosha Harinarthini, an innocent housewife who set out 

her journey to become a successful enterpreneur as a Cosmetologist/Cosmochemist.

Ms. Santhosha Harinarthini is the founder of 'Elegant Hair Beauty and Makeup Studio & Academy.'  She started her journey as a 

Cosmetologist/Cosmochemist with one chair and one bed in Hyderabad and presently offering services to more than 5000 regular 

customers.  Within a span of 8 years she successfully made it to 2 saloons and 2 training academies, with a successful completion 

of 10 batches, which duration of each batch varies from 1 month to 5 months.  Recently she started one more new business 

Elegant Hand Made Products.

She won the Women Achiever Award, Best Saloon Award in Telangana Rashtra Sarwabhowma Awards 2020, Hybiz TV Women 

Leadership Award 2021 in Beauty and Fashion Category, Woman Achiever Award 2021 by Naarisena – Global Women Forum, 

WOW (Wonderful Outstanding Women) Award in Beauty and Fashion Category.  Also nominated for India's best 500 start up 

awards 2020. In addition, she is the Jury member for 2 fashion shows and make over partner for Miss Telangana 2020, Talenticaa 

India, South Indian model, and Kids Fashion fusion week fashion show and more.  She recently achieved two spectacular events 

and became a Guinness Book Record Holder for Most Users in a Makeup Hangout in 2020 and recently set a record by 

doing 14 pairs of leg waxing within 30 minutes and carved her name in the International Book of Records.

Born in the year 1984 and brought up from a financially underprivileged family, her childhood continued to be the main purpose of 

study amidst simple commitments.  She received more love and care from her parents who supported her in every step of her 
theducation.  After successfully completing her Diploma after 10  standard, she was married at the young age of 19 according to 

family customs.

Soon she became mother of an adorable child and at that time she had nothing in her mind except her love and care for the family.  

With her husband's timely advice and support, she resumed her studies and secured 111th Rank in ECET and got scholarship 

from Infosys foundation to complete her BTECH.  She got placed in different organizations like Integra Microsoft, L&T Infocity and 

served in different positions and Infosys until mid 2014 when an unexpected illness took her away from the computers and the job.

With her strong will she aspired to rise above mediocrity, she started her journey in search of new paths for development.  This 

time, she pursued education in Beauty Care from a reputed Cosmetology institute. Here she learnt about beautifying people 

through makeup and cosmetology.  The idea of business was not her thought, but her intelligence and excellent dedication 

prepared her to face new challenges and uncertainties.  With her husband being the strong motivational force, she started her new 

business and set up her own saloon, which is now famous as Elegant Hair Beauty and Makeup Studio & Academy.

She believes this is the bedrock of her career.  To deal with her competitors, she adopted her prior work experience and 

professionalism in serving her clients.  She always believes in soothing and holistic approach to win trust.  She determines to 

create a unique brand in beauty care segment and envisages her products to become a part of every household in India.

She is strongly motivated to become a helping hand to serve the underprivileged, enthusiastic women in the society by offering 

them training and opportunities to empower them financially independent.

A great fan of Ms. Sudha Narayana Murthy, Ms. Santhosha believes Ms. Sudha Murthy as a wonder woman and has great respect 

for her.  Ms. Santosha is an active member of many charities and service oriented organizations.  She is always thankful to her 

parents.  She receives a lot of support and motivation from her husband and her two sons and humbly says that her husband is the 

backbone and every reason for her success.
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Anshika Sonker 
Founder (Reality of Words & Frillecious Soul) 

She's was born and brought up in the small town of Odisha, Where 
every single person has a dream to y high and get recognized

She's Anshika Sonker hailing from Jharsuguda,Odisha. She's was born and brought up in the small town of Odisha, Where 

every single person has a dream to fly high and get recognized. As she was very passionate about writing and her career she 

went through very tough situation but her dedication and self confidence never let her go down. There were very tough 

situation she faced but never gave up. 

Last year in lockdown she came through many reasons where people wanted to showcase there talent but wasn't able due to 

many reasons she made her idea clear that she has to help them and started her publication house for writers and named 

Reality of Words and as from her childhood she was very good at giving surprises and making moments memorable she 

founder her event firm and named Frillecious Soul. 

As name Reality of Words means real meaning of a words which person wants to express but not able to express so by words 

in a written way they can express whatever they want but that give a positive vibes, awareness and so on. As words written in 

a beautiful manner can melt a heart which never showed any feelings due to some reasons.

As name Frillecious Soul describes about free soul. Frillecious Soul is an event firm which has 3 categories 1st Event 2nd 

competition 3rd workshop. Event where people can make memories and enjoy, competition where people can showcase 

there talent and workshop from where people can learn and able to earn.
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